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PREFACE 4.

The organizers of the Workshop on Ship Wave Resistanc( Computations trust tha.

these proceedings will be helpful in future years and serve as an impetus for develop-

ment of improved theories and computational methods. The Workshop has already

borne fruit in the form of continuations of workshop discussions held in Japan in May

and October of 1980. Contributions from the May meeting form an important appendix

to Volume 2 of these Proceedings, and in fact publication of the Proceedings was

delayed to permit inclusion of the May contributions.

The Proceedings are divided into two volumes. The first volume contains the

workshop introductio,, an overview of results, and summaries of the group discus-

sions for each of the five hulls invwstigated by workshop participants; an appendix con-

tains geometric data and other information on the five hulls. Volume 1 thus constitutes

a broad summary of the proceedings of the Workshop. Tht contributed papers, twenty-

three in number, and written discussions, are all contained in Volume 2 of the Pi'o-

ceedings. These papers and discussions form the backbone of •"•s Workshop and

deserve continuad and careful study.

To all participants, authors, discussion leaders and discussers, the organizers ex-

tend sincere thanks for tha suparb efforts of a!l in making the Workshop a success.

JHMcC
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NOMENCLATURE

Ax Area of midship section

B Beam at midship

C Resistance coefficient, C R/(V½QU 2S) (with subscripts: pr for pressure resist-
ance, r for residual, s for spray, t for total, vp for viscous pressure, vt for viscous
tangential, vw for viscous wake, w for wavemaking, wb for wave breiking, wp for
wave pattein)

CB Block coefficient, CB = V/LppBH

CPR Prismatic coefficient, CPR = V/AxLpp

Cpr Dynamic pressure coefficient, Cpr (P - Pa + QgZ)/(½VQU 2)

Cs Wetted surfaxe coefficient, Cs = S/Lpp(2H + B)

Cx Midship sectionJ area coefficient, Cx = Ax/BH

Fn Froude number, Fn =U/V'iE

H Draft at midship

L Length at water line

Lpp Length between perpendiculars

R Resistance (with subscripts: pr for pressure resistance, r for residual, s for spray, t
for total, vp for viscous pressure, vt for viscous tangential, vw for viscous wake, w
for watvemaking, wb for wave breaking, wp for wave pattern)

R n Reynolds number, R, = LU/v

S Wetted surface area at rest

U Ship or model speed

V Displaced volume

b Half beam, b = B/2

g Gravitational acceleration, g - 32.174 ft/sec2

(



h(x) Vertical distance between x-axis and x'-axis (positive above undisturbed free sur-
face); nondimensionalized by U2/2g

k Wave number, k = g/U 2

2Half length, = Lpp/2

p Pressure

Pa Atmospheric pressure

t Trim (positive for bow up), t = h(-R) - h(2); nondimensionalized by U2/2g

s Sinkage, s ( -h(--2) + h(k))/2, nondimensionalized by U2/2g

U(x) Wave elevation along hull, measured relative to the x'-y' plane; nondimension-
alized by U2/2g

ri(x) Wave elevation along hull, measured relative to the undisturbed free surface
plane, i(x) = C(x) + h(x); nondimensionalized by U2/2g

v Kinematic viscosity, v = 1.059 x 10-5 ft/ 2/sec at T = 70"F

U(x,y) Free-surface elevation other than along hull; nondimensionalized by U2/2g

Mass density, Q = 1.935 slugs/ft3 (fresh water)

F,-,
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COORDINATE SYSTEM

z

y

V4- Lpp/2

F.P. A.P.

x, y, z Translating coordinate system with x in the opposite direction of the ship's for-
ward motion, z vertically upward, and the origin at the intersection of the planes
of the undisturbed free-surface and the midship section.*

x', y', z' Coordinate system fixed in ship and coinciding with the x,-y-x system when ship is
at rest.

*Midship section is, by definition, at the midpoint between perpendiculars.

!.
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Contribution to Workshop on ,ih& Wave Resistance

Computations

by G E Gadd National Maritime Institute, England

1' Introduction

Two methods have been used to obtain the results discussed below. One

is a modified version of Guilloton's n.•thod, and the other an improved

version of my method 2 using distributions of Rankine sources over the

hull surface and the undisturbed free surface. Outlines of these

methods are given in the next two sections.

2. Guilloton's methodII

This method requires isobars (lines of constant pressure) to be traced

along the hull. An "equivalent linearized hull" is defined, whose

lateral y offsets, at equal x intervals Ut, are iqual to the real-hull

y offsets on the isobars at Ac intervals ut, where L is ship speed, u

Sthe local x component velocity on the isobar, and t s(•e appropriate
i time interval (say L/40, where L is ship length). The z offsets of

the equivalent linearized hull are the depths Zol, Zo2 ..... of the

isobars when extrapolated far upstream, the top isobar oeing taken

in the water surface, so that Zol = 0.

To calculate the isobars in the present method the doublB-model zero

Froude number solution is first found, and 4 isobars for this case

are traced along the hull, startLng from station 10 (FP) at points

equally spaced in the Z direction with spacing ZK/4. Here ZK is

normally the depth of the keel at station 10, but for a hull form

with a curved keel line, like the Inuid form, it is taken to be the

maximum draft. The keel line, or the false keel line at maximum

draft, is treated as a fifth isobar. (It will not in general be an

isobar, but in any case the Guilloton method runs into difficulties
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near the keel). The first approximation to the equivalent linearized

hull is thus found. Hence, using linearized wavemaking source theory,

an approximation to the hull wave profile can be calculated, first for

the equivalent linearized hull and then transformed back to the realt

hull. The original double-model distributions of pressure and flov

direction over the hull surfaca are then altered to become more

consistent with this hull wave profile, a ncw set of isobars is foand,

and the process i,. repeated a sufficient number of times to give a

converged final solution.

The final solution for the pressure distribution over the hull erables

the sinkage an, trim to be calculated. The program contains an option

to re-calculate the flow round the hull with its offsets modified to

represent the hull when sinkage sad trim have taken place.

3. Rankine source method

The method is still fundamentally the same as that described in ref 2.

The hull and its double model reflection in the free surface are

divided into panels, and further panels are situated in the region

surrouriing -the hull in the plane of th& undisturbed free surface.

Rankine sources are distributed on each panel and the source strengths

found so that the hull surface boundary condition is met and a non-

linear form of the free surface condition is also satisfied.

In principle the free surfF:ce panel distribution• should extend over

the entire region where there are significant waves. In practice the

region of free surface panels has to be severely limited in extent.

The neglect of the source distribution outside of this truncated

region in the former computations was liable to cause appreciable err-rs.

In the present modified method these difficulties are partially

surmounted as follows. The number of "active" free surface panels is
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just as restricted as before, but further "passive" panels are added

outside of this region as shown in fig 1. It is assumed that non-

linear free surface effects are only important within the active region,

and that in the passive region linearized free-surfice conditions are

obeyed. The waves here are assumied to ie those that would be igenerateO

by an appropriate distribution of Kelvin wavemaking sources along the

axis of the hull at one third of the draft, as shown in fig 1. The

strengths of these sources arn chosen so that along the line joining

the centres of the outer row of active panels the wave profile

generated by the Kelvin sources matches thai computed from the Rankine

source array. This latter array now includes sources on four outer

rows of passive panels, where the source strengths ý.ccord with the

waves predict,!d by linear theory for the axial Kelvin source

distribution. hithough tCere may be significant waves even further

outboard, the neglect of the Rankinp ,:urces which ought in princi2ie

to be considered as acting there will no'; matter, since they will be

too remote from the hull and the active panels to have much effect.

Difficulties remain at the upstream and downstream boundaries. As

before the upstream radiation'condition is met approximately by

forcing the waves here to correspond to the pressures that would be

generated by the zero Froude number double model Rankine source

distributicn cn the hull alone. If such a pressure distribution

prevailed over the entire free surface (which of course it does not)

the Rankine source strengths at the downstream end of the region could

easily be calculated. By imposing the condition that the downstroam

source strengths on the active panels tend to the values so calcul'.ted,

it is found that acceptable predictions of the flow over most of the

hull can be obtained. This procedure "anchors" the downstream end of the

Rankire source distribution in such a way that the neglect of the free

surface sources which should be considered as acting downstream of the

truncated region is not too serious. A modified form of this truncation

condition is used where there is a transom stern, Some errors naturally

119
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5i occur close to the stern. This means that the wave resistance

estimated from the calculated pressures on the hull can often be

seriously in error, since it is sensitive to the precise values near

the stern. The resistance associated with the axial Kelvin source

distribution is however usually less unrealistic. This may be

because, to ensure reasonable smoothness, this distribution is to

some extent biassed towards what may be called the equivalent Michell

distribution. The latter is calculated from the initial zero Froude

number pressures on the outer active panel row with the wavemaking

components neglected in the matched pressures generated by the axial

source distribution.

Certain further approximations are involved in the results of this
method for resistance presented below, which should be regarded

as interim ones only. Improvements are clearly needed in the theory .4
with regard to the treatment of the downstream conditions.

4. Results

4.1 Wigley's parabolic hull

Figs 2 and 3 show calculated and measured hull wave profiles, and the

calculated profiles are tabulated in tables 1 to 3. It can be Seeil

that the Guilloton rrofiles are quite realistic except that the bow

crest is under-predicted especially at the higher speeds. Inclusion

of sinkage and trim effects only makes a significant difference at

the higher speeds, when it leads to a better prediction of the waves

near the stern.

'The Rankine Eource profiles are moderately realistic, but again under-

predict the bow crest. As in all the other cases presented below, only

two rows of active panels were used, and it is possible that non-linear

effectri extend further outboard into the region of passive panels,

violating the assumption that the w~ves behave in a linear fashion there.
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Tables 4, 5 and 6 give The predicted values of wave resistance, shown

graphically in fig. 4.

4.2 Inuid hull s201

Fig 5 and tables 4 and 6 show the predicted wave resistance values.
The corresponding hull wave profiles are presented in tables 7 and 8.

Mean sinkage is shown in fig 6 and table 9. The predictions of

sinkage agree fairly well with the experimental values.

The Guilloton method became unstable for the top speed attempted,

Fn = 0.65. This may be a defect, not of the Guilloton method itself,

but merely of the present numerical implementation of it.

4.3 Series 60, Cq = 0.60

Wave profiles are presented in figs 7 and 8 and tables 10 to 12.

Inclusion of sinkage ii the Guilloton method appears to make the wave

profile prediction better near amidships but worse near the stern.

The Rankine source method tends to put the first wave trough too far

forward, pefta:ps because of the limited number of active panels

mentioned abeve. However the wave resistance predictions by this

method, shown with those of the CGilloton method in fig 9 and tables

4 to 6, are not unrealistic.

4.4 HSVA tanker

It was not found possible to obtain solutions by the Guilloton

method for this case. The numerical procedure adopted for integrating

along isobars failed in the bow region where the double model axial

velocities are very low. The hull wave profiles predicted by theI Rankine source method are shown in table 13, and the wave resistance
values in fig 10 and table 6.
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4.5 High speed hull, Athena

An ideal inviscid flow calculation would need to consider conditions

on the wave surface which smoothly clears the txansom stern at

sufficiently high speeds. The procedure adopted here is cruder and I
canbest be deccribed with reference to a Michell theory analysis which

has been carried out Tor this case. The usual centreplane source

distributioi, from the bow to the transom stern, which is treated as
unclosed, in camputed and the associated wave resistance coefficient

Cwu found. This corresponds, according to the assumptions of

Michell theory, to the wave resistance which would be experienced

by a hull form with an infinitely long parallel wake of the same cross

section as the transom extending downstream. It is assumed that the

pressure forces acting on the real hull upstream of the stern are

substantially the same as for this infinite wake case. The sinkage

of the stern can thus be calculated. The total wave resistance is

taken to be the value for the Michell source distribution plus a

contribution due to the lowered water level behind the transom. The

transom is treated approximately as a rectangle of width w and mean

depth d when the ship is at rest. If water filled the cavity behind

the stern in motion, the forward force it would exert on the stern
due to hydrostatic pressure would be a gw (d+s) /2. It is assumed that

this represents the additional drag force due to the transom stern,

the component drag coefficient being C = gw (d+s) 2 / U2S . Table

14 presents values of Cwu, CS and total drag coefficient C = C
+ C for the Michell theory calculation, the Guilloton method, and

ws
the 1ankine source method, and the three sets of C values are shown
in fig 11. Both C and C are -uj:ller for the latter two methods

wu ws
than for the first one. This is be,.ause the Michell theory predicts

a deeper wave trough near the stern, as can be seeu from fig 12 and

tables 15 to 17. The Guilloton theory suffers from an instability

problem near the stern in this case, similar to that to which it is

liable near a flat keel (though the present numerical scheme largely

122
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avoids the latter instability by treating the keel line as an isobar).

If the isobars incline upwards under a flat overhanging stern the

effective y offsets rapidly increase in the downstream direction,

leading to the occurrence of large wavemaking sources. Numerical

smoothing schemes incorporated in the present program prevent a

complete breakdown of the solution, except for the highest speeds

attempted, Fn = 0.80 and 1.00. However they are not entirely

successful as can be seen from fig 12, and it is possible that they

have suppressed a wave trough which should really be there. Similarly

the downstream truncation in the Rankine source method may have led

to a significant contribution to the wave resistance being missed.

5. References

1. Guilloton, R. "L'etude th~orique du bateau en fluide parfait".

Bull. de l'Association Technique Maritime et Aeronautique, Vol 64,

1964, p. 537.

2. Gadd, G E. "A method of computing the flow and surface wave

pattern around full forms". Trans. Roy. Inst. Naval Architects,

Vol 118, 1976, p. 207.
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FIG 2V

03 WIGLEY HULL
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f FIG. 3

0.3 WIGLEY HULL

CALCULATED AND MEASURED HULL WAVES
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S • FIG 8

[ 0.3 SERIES 60 CB = 0'60

CALCULATED AND MEASURED HULL WAVES
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Discussion*

by G. E. Gadd

An improved version of the Rankine source method has been developed. The

downstream truncation condition now relates the source strengths on the

downstream panels to the wave system generated by the Kelvin source array. I
Further, the numerical evaluation of the waves due to the Kelvin sources has

been improved for low Froude numbers. Results are as follows: I

1. '-WiClej's parabolic hull

Fn .313 .350 .402 .452 .432

"10 Cw 1.52 1.32 2.19 3.15 4.05

2. Inuid hull 5201

Fn .255 .297 .319 .360

Io Cw 2.22 3.53 5.10 2.82 i

3. Series 60, C = 0.60

Fn .2r .2-9 .30 .32.3

103 Cw .71 1,22 1.82 2.37 2.27 n

4. Porebod,,of IISVA lanker

F n .13 .15 .17 .19
10• 0w .012 .023 .225 .313

5. High speed hull, Athena

Fn .35 .41 .49 .65
Stern sinkage .0004 .0027 .0034 .0138

Ship length

CV~u 0.95 1.50 1.95 1.42
o.o.94 -. 42 1.29

NCw 1.83 2.44 3.37 2.71

*Editor's Note: Dr. G. E. Gadd has submitted this improved .,ers-Jin
after the Workshop.
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CALCULATION OF THE WAVE RESISTANCE OF r

SHIPS BY THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF

NEUMANN-KELVIN PROBLEM

T. Tsutsumi

Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. Japan

ABSTRACT

The Solution of the Neumann-Kelvin problem, which Brard (1972) dealt

with, is computed numerically for Wigley's hull and Series 60. Wave re-

sistances, wave spectra, wave elevations and dynamic pressure coefficients 3
are calculated by the nulmerical solution of Neumann-Kelvin problem. The

results a-e compared with the results obtained from double model sources.

1. BASIC EQUATIONS

We consider a unit source at a point Q(x", y", z") on the hull J
surface. The Green's function satisfying the Laplace equation, the radi- 1
ation condition and the linearized free surface condition, is expressed as: I

where

S -(2)

S"; , " +4"._

× ~c'•,1/-7) si-• e .a'•,(3) 1

G• -- 2 t .o .•sec~ec•tI x "•e

x co:)(, - "S17O se(JO d , (4)
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"rK---. -x"-+ .- ) -- - _, _ _ _ _

2. ' ,)z ,,- ) ,

'r -- - - ,(6)1

The perturbation velocity potential (P) may be expressed as a function of

sources m(Q).

(0 J('Q s - ,,7, G4n I

The integral equation for m(P) is obtained from the hull surface

condition.

21: , (P) - (,v - - , . ,

t -.Ay(P.)- 0 -t -tiie co.t) o (8)

where

In the case of double body sources, the following equation is used for

m(p).

'O'hr-P-h-ii ., (10)
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I'

where

The wave-resistance coefficient Cw is expressed as:

7/2_W- ~ EJd (12)

where the wave spectrum A* is

r{ 2 (13)

P". j+5)
The wave elevation along hull, TI(x), and t•he dynamic pressu..re coefficient

on hullt surface, Cpr, are obta.ined from the lineariz.ed equations.

!•,:, V

•' Ir (14)

2. METHOD OF NUMERICAL CALCULATION

Firstly, we approximate the hull surface on the starboard side by a

large number of -11l elemental planes Si,j Ui = 1, 2, ... , M; j = 1, 2,

.I, ... ,N), where M and a are the numbers of elements numbered in the positivei
x and negative z directions, respectively. As a result of symmetry with

Threspect to the vertic l centerplane of the body, small elemental planes

on the portside are specified. Secondly, we assume that m(Q) is

P-(164
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constant on each elemental plane. Finally we choose the mean point of

the plane as the point at which Equation (8) is satisfied. Thus Equation

(8) b-comes the X x N linear simultaneous equations for me(Q) and be

calculated numerically. Double body sources in Equation (10) are calcu-

lated in the same way.

3. RESULTS OF C-WULNTION

3.1 Wigley's hull

The number of elements on Wigley's hull was chosen as M x N = 24 x

10. The calculations of wave spectra, wave profiles and dynamic pressure

coefficients were carried out for Fnr 0.266, Fn 0.313, Fn = 0.350 and

Fn - 0.452.

Fig. I Shapes of the elements on Wigley's hull surface.

(Arrows on the elements show the stream directions by

double body sources in the infinite flow.)

Fig. 2 Comparison of wave resistance of Wigley's hull

Fig. 3 Comparison of wave spectra of Wigley's hull

Fig. 4 Wave profiles along Wigley's hull

Fig. 5 Dynamic pressure coefficients on Wigley's hull surface

Table 1 Calculated wave resistance by the numerical solution of

Neumann-Kelvin problem

Table 2 Calculated wave resistance by double model sources

Table 3 Calculated wave spectra by the numerical solution of

Neumann-Kelvin problem

Table 4 Calculated wave spectra by double body sources

Table 5 Calculated wave elevations along Wigley's hull

Table 6 Calculated dynamic pressure coefficients on Wigley's

hull surface
16
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3.2 Series 60, CB-- 0. 60

The number of elements on the hull surface of Series 60, CB = 0.60

was chosen as M x N 24 x 9. The calculations of wave spectra, wave

profiles and dynamic pressure coefficients were carried out for Fn = 0.28,

Fn - 0.30, Fn 0.32 and Fn = 0.35.

Fig. 6 Shapes of the elements on the hull surface of Series

60, CB = 0.60. (Arrows on the elements show the stream

directions by double body sources in the infinite L
flow.)

Fig. 7 Comparison of wave resistance of Series 60, CB 0.60

Fig. 8 Comparison of wave spectra of Sercies 60, CB - 0.60

Fig. 9 Wave profiles along the hull of Series 60, CB = 0.60

Fig. 10 Dynamic pressure coefficients on the hull surface of

Series 60, CB 0.60

Table 1 Calculatv-d wave resistance by the numerical solution of

Neumann-KeIvin problem

Table 2 Calculated wave resistance by double model sources

Table 7 CalcW.ated wave spectra by the numerical solution of
Neumann-Kelvin problem

Table 8 Calculated wave spectra by double body sources

Table 9 Calculated wave elevations along the hull of Series 60,

CB = 0.6

Table 10 Calculated dynamic pressure coefficients on the hull

surface of Serios 60, CB = 0.6
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A

WAVE RESISTANCE PREDICTIONS USING A SINGULARITY METHOD

by
A

MING-SHUN CHANG

David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Bethesda, MD 20084

The singularity method of Chang and Pien(1,2) was used to calculate

the wave resistances of all the ship hulls specified by the Workshop,

but the HSVA Tanker. The calculated wave resistances from the lin,'zirized

theory ai• in fairly good agreement with the experimental data supplied

by the Workshop.

In brief, the present singularity method distributes the sources on

the hull to form a stream surface for the wetted ship surface. The

distribution of sources on the hull and the velocity potential on

the wetted surface are calculated satisfying the linearized free surface

condition and the exact hull boundary condition. From the resulting

velocity potential, calculations are made of the pressure distribution,

wave profile, velocity field and the sinkage and trim. Within the

constraints of the linear theory, the effects of the sinkage and trim,

of a ship on the flow field arc considered to be of higher order. Hence,

the numerical results presented in this paper are calculated from the

velocity potential generated by only tihe hull surfaces below the design

waterline, in the absence of trim and sinkage.

Over'all, computed values of wave resistance are in fairly good

agreement with the experimental data. However, the details of the com- I
parisons depend upon the individual ship and the value of Froude number.

For the Wigley hull, the calculated values of wave resistance, Figure 1,

are in good agreement with the measured values at moderate values of

Froude number, ie. below 0.4. At higher values of Froude number, the

calculated values of wave resistance are lower than those obtained from

measurement. This result is consistent with the results obtained pre-

viously by the present method for the other Wigley type of ship ihulls(2).
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H.l The wave resistance calculated for the Inui hull, Figure 2, is in

very good agreement with the residual resistance derived from the 13
measurements, except at values of Froude number of 0.36 and 0.65. At I
Froude number 0.36 the calculated wave resistance is too high in compari-

son with the measurement, while at Froude number 0.65 the calculated re-

suit is too low. The discrepancy in. the low speed range could result
from an insufficient number of panels used in representing the ship

geometry (96 panels were used).

The calculated values of the Series 60 wave resistance, Figure 3, ;4

have a much more pronounced local maximum near a Froude number of 0.3

than the residual resistance derived from measurements. The cause of this

discrepancy at a Froude number near 0.3 may be attributable to the effect

of viscosity, the hull shape whose design speed is much lower than that

of the other ships under investigation and errors in the method used to

estimate the pressure resistance.
For ATHENA it will be observed that the residual resistance curve

does not have the same characteristics as for the other ships. In com-

parison with the residual resistance of the other ships, the residual

resistance of ATHENA at Froude numbers lower than 0.5 does not decrease

as fast. This is because at low values of Froude number a signifi.ant

portion of the residual resistance of ATHENA is due to the hydrostatic.

part of the pressure force, which is of more importance than for the

other 'ships. ATHENA is a high speed ship with a transom stern. When it

is operated at a Froude number higher than 0.3 the free surface behind
the stern separates cleanly from the stern. The pressure, everywhere

on the transom, then becomes equal to the atmospheric pressure. Because

of this flow separation at the stern, the resistance from the hydrostatic

part of the pressure is no longer a higher order quantity, as it is for

a ship with a non-transom stern. In linearized theory the hydrostatic
part of the resistance, R can be evaluated easily, for both a fixed
model and ainodel free to sink and trim:

RH • pgzdS pgzdS

WETTED HULL SURFACE TRANSOM
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iM

ýb
1/2 pgzo (y) d FIXED MODEL (1)`-b

db
b *2 dy•

1/2 S pgz (y) dy FREE MODEL (2)

Where p is the density of the watev and g is the gravitational accelera-

tion. The (x,y,z) coordinate system is shown schematically in the inserted

tigure, b is the width of the stern at waterline, z,- is the design tran-
0

,om depth and z is the transom depth predicted from the linear theory.

Y -b WATERLINE b z

TRAN.SOM z0'

X-

For a model towed with a fixed trim and sinkage this hydrostatic

force is a constant, and its contribution to the resistance coefficient

is inversely proportional to the square of the Frou'e number, since the

resistance is nondimensicnalized by the velocity squared. This charac-

teristic of the resistance curve differs from that of a ship with a regu-

lar stern. It becomes especially pronounced at low and moderate values

of Froude number as mentioned previously. The experimentally determined

hydrostatic resistances of ATHENA fixed and free to trim and sink are

shown. as Figures 4 and 5, respectively; the experimental hydrostatic re-

sistances are derived from the measured values of stern submergences.

It is seen in the figures that, for ATHENA fixed in trim and sinkage,

the hydrostatic resistance is significant at Froude numbers below 0.5;

above a Froude number of 0.5 the hydrostatic resistance is reduced to

approximately 25 percent of the total residual resistance. In contrast,

for ATHENA free to trim and sink the hydrostatic resistance is important
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at all Froude numbers investigated; the ratio of the hydrostatic resis- I
tance to the total residual resistances varies from 75-percent at Froude

number 0.28 to 30-percent at Froude number 0.8. The difference in the

hydrostatic resistance between the fixed model and the free model is

approximately the same as tht difference between the total residual re- I
sistances for the two model conditions.

The total pressure resistance of ATHENA free to trim and sink is the
sum of the dynamic resistance and the hydrostatic resistance of

Equation (2). In the linearized theory, the dynamic wave resistance is

the same as that of the fixed model. Thus the pressure resistance of

ATHENA !an be predicted from the design waterline of the ship. The cal-

culated values of the dynamic wave resistance plus the hydrostatic force

of Equation (2), Figure 6, are lower everywhere than the experimental
;•:: residual resistance data. The discrepancies between the present numerical

results and the experimental data at high Froude numbers are consistent

with the comparisrns given for the other ships; calculated values are

somewhat lower than the measurements. This could be due to the more

complex flow field at the bow at high speeds. The discrepancies at the

lower Froude numbers could be due to the inaccuracies associated with

the estimated hydrostatic resistance. Figure 7 shows the measured and

calculated submergences of the stern when ATHENA is free to trim and

sink. It is seen that the calculated values are somewhat lower than the

measured values at lower Froude numbers. The predictions of the residual

resistance at lower Froude numbers will probably be imprci,!d if the pre-

dictions on the stern submergences are improved.
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MEASURE RESIDUAL RESISTANCE
Ul• MODEL FREE TO TRIM AND SINK .

S2.0-

2.0

U11

w 1.0-

I.-- FIRST ORDER HYDROSTATICWM RESISTANCE DERIVED FROMET
MDLEXPERIMENT

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
FROUDE NUMBER Fn

FIGURE 5 Measured Residual Rps•istance and H~ydrostatic Resistance for ATHENA Free

to Sink and Trim
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Discussion

by K. Eggers
of paper by M. Chang

I feel that the transom stern correction for static pressure should con-

sistently have included linearized dynamic pressure as well.

This would lead to just the same correction, but with opposite sign, probably

even in better agreement with experiments.

Discussion

by C. M. Lee
of paper by M. Chang

Have you included the line integral term :.n your calculation?

Author's Reply

by M. Chang
to disrussions by K. Eggers and by C. M. Lee

The line singularity has been the interest of many in recent years. With

the sourct, distribution method, the line singularity is source only, whereas with

doublet distribution method the line singularities are both source and doublet.

The source method thus implicitly includes the line singularity. It is different

from the doublet distribution method in which an additional line source has to be

added to the calculation explicitly.

The order of the resistance from the hull surface between the free surface

and the still waterline is consideied as a higher order force in the present

approach. And, it is the basis for the estimation of the hydrostatic force from

the transom below the still waterline only.
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[I; WAVE-RESISTANCE CALCULATION

FOR WIGLEY, S-201 AND SERIES 60 HULLS

Kuniharu NAKATAKE, Akio TOSHIMA and Ryusuke YAMAZAKI

Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan)

We adopt three kinds of numerical methods for the wave-
resistance calculation. At first we give short descriptions

of the methods. ,

[METHOD 1] Low Speed Theory Making Use of Mapping Procedures

z/ n" S

Free surfaceI

Fig. 2 Components of

Fig. 1 Coordinate System Basic Flow I
As an improvement of the low speed theory, this method [i1 1

was proposed to take into consideration the effect of the

local non-uniform flow around a ship in the expression of the

wave-resistance. The wave-resistance expression R becomes as

follows 'vide. Fig. 1 and Fig. 21,

wh e r e)Y(

•X, - oonFo e J, (3)
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4oand ý,express the velocity potential 3f the double body

flow and the wave elevation due to p,, respectively. The coor-

dinates E and n express the effect of non-uniform flow , and 4
are obtained approximately as

C44 tA•-e lalong I)•' d, I along equi-

0: streamline ')0,N potential line

where Y>(x) is the half breadth of a ship at the load water

line, and q. and a are expressed as

j [METHOD 21 Baba's Low Speed Theory [21

Usual low speed theory is derived from the above-described

theory under some assumptions. In this case, the function

B(k,e) is defined as

~e o4AC% e ~A~ (6)

[METHOD 3) Guevel's Theory 13)
Since this theory corresponds to the case where the

function D(x,y) is linearized as
(, j- Ox z0 (7)

the function B(k,e) is defined as

5 (kO)" • 2.(C4 L~ je (8)
XXI

Calculation Method of B(ke) and D(x,y)

B(k,6) is generally obtained by the surface integral over

the stillwater surface Fe. And F is divided into a lot of

small meshes along streamlines and equi-potential lines.

These streamlines and equi-potential lines are obtained by

Runge-Kutta-Gill method using 180(25x15) hull surface sources

except S-201 hull. In case of S-201, they are obtained by

using the given center plane source distribution.

D(x,y) is expressed as
D - on F (9)

26= e
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where

A CV*0(Vi4X) t 0~

In order to avoid the errors due to numerical differentiation,

we use the following easy calculation method of D(x,y).. The

integral of D(x,y) over each small mesh becomes as

i (X,~x Lesj A~J =(A4x-B1¾A). (10) -w

Letting the coordinates of four corner points of the small

mesh be (i,j), (i,j+l), (i+l,j+l) and (i+l,j), and assuming

that the functions A and B change linearly along the perime-

ter of the mesh, we have

S, •-)-H/2A (11) A

where 4A is the area of the mesh and

The validity of Eq. (11) was checked for the lens-shaped ship -1
with infinite draft and the semi-submerged sphere[l].

Next we show some calculation results for Wigley, S-201 and

Series 60 hulls.
WIGLEY Hull

Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the mesh division, the mapped

coordinates (Cn) and the curves of D(x,y)/(V4/g), re-

spectively. Table 1 shows the resistance coefficient C calcu-

lated by the three methods. These curves are compared with
other curves in Fig. 6. There is not much difference between

them in the range F 40.35.n

INUID S-201 Hull

Table 2 and Fig. 7 show the resistance coefficient C and

their curves, respectively. METHOD 1 gives generally bigger

values than other methods.
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SERIES 60 Hull

*1 In this case, the obtained hull source distributions do not

represent well the shape of the load water plane especially

near the stern. This seems to be due to inclined frame lines

near the load water line. Therefore we calculate the function

B(k,e) on the water plane at z=-0.03H. But the streamline on

the hull does not close well at the stern yet. Table 3 and

Fig. 8 show the resistance coefficient and their curves, re-

spectively. In the range of Fn(0.25, the curves by the three

methods seem to agree considerably well with the experimental

wave-resistance curve.
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Table 1 Reeistance Coefficient Table 2 Resistance Coefficient
of WIGLEY Hull of INUID S-201 Hull

Fn METHOD 1 METHOD 2 METHOD 3Fn METHOD 1 METHOD 2 METHOD 3

0.15 0.284 0.265 0.298 0.15 0.708 0.389 0.687
0.16 0.258 0.217 0.236 0.16 0.706 0.396 0.661
0.17 0.229 0.260 0.233 0.17 0.771 0.718 0.7000.18 0.501 0.477 0.451 0.18 1.784 1.041 1.457
0.19 0.307 0.302 0 267 0.19 1.058 0.779 0.821
0.20 0.656 0.567 0.563 0.20 2.335 1.227 1.822
0.21 0.557 0.588 0.458 0.21 2,314 1.679 1.518
0.22 0.484 0.403 0.399 0.22 1.669 0.925 1.230
0.23 0.941 0.787 0.79' 0.23 3.355 1.743 2.6170.24 1.105 1.032 0.859 6.24 4.488 2.825 2.973
0.25 0.798 0.773 0.569 0.25 3.547 2.363 1.980
0.26 0.668 0.561 0.522 0.26 2.621 1.484 1.656
0.27 1.012 0.776 0.878 0.27 3.260 1.594 2,700
0.28 1.553 1.242 1.322 0.29 6.562 3.779 4.913
0.29 1.921 1.606 1.527 0.30 7.116 4.283 4.699
0.30 1.967 1.685 1.427 0.31 6.745 4.090 3.936
0.31 1.755 1.517 1.160 0.33 4.982 2.707 2.481
0.32 1.463 1.239 0.899 0.35 4.113 1.850 2.682
0.33 1.223 0.987 0.763 0.37 4.814 2.192 4.313
0.34 1.104 0.839 0.796 0.39 6.085 3.143 6.030
0.35 1.131 0.817 0.977 0.41 7.511 4.095 6.976
0.36 1.306 0.911 1.268 0.43 8.798 5.018 7.794
0.37 1.527 1.089 1.605 0.45 9.652 5.588 7.863
0.38 1.800 1.308 1.951 0.48 10.62ý 6.190 7.876
0.39 2,089 1.526 2.257 0.51 10.953 6.314 7.320
0.40 2.341 1.746 2.517 0.54 11.136 6.307 6.7950,41 2.584 1.95n 2.736 0.57 11.097 6.126 6.342
0.42 2.817 2.122 2.906 0.60 10.807 5.814 5.560
0.43 2.981 2.252 3.019 0.63 10.624 5.440 4.706
0,44 3.107 2.351 3.086 0.66 10.425 5.250 4.491
0.45 3.255 2.432 3.123
0.46 3.335 2.492 3.138
0.47 3.373 2.526 3.128
0.48 3.398 2.541 3.104

Table 3 Posiqancf, C'(mf icient1of S1 E•i b0 Hull

Fn METIImD 1 MI:'ruInD 2 MITlOD 3
0.10 0.061 0.097 0.0960.11 0.062 0.062 0.089
0.12 0.058 0.052 0.0750.13 0.042 0.044 0.06q0.14 0.042 0.069 0.094

0.15 0.066 0.080 0.098
0.16 0.084 0.078 0.100
0.17 0.063 0o051 0.059
0.18 0.0S o0oR3 0.085
0.19 0.1019 0.100 0.106
0.20 0.227 0.200 (.174
0.21 0.160 0.115 0.106
0.22 0.145 0.124 0.098
0.23 0. 173 0. i94 6.137
0 24 0.169 0.182 0.225
0.25 0.399 0.162 0.543
0.26 0.956 0.931 1.044
0.27 1.511 1.589 1.3870.28 1.724 1.914 1.360
0.29 1.561 1.843 1.037
0.30 1.194 1.400 0.718
0.31 0.945 1.080 0.638
0.32 0.959 0.908 0.925
0.33 1.285 1.032 1.562
0.34 1.892 1.443 2.401
0.35 2.673 2.039 3.304
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Fig. 5 Curves Of D(X,y)/(VI/g) of WIGLEY Hull
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CALCULATIONS WITH THE XYZ FREE SURFACE PROGRAM

FOR FIVE SHIP MODELS

by Charles W. DawsonI

David W. Ta'ylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center

The XYZ FS Program

Wave Resistance were analyzed using the XYZ FS program. The basic part of
1

the program has been described previously. The solution is defined in

terms of a ",ankine source density distributed on the ship surface, or, the
image of the ship surface above the undisturbed free surface, and c-n a ~
portion of the undisturbed free surface surrounding the ship. The free

surface condition is linearized in terms of the double model solution and

P is applied at the undisturbed free surface. Both the ship surface boundary

condition and the free surface condition are simultaneously satisfied by

the solution.

Three additions to the XYZ FS program, since the 1977 International

Conference on Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics, provide special calculations

for transom sterns, for sinkage and trim and of a form factor.

If -a ship has a transom stern, the transom is left open in the calcu-

lations and a special section offree surface panels isplaced behind the

transom. (See Figure 1.) Fluid from the source density on the hull

passes through the transom and is absorbed by the free surface panels.

Thus the flow separates from the hull at the edge of the transom. TheI
source density on the panels next to the transom is determined so that the

pressure at the edge of the transom is approximately zero (atmospheric).

Sinkage and trim are handled by first computing the flow with the

ship fixed and then determining the vertical hydrodynamic forces. TheI

ship is assumed to have vertical sides and the amounts of sinkage and trim

needed to balance the vertical fluid dynamic forces are computed. If the

change in position is large, the ship is then repositioned and the flow is.-

recomputed. Additional iterations have been made in a few cases but have

not improved the overall accuracy of the solutions since the convergence
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errors are less than other errors in the calculations.

A partial form factor K is computed from a simple formula that is a
p 2

modification of an equation developed by Granville. Some of the ideas
3

for the modification were borrowed from the work of Hess. The modified

formula is

ff(U/U )3"8 dS

Kp = 38d]086-1i, (1)
p dS

where the integration is over the ship's surface and U/U is the ratio of

the local velocity to the free stream velocity.

A formula this simple cannot be expected to be very accurate and a
4 3

study by White of a similar equation developed by Hess for axisymmetric

bodies confirms the inaccuracy. However, the simplicity of the formula

allows the partial form factor to be computed at each Froude number and the

results have been useful.
2

Granville's work showed that, for a ship with a cruiser stern, the

total form factor is approximately twice the partial form factor. The

difference is probably due to separation near the stern, generatioa• of

bilge vortices, and other three-dimensional effects. For a ship with a

transom stern, the partial form factor should be closer to the total form

factor since the separation of the stern is already accounted for. A

coefficient of 1.5 was therefore chosen for use in calculations for the

Athena.

The residual resistance coefficient is given by the following formula:

C = [(1 + a K ) S/S - ]Cf + C (2)r p 0 f w

where a is 1.5 for transom sterns and 2.0 for other sterns,

K is the partial form factor,

Cf is Lhe 1957 ITTC friction coefficient,

C is the wave resistance coefficient, and
w

S/S0 iF the ratio of the wetted surface with sinkage and trim to

the wetted surface with the ship fixed. The change in the

wetted surface due to the wave profile is not included.
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Pane- arrangements

Some features of the panel arrangements were the same for all five of

the ship models. Eight rows of panels were used to represent the hull from

the keel to the undisturbed free surface. The local region of the surface

extended about 3/8 of a ship length to the side and was represented by

eight rows of panels. The panels were smaller near the bow and stern and

also near the hull-free surface intersection than elsewhere.

The number of panels in a row and the extent of the free surface

region ahead of and behind the ship varied as shown in TablE: 1. The Athena

calculations also required a special region of free surface panels behind

the transom. This region was as wide as the transom and extended 1/2 ship
length downstream. It was modeled with six rows of panels, with eight

panels per row. Figure 1 shows the panels for the Athena as seen from

below.

The HSVA Tanker was a special case. The maximum number of panels

allowed by XYZ FS is 572. Th- low Froude numbers for the HSVA Tanker

require better resolution than can be provided for the entire ship by 572

panels. Therefore, separate calculations were made for the bow and stern

ends of the HSVA Tanker and the results were added together. The mid-

section of the Tanker was left open so that, in effect, the bow and stern

were the ends of two semi--nfinite bodies.

T.BLE 1 - PANEL ARRANGEMENTS

Pal pExtent of Free Surface
Ahead & Behind Ship in

Ship Hull Free Surface Ship Lengths

Early 26 36 1/4
Wigley

Present 22 36 3/8
Wigley

Inuid 24 40 1/2

Series 60 26 36 1/4

HSVA Tanker 26 38 1/4
bow or stern

Athena 24 40 1/2
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The values of the block coefficient CB and the wetted surface coeffi-

cient C9 were computed from the panels for each ship. In Table 2, these

values of CB and CS are compared with the values given in the Workshop

instructions. The value of the wetted surface computed from the panel data

was used in computing the resistance coefficients for all of the ship models.

TABLE 2 - COMPUTED AND "INSTRUCTION" VALUES OF THE
BLOCK AND WETTED SURFACE COEFFICIENTS

CB CS

Ship Instructions XYZ FS Instructions XYZ FS

Wigley .444 .441 .661 .660

Inuid .537 .526 .665 .663

Series 60 .600 .588 .710 .710

HSVA Tanker .8503 .830 .8815 .883

Athena .4775 .472 .6607 .651

Results

The computed values of the wave resistance coefficients are given in

Table 3. When the models were repositioned for sinkage and trim, two values

are given for the wave resistance coefficients.

The computed changes in the levels of the bow and stern for sinkage

and trim are given in Table 4. Here a negative value means the model is

lower than it was in the fixed poE.Ition. Figures 2, 3, and 4 compare these

results with experimental results for the Inuid, Series 60, and Athena

models. Table 4 also gives the ratio of the area of the new wetted surface

to the wetted area when the model was in the fixed position.

Table 5 gives the values of the quantities used in computing the resi-

dual resistance and the resulting residual resistance coefficients.

Figures 5 through 9 compare these results with the experimental results.

Tables 6 through 9 give the computed wave profiles for the Wigley,

Series 60, and Athena models. For the Athena, separate profiles are given

for the model fixed and the model free to sink and trim. For the other

ships, only one set of profiles is :iven. The model is free to sink and

trim only at the higher Froude numbers where sinkage and trim are important.
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Although the results of these calculations are generally very gocd,

there are a few problem areas. The calculations for the Athena broke

down completely for Froude numbers of 0.8 and 1.0. This result was

expected since the length of the local region of the free surface (2 ship

lengths) was less than the length of a two-dimensional wave, 2w F 2, forn'

Froude numbers greater than l/V'f (, 0.564).

The calculations for the HSVA Tanker are also not satisfactory, in

this case,because of inadequate resolution at low Froude numbers. This

was also to be expected because the typical panel length near midship is4 1/20 of the ship length. Thus, there are fewer than 5 panels per two-

dimensional wave length for Froude numbers less than .2.

The results for the Inuid were a surprise. The computed wave

resistance is too large, especially at the lower Froude numbers. The

Inuid has an odd shape, but the results were still unexpected, and tniei reasons for the large values of wave resistance are not yet understood.

Arranging panels is still an art. Better resolution on the ship

tends to give higher values for the wave resistance. Better representation

of the free surface ahead of and behind the ship tends to give lower

values for the wave resistance. The effect of different panel arrange-

ments is shown 'jy the difference in the earlier and present Wigley

calculations; in this instance, the wave resistance changed by 10%.

Clearly similar panel arrangements must be used when comparing different

.ship designs.

The computed values for sinkage agree quite well with the experi-
mental values for the Series 60 and Inuid. The cplculation of trim,

however, is much less accurate than that of sink..ge. The trim values

computed for the Series 60 are fairly close to the experimental values

for the higher Froude numbers (Fn > .27) but not for the lower Froude

numbers.

The computation of trim for the Athena presents a problem. The hull

is turned down next to the transom to reduce the amount of trim. The

computed values of trim are reasonable for this type of ship but differ

significantly from the experimental values. The ship line data do not

give enough detail for the hull near the stern, and the discrepancy in the
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trim may result from poor representation of this part of the hull.

The most gratifying result is the substantial effect of sinkage and

trim on the resistance for Froude numbers greater than 0.3. This result

was not expected but has now been confirmed by towing-tank experiments

on the Athena carried out recently at DTNSRDC.

Although the computation of the form resistance is quite crude, the
results compare well with experimental data. The form resistance as

included in Equation (2) is a function of the Froude number and the

Reynolds number. As a result the form resistance generally increases

with Froude number but decreases with Reynolds number.
1The previously reported wave resistance calculations for the

Series 60 model were in error. The corrected values for the wave

resistance with the model fixed are much smaller than the earlier

values. The corrected values, with the effects of sinkage, trim, and

form resistance included, are quite good. (See Figure 7.)
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TABLE 4 -COMPUTED CHANGES IN THE WETTED SURFACE

AND IN LEVELS OF THE BOW AND STERN

F 100 x AZ/L 100 x AZ/L S/S0
nBow Stern0

Wigley

0.266 -0.15 -0.13 1.018
0.313 -0.16 -0.25 1.028
0.350 -0.23 -0.30 1.036

S0.402 -0.05 -0.80 1.057
0.452 +0.29 -1.41 1.076
0.482 +0.46 -1.69 1.083

Inuid

0.2255 -0.17 -0.17 1.016

0.255 -0.23 -0.23 1.022
0.287 -0.31 -0.31 1.029
0.311 -0.36 -0.35 1.034
0.319 -0.37 -0.36 1.035
0.360 -0.46 -0.45 1.043
0.371 -0.51 -0.50 1.047
0.440 -0.92 -0.87 1.085
0.525 -1.24 -1.14 1.113
0.650 -1.35 -1.23 1.122

Series 60

0.24 -0.153 -0.185 1.021".25 -0.168 -0.205 1.023

0.26 -0.173 -0.242 1.025
0.28 -0.163 -0.336 1.030
0.30 -0.175 -0.412 1.035
0.32 -0.196 -0.450 1.0394
0.34 -0.238 -0.556 1.047
0.35 -0.241 -0.558 1.048

Athena

0.23 +0.103 -0.277 014
0.35 +0.095 -0.371 1.022
0.41 +0.304 -0.690 1.030

"• +0.662 -1.120 1.035
0.57 +0.963 -1420 1.035
0.65 +0.958 -1.427 1.,035

2I

S!
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TABLE 5 - COMPUTATION OF RESIDUAL RESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS

SI 1
F K S/S0 Cf x 000 C x 1000 C x 1000

n p f w r

Wigley: 20 ft. Model

0.266 0.044 1.018 2.88 .70 1.01
0.313 0.054 1.028 2.80 1.66 2.05
0.350 0.052 1.036 2.75 1.31 1.71
0.402 0.069 1.057 2.69 2.31 2.86
0.452 0.091 1.076 2.64 4.21 4.93
0.482 0.094 1.083 2.61 4.79 5.54

Inuid: 1.75 meter Model

0.2255 0.108 1.016 4.14 2.23 3.20
0.255 0.121 1.022 4.01 4.76 5.84
0.287 0.118 1.029 3.91 4.10 5.16
0.311 0.126 1.034 3.85 6.63 7.76
0.319 0.123 1.035 3.83 6.60 7.71
0.360 0.112 i1.043 3.74 3.76 4.79
0.440 0.173 1.085 3.60 11.04 12.70C
0.525 0.180 1.113 3.48 15.18 16.97
0.650 0.141 1.122 3.35 12.05 13.52 j

Series 60: 20 ft. Mode)

0.24 0.064 1.021 2.91 0.19 0.63
0.25 0.065 1.023 2.89 0.21 0.66
0.28 0.077 1.030 2.83 1.23 1.73

0.30 0.078 1.035 2.80 1.96 2.51
0.32 0.077 I 1.039 2.77 1.70 2.25
0.34 0.084 1.047 2.74 1.59 2.20
0.35 0.087 1.048 2.73 1.73 2.36

HSVA Tanker: 31.11 ft. Model

0.15 0.127 1i0 2.93 0.07 0.81
0.17 0.131 1.0 2.87 0.25 1.00
0.18 0.134 1.0 2.84 0.54 1.30
0.19 0.138 1.0 2.82 1.02 1.80

HSVA Tanker: 18.6 ft. Model

0.15 0.127 1.0 3.26 0.07 0.90
0.17 0.131 1.0 3.18 0.25 1.08
0.18 0.134 1.0 3.15 0.54 1.38

0.19 0.138 1.0 3.12 1.02 1.88
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TABLE 5 -Continued

Fn K { S/S0  ~ C x1000 KC x 1000 Cx 1000

Athena: 18.67 ft. Model, Model Fixed

0.38 0.043 1.0 2.90 1.98 2.18
0.50031.0 2.80 1.43 1.61

0.41 0.050 1.0 2.72 1.54 1.74
0.48 0.051 1.0 2.65 1.62 1.82
0.57 0.041 1.0 2.58 1.44 1.60
0.65 0.032 1.0 2.53 1.18 1.30

Athena: 18.67 ft. Model, Model Free to
Sink and Trim

0.28 0.050 1.014 2.90 2.78 3.04

0.35 0.050 1.022 2.80 2.18 2.46
0.41. 0.060 1.030 2.72 2.62 2.95
0.48 0.059 1.035 2.65 2.96 3.30
0.57 0.047 1.035 2.58 2.89 3.17

0.65 0.032 1.035 2.53 2.71 2.92
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A
TABLE 6 - WAVE PROFILES FOR THE WIGLEY MODEL

=F
X n 0.266* 0.313* 0.350 0.402 0.452 0.482

1.0 Bow

0.971 0.227 0.176 0.157 0.112 0.064 0.046

0.919 0.279 0.236 0.218 0.193 0.156 0.132
0.856 0.199 0.213 0.212 0.188 0.164 0.147

0.782 0.055 0.117 0.143 0.156 0.150 0.144

0.695 -0.056 0.019 0.053 0.075 0.082 0.084

0.599 -0.112 -0.050 -0.006 0.031 0.049 0.051

0.494 -0.113 -0.091 -0.057 -0.011 0.017 0.029
0.384 -0.075 -0.111 -0.095 -0.047 -0.015 -0.006

0.273 -0.032 -0.104 -0.116 -0.082 -0.039 -0.023

0.163 -0.008 -0.081 -0.112 -0.101 -0.071 -0.050

0.053 -0.010 -0.052 -0.102 -0.104 -0.088 -0.079

-0.058 -0.034 -0.023 -0.084 -0.111 -0-092 -0.088

-0.168 -0.062 -0.010 -0.057 -0.117 -0.106 -0.092

-0.278 -0.078 -0.014 -0.034 -0.105 -0.125 -0.109

-0.388 -0.073 -0.024 -0.023 -0.083 -0.132 -0.131

-0.499 -0.047 -0.037 -0.015 -0.066 -0.121 -0.140

-0.604 -0.016 -0.054 -0.007 -0.058 -0.104 -0.130

-0.700 0.006 -0.066 -0.004 -0.052 -0.099 -0.119
-0.786 0.010 -0.070 -0.009 -0.037 -0.106 -0.123

-0.861 0.014 -0.056 -0.012 -0.009 -0.091 -0.111

-0.924 -0.003 -0.060 -0.045 -0.005 -0.091 -0.109

-0.979 0.068 0.011 -0.027 0.002 -0.109 -0.141

-1.0 Stern

*Model Fixed
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TABLE 7 - WAVE PROFILES FOR THE SERIES 60 MODEL

X n 0.22* 0.25 0.28 0.30 0.32 0.35

1.0 Bow

0.992 0.188 0.150 0.104 0.106 0.086 0.092

0.974 0.245 0.201 0.155 0.151 0.128 0.127

0.954 0.301 0.257 0.206 0.195 0.173 0.164

0.930 0.294 0.280 0.250 0.235 0.215 0.197

0.902 0.232 0.264 0.255 0.241 0.232 0.215

0.874 0.191 0.220 0.243 0.236 0.233 0.217

0.844 0.221 0.214 0.220 0.215 0.219 0.213

0.809 0.161 0.199 0.226 0.222 0.221 0.214

0.769 0.086 0.146 0.199 0.216 0.242 0.255

0.726 0.054 0.121 0.164 0.174 0.189 0.207

0.671 0.023 0.050 0.108 0.135 0.157 0.165

0.597 -0.012 -0.010 C 030 0.053 0.083 0.106

0.500 -0.044 -0.061 -0.039 -0.015 0.014 0.008

0.379 -0.071 -0.114 -0.144 -0.132 -0.112 -0.085

S0.21,8 -0.111 -0.129 -0.179 -0.191 -0.191 -0.170

0.118 -0.122 -0.104 -0.150 -0.185 -0.207 -0.212

-0.011 -0.090 -0.062 -0.077 -0.121 -0.165 -0.206

-0.142 -0.064 -0.054 -0.021 -0.044 -0.086 -0.154

-0.271 -0.082 -0.097 -0.041 -0.020 -0.036 -0.101

-0.401 -0.110 -0.134 -0.113 -'.055 -0.0282 -0.073
N

-0.532 -0.091 -0.104 -0.157 -0.104 -0.042 -0.056

-0.666 0.007 -0.018 -0.115 -0.128 -0.065 -0.041

-0.785 0.099 0.335 0.066 -0.006 -0.004 +0.044

-0.870 0.176 0.i. 0.225 0.154 0.116 +0.144

-0.935 0.201 0.219 0.280 0.235 0.183 0.199

-0.985 0.198 0.261 0.329 0.297 0.239 0.239

-1.0 Stern

j14odel Fixed
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TABLE 8 -WAVE PROFILES FOR THE ATHENA
(Model Fixed)

F C___ _ _ __ _ _ _I

XA 0.35 0.41 0.48 0.57

1.0 Bow

0.972 0.047 0.033 0.026 0.021

0.922 0.11? 0.079 0.050 0.037

0.874 0.135 0.115 0.091 0.069 t
0.824 0.137 0.124 0.098 0.080

0.774 0.069 0.108 0.114 0.096

0.7-1., 0.022 0.046 0.072 0.084

0.642 0.053 0.041 0.039 0.039

0.550 0.040 0.050 0.047 0.038

0.450 -0.002 0.021 0.033 0.042

0.349 -0.017 -0.002 0.014 0.023

0.249 -0.027 -0.011 0.002 0.007

0.149 -0.037 -0.025 0.007 0.001

0.049 -0.040 -0.040 -0.023 -0.002

-0.051 -0.050 -0.051 -0.040 -0.020

-0.151 -0.056 -0.059 -0.051 -0.038

-0.251 -0.055 -0.071 -0.055 -0.054

-0.351 -0.047 -0.075 -0.068 -0.051

-0.452 -0.043 -0.069 -0.081 -0.050

-0.552 -0.032 -0.053 -0.081 -0.053

-0.652 -0.012 -0.037 -0.064 -0.066

-0.753 0.009 -0.018 -0.036 -0.068

-0.845 0.015 -0.001 -0.009 -0.052

12-0.920 0.009 -0.008 -0.047 -0.030

-0.978 -0.008 -0.026 -0.072 -0.045

-1.0 Stern
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FTABLE 9- WAVE PROFILES FOR THE ATHENA I

(Model Free to Sink and Trim)

F.
x n0.35 0.41 0.48 0.57

1.0 Bow ~
0.972 0.044 0.027 0.016 0.012
0.922 0.112 0.072 0.035 0.023

0.874 0.132 0.106 0.072 0.046

0.824 0.139 0.118 0.082 0.056
0.774 0.067 0.105 0.103 0.073

0.717 0.028 0.051 0.077 0.073

0.642 C.U58 0.050 0.054 0.054I

0.550 0.044 0.055 0.055 0.050

0.450 0.003 0.029 0.045 0.050

0.349 -0.012 0.008 0.030 0.038

0.249 -0.024 -0.002 0.018 0.029

0.149 --0.035 -0.017 0.006 0.017

0.049 -0.040 -0.034 -0.009 0.016

-0.051 -01.052 -0.049 -0.031 -0.003

-0.151 -0.059 -0.059 -0.045 -0.019

-0.251 -0.057 -0.072 -0.055 -0.042

-0.351 -0.051 -0.079 -0.064 -0.043

-0.452 -0.047 -0.077 -0.081 -0.050

-0.552 -0.038 -0.064 -0.089 -0.049

-0.652 -0.020 -0.052 -0.079 -0.066

-0.753 -0.001 -0.037 -0.061 -0.066

-0.845 0.003 -0.017 -0.064 -0.074

-0.920 -0.015 -0.050O -0.022 -0.063

-0.978 -0.048 -0.055 -0.00 -0.066

-1.0 -Stern
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Calculation of Ship Wave Resistance

with Special Reference to Sinkage

Katsuo SUZUKI

Nationa' Defense Academy

1. Introduction: The aim of the present paper is to develop Neumann- .4
Kelvin problem (NK-problem) as a method of calculating the effect of
the sinkage on the ship wave resistance.

The effects of sinkage and trim have been neglected because of Ltheir
smallness. The sinkage is small, but the force of sinkage, which is
calculated from the increment of the hydrostatic buoyancy caused by the
sinkage, are known to be about ten times as large as the wave resistance.

The wave resistance measured for the Wigley model with sinkage fixed
is 10 to 20% less than the value with free sinkage.

It is important to consider the effect of the sinkage on the ship
wave resistance"Z. But there were very few calculations3 0 about sinkage
or sinkage force. We are not aware of the relations between sinkage
and wave resistance.

According to the previous study on the two-dimensional problems5, it

was found that the regular solution of the NK-problem includinq the line-
integral term shows an abnormal flow, arid for this reason the new source
singularities should be added at the points of intersection between the
body and the free surface. Their strength is approximately proportion-

al tu the sinkage and the solution with the singularities seems reason-
able than that without.i

In this paper, the extension to the three dimensional problem is

performed. J
2. Regular Neumann-Kelvin solution: Let the velocity potential bef=

-x+O, which is non-dimensionalized by the uniform velocity, U, and the
ship length, L. The boundary conditions of the NK-problem are formu-
lated as follows.)

.+ H ...V(0)

Here, F and H stand for the undisturbed water surface (z -0) excluding

the inside of the ship hull and the hull surface (z < 0) respectively.

z is positive upwards and •v is the wave number. The NK-solution can

be represented as follows.')
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II

where W(P,Q) is tne wave source potential. The solution is written

by the source alone as')

The second terms of the RHS of eqs.(3),(4) are the line-integral terms.

When the ship is very thin, the line-integral term turns out higher

order and negligible. However, the representations of eqs.(3),(4)

are regular near the contour of intersection, C, between the undisturbed

water surface and the hull surface only when accompanied by the line-

integral term. Let us define the solutions (3),(4) as 'regular NK-

solutions'.
The NK-problem is not consistent from the standpoints of perturbation

method. It has two kinds of inconsistency. The above free surface
"71 ! condition (1) and the hull surface condition (2) are different in the

Sorder of magnitude. Furthermore, the hull surface condition is given

precisely on the hull for z<0 but it lacks the condition for z'O.

This inconsistency can he shown directly by the flux of water out of

the undisturbed water surface. While the total flux of water out of
thefisheory of thin shippc the

flux of water, Q, is given by

which does not vanish in general for the regular iNK-solution . Here,

I stands for the wave elevation along the hull. It seems irrational
,that the flux, Q, flows out of the systerr. which caused the unrealistic

s st'eam-lines Li the two-dimensional rer:tvlar NK-solution.5)

This disadvantage can not be removed by treating only the regyar
NK-olutionwe introduce the singular L'K-solution which is

derived from the free surface condition of higher order. We consider

71 additionally a condition of sheltering effect

3. Singular NK-solution and sheltering effect: The singular NK-solution

can be derived as a part of the particular solution satisfying the free

surface condition of hiqher order. The hiqher-order free surface con-El. dition is written as follows.Y
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where C1, is the pressure on F induced by the lower order solution.
The particular solution of eq. (6) is given by

which is written by partial integration as follows.

The first term of the RHS is to be neglected in the case of the NK-
problem because Cp,= 0 in the linearized free surface condition (1).
Put Cp = -n. , we have

4~~CP) Q Z W P) OL

The particular solution (7) of eq. (1) derived in the manner described
above, may be thought to contain some effect of the free surface con-
dition of higher order.

The solution (7) is regular fcr z<0 except on C where the induced
velocity in the normal direction of the hull has a jump by I/2C.
Hence, if Y-L is given on C, it is possible to obtain a solutior, which
consists of the particular solution (7) and the regular solution (3)
or (4), so as to satisfy the condition that the nornml velocity vanishes

•i~i'on the hull z<0. Let us call it the 'singular NK-solution",• which

is written as follows.

It is impossible to cetermine OL only by the mathematical condition

since the solution (8) satisfies the homogeneous condition on the hull.

Then, a physical condition is to be added so as to make up for the
disadvantage of the regular NK-solution Tie sheltering condition

that no flcw passes over the hull su~face is essential to our problem.
It is not so easy rather than for the two-dimensional problem to

describe the sheltering condition precisely for the three-dimensional

NK-problem. In the present paper, following the two-dimensional

sheltering conditionýý, we adopt the condition that the wave elevation

vanishes along the hullt ), i.e.

0(.)

In fact the flux Q in ea.(5) vanishes.
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Adding the singular solution to the regular solution so as to satis-
fy the sheltering condition, we obtain the 'NK-solution satisfying
the sheltering condition', 0 . As described later 0. is considered
to represent the flow around a ship with sinkage free.

4. Singular solution and sinkage: We investigate the relationship be-
tween the sinkage of a ship and a NK-solution that includes the singul-
ar solution but does not satisfy the sheltering condition.

Consider the singular NK-solution,O , determined by the condition
ý,=const. (40) on C, Then, eq. (5) indicates us that the water of l.•c.Ay
flows in (out of, for ý,<O) the inside of the ship hull over the
infinitesimal pa t of the contour C. Next, consider the stream-lines
on the hull surface for the solution, • , satisfying the sheltering
condition. Mhen adding the singular solution, 0;, (,*O) to 0,, the
stream-lines may be near inside or outside the hull surface corresponding

to the positive or negative • respectively. If • is very small, the
slightly shifted stream-lines might be thought to correspond approxi-
mately to the hull surface sunken by S = -• " The normal velocity on
the shifted surface is written as

iBecause s is small, the hull surface condition holds even on the shifted
surf ace

Thence, the flow around the ship sunken by s may be described as

where 4o stands for the NK--solution satisfing the sheltering condition
and 4 the singular solution fo,: s = 1.

5. Wave resistance of ships with free sinkage: it can be deduced from
eq. (10) that the pressure on the hull surface is written by a quadratic
equation of s. The sinkage force C. can be written by a quadratic
form of s, too, because it is the pressure integration over the hull
surface, that is

C, = Z, S,+ Z, S ...,"

Similarly the wave resistance is written by

C,7 = W. ...
The coefficients of the above equations can be determined by the values
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of Cz or Cw calculated for three different values of s.
For the ship with free sinkage (fixed trim) the increment of buoyancy,

Cs - 2wA,s, is to be in equilibrium with the sinkage force, that is

~wo roots, W~AD ~s a+Z~si' Z the siks of Z.
N;'•Wo roots, s, , s.. (s,< s,2) of eq. (13) turn out the sinkage of the ship
with free sinkage. In the case when Zz>0, the sinkage s, is the stable
root. We can calculate the value of the wave resistance for the ship I
with free sinkage if slis substituted to eq. (12).

6. Numerical examples: Wigley hull and Inuid (S-201) were chosen and
the representation (4) was used for the calculation. Following Webster1 l),
the surface of source distribution is submerged inside the ship hull
by SM(<l). ( SM=0.8 or 0.5 for Wigley hull, SM=0.0 for S-201 )
The surface is divided into 13 (in x-direction) x 10 (in z-direction)
triangular patches. The patches allow a linear variation of the
source strength across them. We adopted a least squares method to
solve the source distribution by expanding the solution to 8- or 10-
terms Fou* ier series.

The source distributions for wigley hull of the double-model so-
lution, the regular NK-solution, the NK-so1 .ution satisfying the shelt-•i•'/erngcniinndhesgua NK-solution are shown in fig s. 1 to 4

respectively. Under certain circumstances small difference of source
distribution causes a large effect on wave resistance calculation, so
the source is to be calculated very precisely. I I

An example of source distribution for S-201 is shown in fig.5.
Wave profiles along Wig-ley hull (defined from the undisturbed water

surface) are shown in fig.6. For the singular solution the values
of c*, at z = -0 were adopted.

The sinkage force for Wigley hull are compared with the experiments
in fig.7. The sinkage force via the sinkage was calculated by using

z eq. (12) and its value for the state of free sinkage shown by the mark
0 was obtained through eq. (14). The mark e shows the increments of
bouyancy, CV, which correspond from the left to the load conditions3 of full, 95%, 90%, 75% and 65% respectively. The mark A shows the
sinkage force measured for the ship model with sinkage fixed at full
load condition. The fairly good agreement between the measured CS
and Cy implies that the conversion of the sinkage to the sinkage force
are adequate. The calculated values of the sinkage force show goodr agreement with the experimental results near the sinkage s = 0.
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Accordingly, the evaluation of the sinkage is possible by the present
wethcd.

The sinkage and the equilibrium points for S-201 are shown in fig.8.
In figs.9l10 good agreement between the experimental and the calculated J,
sinkage are shown. The sinkage-force curves for Wigley hull are shown
in fig .11.

The wave resistance for Wigley hull are shown in fig.12. The mark
o shows the value of the state of free sinkage. The trend of the
calculefted values coincides with the experimental results near s = 0
though quantitative agreement is not so good. If calculated more
precisely, the effect of the sinkage on the wave resistance for a ship

with free sinkage might be estimated by the present method.
Fig.13 shows the pressure drag for S-201.
the wave resistance are shown in figs.14 to 16. We can not deduce

a clear conclusion partly because the accuracy of calculation is not
satisfactory and partly because the non-linear property of bow wave
is strong.

Fig.17 shows tne energy spectrum. The value of the diverging
wave calculated by the singular solution becomes very large due to the
contribution of the line integral term. When calculating the wave
resistance we truncated it at such a angle that is determined by the
temporal hypothesis on the wave-breaking.

The phase of. the energy spectrum for the regular NK-solution shifts
to the higher angle compared with the measured one. It is remarkable
for the solution including the singular solution. We must consider
the effect of the local non-uniformity of the flow'S.? Anyway, a
certain degree of the effect of the sinkage on the wave spectrum might
be obtained by the solution including singular solution.

7. Conclusions: Following conclusions are obtained although the nu-
merical examination are still to be improved.

i) There exists a singular NK-solution that satisfies the honc-
geneous hull-surface condition if the singularity is admitted on
the contour of intersection, C, between the hull surface and the
undisturbed water surfare.

2) The sheltering effect can be represented by the condition that
the wave elevation, ý,,vanishes on C. Such a solution consists of the
regular NK-solution and the singular NK-Solution.

3) The effect of the sinkage is expressed by varing the value of
and the wave resistance of a ship with free sinkage can be calcu-
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Computation of Wave-Resistance by Means of the Low
Speed Theory By H. Maruo, K. Suzuki

(Yokohama National University)

1. Formulation of the problem
By means of the application of Green's theorem in the

lower half space with the Havelock source as the Green func-
tion, the velocity potential which satisfies the exact non-
linear free surface condition is expressed as")

_) (Q)_G (P,Q)Id
an Q

Q)n (Q) nQ
+i fj [G(P,Q) "' - •x( dy)41Ty L0 ax' aQ) x- ]z'=0dy

1 - (x' ,y' )G(PQ)z'= 0dx'dy' (1)4Tr 0 ~0 , G P
where P(x,y,z) is the field point, Q(x',y',z') is a point on
the hull surface S, or that on the contour L of the still
waterline, or that on the horizontal plane z = 0 outside the
hull surface, G(P,Q) is the Havelock source potential and
YO = gX/U 2 . 1(x',y') is a non linear factor defined by

1 a a a a +w
O(x,y) = + u.-x + v- + w-) (u 2 + v2+ W)]z

+ ("u + y0C-)dz (2)

is the free surface elevation and all quantities are non-
dimensionalized by k and U. The asymptotic expression at
a great distance is expressed as

4(P) = 4YOImf_,./ 2 H(yosec 2 OO)exp[yozsec 2
0+iYosec6(x+ytane)]

•sec 2 ede (3)

where

H(ke) --5 (-- a -n )exp[kz+ik(xcosO+ysin8)]dS

±.+L 5.f (.. - ikcosOf)exp[i(xcosO+ysinO)]dy
L0

.. 55 4 (x,y)exp[ik(xcoso+ysinO)Idxdy (4)

The wave-resistance is given by

R = 8TpU2X2yo2Sn/2 H(yOsec2O,0)I2sec3OdO (5)
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On account of the basic assumption of low Froude numbers, the
first approximation is obtained by the substitution of ý by
the double body potential 0-. In this case, the non-linear
factor takes the form like
O(x,y) = [(2+Uo)- + Vo2_}(u02 V,2)+(~ "•y ) (2Uo+U6 +v6)]

where u0 , v0 are disturbance velocities at z = 0 by the double
body. If the hull surface is expressed by a source distri--
bution of density a(x,y,z), the H-function takes the form like

H'(k,6) = -Ifa(x,y,z)exp[kz + i•xcose+ysine)]dS
S

eo + 1 f(x,y,0)exp[ik(xcose+ysin)1]nxdy

55 D(x,y)exp[ik(xcoso+ysinO)Idxdy (6)

2. Method of numerical computation
The source distribution on the double body and the velo-

cities are determined by the method of Hess and Smith.
j: Then the function H' (y 0 sec 2 e,o) according to the definition

(6) is calculated by the numerical integration. The wave-
resistance is calculated by (4). In order to carry out the
integration over S and Z0 , the hull surface is divided to 40 x
5 panels on each side and the horizontal plane is divided to
50 x 13 panels. If we employ Green's mixed distribution
for the hull surface singularities, we have to evaluate the
H-function defined by (4). However the following relation
is useful for the calculation of H(yosec 2 OO)."

H(y°sec 20,0) 1H' (y°sec 20') + 24 k0 Iu0exp[ik(xcose+ysin0)]

dxdy (7)where Z, is the horizontal plane z = 0 inside the hull.

References:
1. Maruo, H., Wave resistance of a ship with finite beam at

low Froude numbers, Bulletin of Faculty of Eng., Yokohama
National Univ. Vol.26 (1977)

2. Maruo, H., Wave resistance of a ship of finite beam predi-
cted by the low speed theory, Journal of Soc. Naval Arch.
Japan Vol. 142 (1977)

3. Kayo, Y., A note on the uniqueness of wave-making resist-
ance when the double-body potential is used as the zero-
order approximation, Trans. West Japan Soc. of Naval Arch.
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Discussion

by E. Baba
of paper& by B. Yim and by H. Maruo

The wave resistance coefficient curve denoted by Maruo-Baba in Figure 2 of
Dr. Yim's paper is cited from the paper by Maruo and Suzuki (reference (2)). In the
calculation Maruo and Suzuki used the formula (6) cf the Maruo paper of the present
workshop. It is proved that this formula includes the contribution from the ýlxx
on the horizontal plane inside hull. On the other hand, Maruo's formula (7) does
not include the contribution from 4 lxx inside hull since Maruo added the second
term of (7). This term correspoLnds to Dr. Yim's correction term, the third term
of Dr. Yim's equation (14).
f The agreement of wave resistance curves of Dr. Yim and Maruo-Baba seems to

indicate that the effect. of ¢], inside hull Ls 'arger than any other nonlinear
effects as concluded by Dr. Yim. From Figure 2 of Dr. Yim's paper we may understand

ýW that ýixx inside hull contributes to the reduction of the value of wave resistance
in the whole speed range. On the other hand, in the paper by Maruo in the present

workshop, a comparison of the calculated results based on the Maruo equations (6)
and (7) is shown. The difference of the two curves corresponds to the contribution
from ýlxx inside- hull. In Maruo's case the contribution of 'lxx changes its sign
with respect t.o Froude number. Therefore we may say thaL the trend of the contribu-
tion of ýlxx inside hull with respect to Froude number is different from that of
Dr. Yim's ca2culation. When we insert wave resistance curve by Michell theory in
the Maruo figore, it is hard to conclude that the contribution of fixx inside hull

(Dr. Yim calls sheltering effect) is larger than any other nonlinear effects. This
observation is inconsistent with tie conclusion of Dr. Yim.

Cw

oao Fn o.0
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Author's Reply

by H. Maruo
to discussions by E. Baba

The so called sheltering effect seems to be formulated by the addition of t.
line integral on the one hand and the exclusion of the integral of ý1lxx inside the
hull surface on the other hand. It is not clear that Yim's correction for the

sheltering effect corresponds to which of the above two factors. At any rate, the
discussion of the sheltering effect with the limitation of the thin ship theory is
hard to become cnnvincing.
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Computations of Wave Resistance by the Low Speed Theory
imposing Accurate Hull Surface Condition

Takamune Kitazawa*
Hisashi Kajitani**

Summary L intersection of plane F and S

L ship length
The velocity potential which satisfies I half ship length

both the nonlinear free surface condition n outward normal
and the hull surface condition is formu- S hull surface
lated by imposing accurate hull surface U velocity of the uniform stream
condition to the low speed wave resis- x,y,z Cartesian coordinate fixed to
tance theory developed by Baba') or the ship
Maruo ). The wavy source distribuition p . density of wateradded to fulfill the hull surface condition 0 : wavy potential

is obtained numericall!y. The wave resis- 0r: basic double model potential
tance, the hull side wave profiles and the a . Kelvin source distribution on
velocities around the hull surface ;'re the hull surface
evaluated. The results coincide fairly well
with the measured in low speed, especially 1. IntroductionI the humps and the hollows of the calcu-
lated wave resistance curves are remark- Seeking of the hydrodynamical flow
ably reduced by considering the wavy model which satisfies the nonlinear free
source distribution on the hull surface, surface condition and the hull surface
though its strength is one-order smaller condition is now on the way. The low
than that of the double model source speed wave resistance theory (L.S.T.)
distribution, developed by Baba') oi Maruo 2 ) seems

to be promising to predict the wave
Nomenclature resistance of conventional ships, because

it includes the nonlinear effect of the
A(O) amplitude function free surface condition, though the ship

3 speed is confined to be low. Some
A*(O; = ,(O)cos20 successful iesults3 )' 4) are reported even

weighted amplitude function in the case of full ships. The wave
D(x,y) Kelvin source distribution on resistance curves calculated by L.S.T.,

the free surface however, have large humps and
= F 'free surface of calm water hollows 4 "'), if the computations are
F,n U/-119L carried out by making use of only

: Froude number Kelvin sources over the free surface. The[ G Green's function (Havelock's reason is that the interaction between
wave source potential) the bow wave and the ship hull is nct

g acceleration of gravity considered in L.S.T..

& g/U2  In this paper, a theory which in-
wave number cluces thz nonlinear effects of the

* Technical Research institute, Hitachi Shipbuilding & Engineering Co., Ltd.
** Departm,-'t of Naval Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, the University of Tokyo
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boundary conditions is discussed by im- The wavy potential must satisfy Laplace's
posing more accurate hull surface condi- equation, radiation condition and the hull
tion to L.S.T.. The wavy potential which surface condition.
satisfies the bouriary conditions in low
speed is formulated and an interative [L] 0xx + OYY +k = 0 (5)
method to obtain the solution is shown. Z
The first step solution is obtained nume- FO(1/x 2 + y 2) for x > 0

rically. The wave resistance, hull side wave [R] ¢ =profiles and velocities Around the hull sur- fol(1/ýx/x ý+yý) for x < 0

face are evaluated by making use of the
Kelvin sources distributed o,"': the free as Ix1 -o (6)
surface and the hull surface. They are

compared with the measured values to a_ on S (7)
scrutinize the accuracy of the theoij. [H] 0 0

an
"2. Formulation of the wavy potential The velocity potential satisfying the

boundary conditions is formulated basedThe Cartesian coordinate employed upon Green's theorem, where. G is the
in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. For the Green's function which satisfies the linear
sake of brevity, the ship is considered to free surface condition 4) .
be constrained in the uniform stream.

Let us assume that the potential 1around a ship is expressed by the sum- -- - DGdxdy

mation of two parts: the basic double 47r

model potential and the wavy potential.

dtotal kr 4- (1) 4 - if dG dS +n

Baba') derived the free surface condition 1
for the wavy potential on the assumption 47r - (?x - GLx)dY
that the ship speed is low, which includes
the nonlinear effect. 1 2a

+- -- ff rx +X4 Oriya a 47rg[F1LO -+0 _2 0 ]0
- OGdxdy (8)

D(x,y) at Z 0 (2) ax,

wherewherewhr

D G +a + K G = 0 at Z =0 (9)D(x,y) q rx (rrx) + -([r Ory) cnb xoz
ax ay cnbepressed only by source distri-

butions on the boundaries by ascuming

at Z = 0 (3) the linear free surfý-ce condition inside of
the ship.

1 1- (U2 - 02x - 0,Y

. ,ff DGdxdy
4TFat Z =0 (4)
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.. 1

-1 As the condition [F is automatically
"7+ ff GdS satisfied, 01 should be determnined to ful-• 4?r s

fill the condition [H1 ], which is written
I"1 ax as the following Fredholm's equation of

4rK 0 f L a Gdy the second kind.4roL an

I aG
- + 2 + f -f +dSif ý[Orx a• 4-qry -a 4"rS

4 {9 Fx ayaxaG

U 2 f a 8 dy
- LP - TGdxdy (10) 41rKo L an anf

If the firsi: tern of the R.H.S. in if D -- dxdv on S (14)
eq.(10) could be considered to express 47r F anf
the wave generation from the free sur-
face, the second term shows the interac- where f means a field point
tion between the wave and the ship hull. If the first step solution (¢1) is
The third term indicates the so-called obtained, the higher step (the k th) is
"line integral effect", while the fourth written as follows, and it L determined
term expresses the effect of the local by solving the following equation.
non-uniform flovw to the wave propaga- Ition. In L.S.T. Ly Baba') or Maruo'), -k - -f DGdxdy
only the first term was taken into con- 47r F
sideration.

1

3. Solution by the iterative method + i GdS41r Sf°'

The iterative method is required to I ax
determine the velocity potential. The - f a - Gdy
first step solution 0, , which is written as L an
follows, 

a a
-47rg I r ax ry ay

-if DCdxdy
41r F

S1 - U - k-Gdxdy (15)

• + if GdS 
aX 1

o 1 aG

I ax 2 47r kallf U1• -n aG' ( 11)•arz
47rK an ax aG

-- £ 1 - dy ( dy
must satisfy the following conditions. 4rKo L -n an f

: [~~F] xx + KoOIz = 4,rff O g
) I an a/2

at Z = 0 (12) 4 F. ax ay

_/=0 on S (13) - U' • "k-)dxdiy on S (16)[H1: an 0 O 3 X
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In this way, the effect of the local non- than that of the double model source dis-
uniform flow is included in the second tribution.
and the higher solutions.

5. Comparison with the measured results
4. Numerical calculations

The measured and the calculated wave
The higher step solutions are intract- resistance is shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8. In

able for the enormous computing time. the speed range lower than Fn=0.25, the
The first step solution still contains dif- results of the present theory coincide sur-
ficulty, because the numerical treatment prisingly well with those of the experi-
is only available. Therefore, two simpli- ment, especially the humps and the
fications are adopted to save the coin- hollows are less conspicuous than those of
puting time. One is that only the fore the low speed theory. Examples of ampli-
body wavy source distribution is obtained, tude functions and hull side wave profiles
because the interaction between the bow are shown in Fig.9 12. It is seen that
wave and the fore body is dominant, better results are obtained by the present
The other is that the line source distri- theory.
bution in eq.(l 1) is neglected, because its In order to scrutinize the accuracy of
effect is two orders smaller than that of the velocity potential, the velocities around
the hull surface source distribution, which the hull surface are measured and comn-

is discussed in Appendix 1. pared with the calculated results (Fig. 13
The free surface is divided into 700 14). The agreement is fairly well in ampli-

panels and the hull surface is divided into tude, but phase difference is observed,
320 panels. The calculations are perform- though the difference becomes smaller in
ed according to the following procedures. the present analysis. The measured values

seem to be pushed out to the transverse
(1) The hull surface Rankine source dis- direction about half breadth of the ship.
tribution which gives the double model The main reason is that the effect of the
flow is determined by the method deve- local non-uniform .jow on wave propaga-
loped by Hess and Smith6 ). tion, which is expressed by the fourth
(2) The strength of the Kelvin source term of eq.(8), is not considered in the
distribution on the free surface (D in first step solution.
eq.(10)) is calculated by making use of
the Rankine rource obtained at(l). 6. Conclusions
(3) The wavy source distribution on the
hull surface (a, in eq.(11)) is determined The conclusions obtained from these
by solving eq.(14). analyses are as follows.
(4) Wave resistance, hull side wave pro-
files and velocities around (he hull arc (I) The wavy potential which satisfies I
calculated by making use of D and 01. the nonlinear free surface condition andthe hull surface condition is formulated

The Havelock's wave source potential by imposing more accurate hull surface
is calculated using exponential funztion condition to the low speed theory, and
as shown in Appendix 2. Calculations the first step solhtion is obtained nume-
are performed for Wig~ey's model and rically.
M8. The arrangements of the hull sur-
face panels are shown in Fig.2 and the (2) Wave resistance, It side wave pro-
free surface Kelvin source distributions files and velocities a;.und the hull sur-
are shown in Fig.3. Some examples of face are calculated. They agree well with
the wavy source distributions on the null the measured values in low speed (Fn <
surface are ýiown in Fig.4, Fig.5 and 0.25), especially the humps and the
Fig.6, The strength is one-order smaller hollows of the wave resistwice curves are
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remarkably reduced by this improvement. Appendix 1 Effect of the line integral
(3) Phase differe-nce is obsýerved between
the calculated and the measured veloci- The wavy potential of the first step
ties. The measured values seem to be is written as follows.
pushed out to the transverse direction
about half breadth of the ship. The ef-11
fect of the local non-uniform flow on = fDdd ffa GdS5
wave propagation has to be taken into4iF4rs

4Zaccount to obtain more a:;curate results. I ax
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)P-1 1 _ P(O) Kosec2 O1(z+0) + iý(x-)G~x~~z,•,•,) - + -- H (A. 4)
r, r 2  cosO + (y-iq)sinO}I

-exp(k c3(0)) The exponential function is calculated by
7r 0 kKosec20C the form of series expansions for small

w h eP(O)/ and asymptotic expansions for large7 /PO Y .•
+2Koi f2sece 0

,..7F Appendix 3 Calculation of the wave
i,..•,2 resistau~ce

Sexp(KoseC,20C3(O)) dO (A. 5) The amplitude function and the wave

(x•yz)resistance corresponding to eq.( I1) is
where (x,y,z.) •field point, (,rq) : written as follows,

"singular point

= -- + ff Dexp(q(O))dxdy sec30

2 Ko
( + K +-ff auexp(q(O))dS sec3 O

c() (y-IJ + sifnvo} e 7
,+, (-7- f u, - exp(q(O))dy•i47r L a

,Exponential function is introduced to
calculate G numerically, foi example H- sec3 O (A.8)
is written as follows.

Sr where q(O) = Kosec2 0{z-i(xcosO+ysinO)}
"V 2K 0- sec2 Oexp(P(O))

- C. 2 L

+ 2Koi f .sec2&exp(P(O))dO
7T

2 2 A *(O)

7r L
j2Ko se.. Oexp(P(O)) 3

7¢r 7r 2S-~ "where A *(0) A(O)cos0

fE'PO) "iridO (A. 6)
. •~ exp(--rn)

where ff(-P) din.

Exýponential function (A.7)
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WAVE RESISTANCE COMPUTATIONS

BY LOW SPEED THEORY

"Eiichi Baba

Nagasaki Technical Institute

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.

1-1 Akunoura-machi

Nagasaki, Japan

METHOD OF COMPUTATION

A wave resistance formula in low speed has been proposed by Baba and

Takekuma (1975) and Maruo (1976). In this report an asymptotic expression

in the low speed limit of the above wave resistance formula is used. The

details of the method of computation is shown in the paper by Baba and

Hara (1977).

The asymptotic wave resistance coefficient is expressed as

= 27 - cc s'8C• -5 -' -- o L
Q~2  R

where 2

L 2•--J- ) [ ' s(c0

= CoS Sin9 + 21) Sill

I dp' -

SU u Li U 6-aO .

c (x,y,z) is the perturbation velocity potential of a double body.

Editor's Note: For Inui S-201, Cs = 0.618 was used. However,' in overview

computer plot the correction was made.
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The velocity components along the load waterline are calculated by Hess

and Smith method (1964).

RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS

Wave resistance of the following four ship forms were computed.

No. of body surface elements

Wigley 300

S201 158

Series 60 CB=0.60 146

HSVA Tanker 342

An example of arrangement of surface elements is shown in Fig.l.

The computed valueb of p, v, wz, p', y' and F(P) are tabulated in Tables

1 through 4. The calculated wave resistance coefficients are tabulated in
Tables 5 and 6 and the wave resistance coefficient curves are shown in

Figs.2 through 5. A comparison of wave amplitude of S201 is shown in

Fig.6.
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SIMPLE CALCULATION OF SHELTERING EFFECT ON WAVE RESISTANCE

OF LOW SPEED SHIPS

by

B. Yim

INTRODUCT ION

Since the operating speed of ships is commonly in the range of Froude

number less than 0.3, the low Froude number approximation of the wave

resistance naturally draws interest. In the low speed range investigated

here, the sheltering effect accounts for the influence of the ship beam

at the water surface, creating and reflecting water waves. In 1966, the

author suggested that the importance of this influence could be visualizedto

on the free surface induced by a double model source distribution.1 In

this case, the pressure distribution within the ship could be anything

if it was distributed symmetrically with respect to the ship center

plane, although the representation equivalent to Michell's solution is

the pressure distribution due to the double model. The influence of the

pressure distribution within the ship on Michell's solution is shown to

be quite large. If the pressure within the ship is eliminated, the

potential is shown to be an approximation to the case of low Froude

number starting with the double model potential in the Green formula. The

wavresistance calculated by Srettensky's wave resistance formula for the
ol 2Wigley model is shown to be very close to that computed by :.iaruo using

3 4
Baba's equations. The wave resistance of Inui's parabolic ship,

Inuid S201, is also computed.
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CORRECTED MICHELL'S WAVE RESISTANCE

If we use; a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system O-xyz with the

origin 0 at the intersection of the ship bow and the mean free surface,

and consider a ship surface represented by

then the linear source distribution is given by

C" A -- " (2)~2.A ./'I,

and the linear potential C can be represented by

P'( X, y> z Z j f (3)

where G is the so-called Kelvin's Green function.

G=G 1 + G (4)

1 2

X, )3, z" Z

• j(x-x,) (X, 2 Y" (6)

The Michell's wave resistance is given by

a K axaZ. (7)

where we represent- by

~ (8)
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with defined as the double-model velocity potential, or

Then, the linearized free surface boundary condition on z = 0

where (II)

can be written as

Using the free surface condition (12) in Green's formula for C2

we obtain

(13)

Equation (8) with equations (9) and (13) provide a linear solution e .ivalent

to equation (3), satisfying the same Laplace equation with the same boundary

conditions on the free surface Z = 0 and the center plane Y = 0. Both
formulations should give the same value as Michell's wave resistance. Equa-

tion (3) is represented by Kelvin's source distribution on the center plane
while Equation (8) is represented by the combination of the double model

Rankine source distribi'tion on the center plane and Kelvin's source distribu-

tion on the free surface. The double model Rankine source distribution

satisfies the body boundary condition on the center plane but not the free

surface condition on Z = 0. Therefore, to satisfy the free surface condition,

the Kelvin source dis~ributionc the plane Z = 0 is needed. When we build
a model Inuid by plotting the streamlines of a double model for a given

source distribution, the double model potential is the solution for the
Inuid at zero Froude number. When the Froude number is increased slightly,

the free surface boundary condition is satisfied by equation (13) just con-

sidering the part of free surface SF external to the hull. That is, Kelvin
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sources inside the ship on Z = C are not needed. Tt is of interest to

determine the influence of extra Kelvin sources inside the hull on Michell's

wave resistance. This effect is the sheltering effect which is the effect

of finite beam at the free surface. We may write

- Ie .- ' ra~y (14)Z=e:

where the last term is the correction term for the linear solution caused by

elimination of the Kelvin sources inside the ship on z = 0.

In fact, it was proved that ' in equation (14) is an approximation

of the potential represented by Green's formula'ff

when 9 on the right-hand side is replaced by the 4ouble model potential Cf

The wave resistance is calculated from Srettensky's formula, 7

kW

where

r.".* • --- • s e pi • •('•l) l-i . •4 1' 2 .' '-L 2M l

I.. W~drk c-f ile tc,.i~ncj tIAi

32 -e
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NUMERICAL EX•APLES AND DISCUSSIONS

We consider a correction of Michell's wave resistance for parabolic hulls,

Inuid S201 and SlO1 are models made from the plotted streamlines with the

above source distribution when B/L = 0.2, and 0.1 with T/L = 0.01 respectively.

The computed values of both Michell and the corrected wave resistance for

models S201 and Sl10 with the above source o are shown in Figure 1. While

not in close agreement with the experimental results, the corrected wave

resistances are in better agreement with experimental values than Michell's

wave resistance.

A slight variation, from Inuid hulls is the Wigley hull whose source

strength distribution is given by )

Values of both tha Michell and corrected wave resistance are shown in
3 2Figure 2 together with the results obtained by Baba and 1saruo for the case

of B/L = 0.1 and T/L = 0.625. The corrected wave resistance is almost the
2 3

same as that calculated by Haruo2 ' using a complicated method which con-

siders the nonlinear effect of the boundary condition for the double model

rcprcsontation. If the beam-length ratio is made unusually large, the

difference between Maruo's and the present results may become large. How-

ever, the present comparison shows that the sheltering effect can be more

important than any other nonlinear effects.

Although the corrected wave resistance is clearly shown to be a

better approximation for low values of Froude number, it is not shown here

how high a Froude number can be adequately treated by the corrected wave

resistance theory. Because of the simplicity of the calculation method,

further research may be fruitful. It is possible that the hump and hollow
of the wave resistance curve may only be smoothed out by considering the

boundary layer effect, without which the mitching of theory and experiment

may be hopeless.
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Discussion

by E Baba of pape by B. Yim
(See the Discussions of Paper by H. Maruo)

I

Author's Reply

by B. Yim
to dicussions by E. Baba A

I appreciate Dr. Baba's interest in my report and his recognition of theSfact that my calculation agrees well with the Maruo-Baba result, which was

carefully calculated from an exact integration of Dr. Baba's formula by
Professor Maruo. The same result is shown not only in the Maruo-Suzuki paper
(reference 2) but also in the Mori and Kitazawa-Kajitani papers in the present
workshop. By using an asymptotic expansion of the same integral mentioned
previously, Dr. Baba has obtained a result which is claimed to match better
with experimental data. An asymptotic expansion of an integral is a crude
approximation to the value of the integral. Especially, it seems to be very
crude in the case of ship wave theory. Even if the approximation agrees
better with the experimental results than the original integral does. I can
not find any reason to justify that the approximation is better than the
original value of the integral. If one recognizes the fact that my simple
calculation agrees well with the Maruo-Baba semi-nonlinear result, he has to
agree with the following statement: "The sheltering effect is almost enough
to correct Michell's theory." That is, unless the ship is very thick, the
nonlinear effect considered in Baba's low-speed ship theory beyond the
sheltering effect is not necessary to correct Michell's wave resistance."

?.v1
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Second-order wave resistance and related topics

K. Eggers

A. Comments on analysis

Consistent second-order theory provides three additive improvements 6R ,

6 RL, and 6RF Lo the resistance from linear theory, i.e. derived from first

order flow V4:

6RH takes care of quadratic pressure terms, evaluates linear pressure

closer to the hull and includes linear pressure from a correction

flow VO generated from some source distribution a on the longi-

tudinal centerplane;
6RL represents the action of linearized pressure on the area between

z = 0 and the first-order wave profile z = C(x,0);
FFSR incorporates pressure from a flow V74F generated from a singulari-

ty distribution d(x,y) on the horizontal plane z = 0.

It is common to all these three correction terms (at least for ships with

fore-and-aft symmetry, this being no significant restriction) that they

can be expressed essentially in terms of first-order flow components near

the hull. As long as one is not aiming at calculations of wave profiles,

there is no need for evaluation of a first-order velocity potential nor
Sfor evaluation of F4 and V#. The corrections remain meaningful even if

first-order flow is not necessarily from Michell's theory.

It should be observed in particular that for any flow model satifying the

linearized free surface condition only (e.g. for the Neumann-Kelvin flow),

the term 6RL t represents one half of the excess of resistance from pres-

sure integration over the hull including first-order wave profile against

that from far-field momentum flux ]j. (It should be mentioned here that

such type of discrepancy, first detected by Gadd [2] in his computations,

t More precisely: the line integral

- dy

around the water line with dy positive at the stern.
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is apparent in flow models of slow ship theory as well, as far asLalc'

equation is violated [3j).

With the hull surface given as y f ± (x, z) for -1. < x < Z, -H < z < 0, the

explicit analytical expressions for 6R H 6R L, and 6R F are

H=P f{(402 (Q\~z + 2 + 2) Hf~f
6R x x~r~,Z + + Uf dxdz 0 foxdxdz

-H -X -H -k

0 P,

P a~~ pXZ~ JJ,~z &(xdz) 2p x,0z 0(,,)0(,,) dxz
xA f X14

HH
aPx a=2 (fp)o +-,~)dd

-H -Z

(cf.equations (C.24) - (C.26) of [43 and eq ation (16) of [3

6RL L f f(XO0)1ý(x,0,O) dx f ý 2 dxk x X 2 x

if 4 stands for telnaidwveelevation (the quantity 6SR ii teme
Rprofile in [1)
pressure

RF=-ZP f Uf F dxdz p jjd(x,y)ý (-x,-y,O) dxdy I

U J ý(CyO + 02 y ý2)ý (x,-y,O) dxdy
-w X-w

since

d~xy) ~{(42(X,y,O) + ý2+ - ,(2 k)

One may observe that under the linearized free-surface condition the line
H. L

integral of 6RH is equal to 6R 1

If expressed as percentages of first-order wave resistance, all these

three correction terms depend on the beam/length ratio in a strictly lin-
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ear manner unless flow components are evaluated on the hull rather than on

the longitudinal centerplane (so far, no significant improvements of re-

sistance prediction could be observed as a benefit for digression from the

path of consistency).

B. Numerical evaluations

For investigation of basic properties of second-order wave resistance, the

computer program developed covers mathematical hull forms only. We could

thus participate in the workshop calculations only for the Wigley model

and for the Inuid S-201, and in the latter case only accepting the Inuid

hypothesis which replaces the associated Michell ship with rectangular

frames and parabolic water lines by the zero Fn double body generated by

the underlying source distribution. The program can only handle center-

plane source distributions of polynomial type. Its scope hence cannot cov-

er the influence of trim, which seems to be significant for the Wigley

model at high Fn. The effect of sinkage for the Inuid could be approxi-

mated by increasing the draft, as the frames are nearly vertical in the

water plane area. However, the calculations do not really provide a test

on efficiency of second-order wave resistance theory, which for this hull

form would require a different source distribution for first-order flow

and hence for the correction terms (note that the Inuid beam/length ratio

is 0.1229, whereas for the Michell hull it would be 0.2!)

If nevertheless second-order calculations are presented here, it is first
Ii of all in order to display information on magnitude and character of the

resistance component due to non-linear free-surface terms and of the dis-

crepancy between far-field and hull-pressure resistance which arises if1!
such nonlinearities are neglected.

Calculations for 6RH were described in [1]. For SRL it was convenient to

check numerical accuracy through comparison with the line integral term of

R H. Integration over the plane z=0 was restricted to a rhombe shaped re-

gion bounded by a Kelvin angle with apex slightly ahead of the bow and an

inverted one with apex slightly behind the stern. We observed strong posi-

tive contributions from x near the midship section which are nearly bal-
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anced by negative contributions from the ends. The integrand has much bet-

ter decay than that for a Kochin function for free-surface singularities,

as it is of third power in flow components and a factor from behind the

ship is always combined with a factor from ahead.

C. Complemencary investigations on mapping procedures

For the Wigley model we had calculated the distorted wave pattern in com-
parison with the original wave pattern from linear theory (Fn = 0.316).

More information on theory and numerical results may be found in [4].

The influence of mapping on wave profile along the hull is shown in anoth-

er figure.

D. Wave resistance calculations for a ship under constant acceleration

The theory of instationary wave resistance of thin ships is well document-

ed, but numerical evaluations are scarce.

W. Grollius in Duisburg, Germany, has treated the case of a ship with para-

bolic water lines and rectangular frames - which corresponds to the Inuid

S-201 source distribution - for various constant accelerations a = eg with

e ranging from 0.003 up to 0.1. The time integration can be carried out in

closed form in this case. Calculations become difficult with low Fn and/or

low e, the stationary Michell resistance is approached with decreasing e

and increasing Fn.

If we apply the Inuid concept to this source distribution, i.e. if we

think of the body as generated therefrom, it is pertinent to apply Lagal-

ly's formula for time dependent flow. The resistance expression then dif-

fers by a term representing action of the instationary pressure component

Pt if use is made of an exact body boundary condition and if surface

piercing is neglected. The difference term again tends to zero with high

Fn and low e.

We present two typical curves for the cases e 0.05 and e = 0.003.
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The work of Grollius has not yet been published, and I am obliged to him

for letting me present these data.
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Additional Calculations for the Test Cases at ther Workshop on Ship Wave Resistance

J. Kux

At the time this workshop was announced it was expected that

the selected hull forms would also be used as test cases for

the boundary layer workshop. Meanwhile this has been announced

and only hull form (iv) Hoffmann Tanker has been included.

Nevertheless at that time we started geometrical and potential

theretc clcuatins or ll ivecases. This information

migh beof interest for future work in wave resistance cal-

culaiontoo.

The idea was to present the five cases with the surface of

the hull divided in a similar way into panels to achieve a

comparable accuracy in all cases. As a result listings of the 4

obtained source strengths, velocity magnitudes on the hull

surface and pressure coefficients as well as curvature para-

meters were to be made available. Charto o~f isolines for the

pressure coefficient, the potential stream'iunes, the mean

curvature and the Gaussian curvature on the su2rface as pro-

jected onto the coordinate planes would complete the data.

In order to obtain a rough estimate of the thickening of the

Ii hull. due to the boundary layer a calculation along potential

streamlines with a simple integral two-dimensional boundary
layer method was envisaged,

The boundary layer calculation has not yet been started. The

other mentioned points of this program have meanwhile been

almost completed. Everybody interested in these data is invit-

ed to contact us to obtain the information.
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WAVE R'SIST.NCZ OF THE WIGLEY AND INUI HULL FORMS PREDICTED

bY i0WO SIMPLE SLENDER-SHIP WAVE-RESISTANCE FORMULAS

by

P. Koch and F. Noblesse

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract

The wave resistance coefficients of the W'gley and Inui hull forms

have been evaluated on the basis of two simple explicit slender-ship wave

;Lesistance formulas, namely the formula proposed by Hogner in 1932 and a

modifiLd-Hogner formula including a line integral around the ship water-

line.
S.... The general Neumann-Kelvin theory

The two above-mentioned wave-resistance formulas correspond to the
Ssimplest (and crudest) approximations in a hierarchy of slender-ship

iterative approximations obtained in the general Neumann-Kelvin theory de-

veloped in [1,2,3]. This theory thus is briefly summarized here for

clarity. As it is most well known, the wave resistance, R, of a ship can

be determined from the classical Havelock wave-resistance formula

2 2 = K(t)1 2 (l+t2)1/ 2  (1)R/PU L (12T fJ~)dt,()

where p is the density of water, U and L are the speed and the length, re-
specivey, f te shp, U/gL)1/2

spectively, oftheship, F =- U/(gL)/2 is the Froude number, and K(t) is

the Kochin free-wave spectrum function, which essentially gives the ampli-

tudes of the elementary plane-wave components of the ship-wave pattern at

angles 0 = tan t from the direction of motion of the ship.

The Kochin free-wave spectrum function K(t) is given by the following

well-known formula:

K(t)= Evda-F2 E\2NdC + VEda + F2 [E(Y~ +6d) -E x]dZ + Eodxdy,n "h dc

(2)

where the significance of the various previously-undefined symbols is

explained below. The function E -= E(t;x,F) is defined as

E exp[zF-2 (l+t 2 )-i(xF-2+yF-2t)(l+t 2)1/2] (2a)
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The symbols h,c, and o represent the portion of the ship hull surface be-

low the plane z=O of the undisturbed free surface, the intersection curve

of the hull surface with the plane zýO, and the portion of the plane z-O

outside the ship, respectively. The symbol da represents the differential

element of area of the hull surface h, and da is the differential element

of arc length of the waterline c. The symbols \),p,y, and 6 are defined as
n i, • -- n -i, y - c-i, and 6 - d .i, where i is the unit vector par-

L.• 0

allel to the velocity of the ship and pointing towards the ship stern, n

is the unit vector normal to the hull surface h and pointing inside the

ship, n is the unit normal vector to the waterline c in the plane z=O

and pointing inside c, c is the unit tangent vector to c oriented in the

counter-clockwise sense, and d=-n X c is the unit vector tangent to h

orthogonal to both n and c and pointing downwards. The symbols h,c,o,i,

n,noc, and I are shown in the definition sketch. The function 4 - •()

is the velocity potential of the flow caused by the ship. The notation

En $x,4, and means aE/Dn = VE-n,aE/3x,h/Dc, and I3/ad, respectively.

Finally, the free-surface flux q is associated with the nonlinear terms

in the free-surface boundary condition, and is given by

q z+F2 +(Iv I 2 + 1 (I

z =2 z 0

The velocity potential # which formula (2) requires on the hull sur-

face h+c and in the neighbourhood of the free-surface plane z=O, can be

determined (in principle at least) by solving t-e integral equation

G - G* p + (ý-ý*)G da +;; h n

+ c F (2d-(ý-ý*)Gx ]pd +f Gqdxdy, (3)

where the significance of the previously-undefined symbols is explained

below. The symbol 4, is meant for 4(r), where is an arbitrary "field

point" on the hull surface h+c, on the undisturbed free surface o, or in

the.solution domain bounded by h+c+u, while ý is meant for 4(x), as in

formula (2), where x is the "point of integration" in the various

integrals in the integral equation (3). The function G - G(ý,X) ia
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equation (3) is the Green function associated with the linearized free-

surface boundary condition, and given in [4,5].

The Havelock wave-resistance formula (1), formula (2) for the Kochin

free-wave spectrum function and the integral equation (3) for the

velocity potential are the three basic equations upon which the general

Neumann-Kelvin theory presented in [1,2,3] is based. While a direct

numerical solution of the integral equation (3) may not be possible, an

iterative method of solution can be used. Specifically, a sequence of

iterative approximations ( (1) ,(2)..can readily be defined (in prin-
(0)ciple at least) by choosing an initial approximation (0and by using the

straightforward recurrence formula obtained by replacing the potential

on the right and left sides of equation (3) by *(n)and ( respect-
(n) (n) '

ively, with n>0. A corresponding sequence of approximations K and R

to the Kochin function K(t) and the wave resistance R are then readily de-

fined by replacing 0 by a(n)and K by K (n)in formulas (2) and (1), respec-
(0)tively. Various choices for the initial approximation ()in the integral

equation (3) imnediately come to mind. The simplest choice consists in

r erely taking '(0)= 0. The hierarchy of iterative approximations ý (n)
". (n) (n)

Kn, R associated with this choice of initial approximation may be re-

garded as a hierarchy of slender-ship approximations, which indeed pro-

vide a generalization of the classical hierarchy of thin-ship perturbation

approximations, as is shown explicitly in [1,2]. Another natural choice
(0)

for the initial approximation € is the zero-Froude-number (double-ship)

potential, which generates a sequence of low-Froude-number approximations.
SThe low-Froude-nunber wave-resistance formulas of Guevel [6], Kayo [)

Baba [8], and Maruo [9] indeed correspond to the first approximation in

this hierarchy of low-Froude-number approximations, as is shown explicitly

in [3], where the second approximation is also given explicitly. Finally,

a sequence of low-Froude-number slender-ship approximations is obtained in
(0)

[3] by selecting () as the slender-ship approximation to the zero-

Froude-number potential.

The Hogner and modified-Hogner wave-resistance formulas

The simplest wave-resistance formula is the zeroth-order slender-ship

approximation defined by the Havelock formula (1) and formula (2) in which
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the unknown potential € is simply taken as equal to zero, as may be justi-

* fled (to some extent at least) for a sufficiently slender ship form. The

resulting approximation is given by

SK(0) 2t~ Erda F
= Evda - Ev2•d, (4)

where E is given by formula (2a). The integral equation (3) thus is mere-

ly ignored in this approximation, and formulas (1) and (4) provide a par-

ticularly simple expression for the wave resistance explicitly in terms of

the speed, dimension, and shape of the ship. The first term on the right

side of formula (4), that is tha surface integral over the ship hull sur-

face h, is actually identical to the approximation, K say, proposed by

Hogner [10] in 1932:

K = h Eda (4a)
h

so that formula (4) may be regarded as a modified-Hogner approximation in-

cluding a line integral around the ship waterline.

The numerical calculations of Chen [11] and Triantafyllou [12] have

shown that differences between the values of the wave resistance predicted

by the Michell, Hogner, and modified-Hogner formulas can be quite signifi-
cant. in particular, the waterline integral in formula (4) is specially
important for blunt ship forms (for which IvI and Ijil is not small at the

stern or/and bow), for ship forms with small draft, and in the low-sDped

limit. The drastic reduction in the value of the wave resistance brought

about by the waterline integral at low Froude numbers is particularly

striking. As a matter of fact, it is proved in [2] that the hull integral

and the waterline integral are asymptotically equivalent in the low-Froude

number limit F-O [even though, for a thin ship--of small beam/length ratio

Ssay--the hull and waterline integrals are 0(5) and 0(B3), respectively].
Results for the Wigley and Inui hull forms

The large effect of the waterline integral is apparent also from the

figures at the end of this paper presenting the results of calculations

ti for the Wigley and Inui hull forms based on the Hogner formula (4a) and

the zeroth (modified-Hogner) approximation (4), which are identified by

the symbols H and 0 respectively (the curve identified by the symbol M
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in the figure for the Wigley hull is the Michell wave resistance). These

calculations show that for (relatively) high Froude numbers, say for

F >.31 for the Wigley hull and for F>.32 for the Inui hull, the Hogner

wave-resistance curve is in surprisingly good agreement with experimental

measurements, while inclusion of the waterline integral appears to under-

predict the wave resistance in this relatively high-Froude-number range.

On the other hand, for relatively low values of the Froude number, say for

F<.31 or F<.32 for the Wigley and Hogner hulls, respectively, the water-

line integral appears to have an obvious beneficial effect. In fact, for

moderately low values of the Froude number, say for .21<F<.31 and for

.21<F<.32 for the Wigley and Inui hulls, resp_•ctively, the zeroth-order

slender-ship (modified-Hogner) approximation may be seen to be in fairly

good agreement with experimental measurements. The observable agreement

between experimental measurements and the Hogner approximation in the

fairly-high-Froude-number range (for F>.31 or .32), and the modified-

iHogner approximation in the moderately-low-Froude-number range (for .21<

F<.31 or .32), is in fact somewhat remarkable in view of the extreme

simplicity of these wave-resistance formulas and of the relative crudeness

of the assumptions upon which they are based. Calculations for the three

other (real-ship) hull forms considered in this Workshop are currently be-

ing performed by the first author; the results of these calculations

should be instructive.
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Note* on the paper "Wave Resistance of the Wigley and Inul Hull Forms Pre-

dicted by Two Simple Slender-ship Wave-resistance Formulas" by P. Koch and

In thiC paper, the discussion of the results predicted by the wave re-

sistance formula of Hogner (1932) and the "zeroth-order slender-ship fdave-

resistance formula" (also referred to as the "modified-Hogner formula") was

based on the assumption that the given experimental measurements had been

obtained for rigidly-held ship models, in which neither sinkage nor trim was

allowed. It became apparent at the Workshop, however, that this assumption was

incorrect, i.e. the given experimental measurements correspond to unrestric-

ted ship models free to heave and trim. This erroneous assumption regarding

the conditions in which the experimental measurements were obtained renders

the discussion of the theoretical pr"ýdictions given in the paper inadequate.

The attached figure displays the numerical results of M.S. Chang and

C.W. Dawson, for the Wigley model held fixed (without sinkage and trim), to-

gether with the curves, identified by the symbols H, M, and 0, corresponding

to the Hogner (H), Michell (M), aad zeroth-order slender-ship (0) approxima-

tions. It can be noted that the results of Dawson and Chang, which generally

appear to be in fairly good agreement with experimental measuiements, are

closer to the modified-Hogner (0) than the Hogner curve (H); the results of

Dawson in fact are rather close to the modified-Hogn'2r curve (0). This would

then seem to suggest that the waterline integral included in the modified

Hogner formula has a beneficial effect not only at "low" iroude number, as was

noted in the paper, but also at "high" Froude number (contrary to the

conclusion previously stated in the paper). In other words, these results

for the Wigley hull form suggest it is plausible that the "zeroth-order

slender-ship wave resistance formula" may provide a more satisfactory basic

slender-ship wave-resistance approximation than the Michell and Hogner formu-

las. To be sure, more calcu~ation. are necessary for fully assessing the

zeroth-order slender-ship approximation (and the following first-order approxi-

mation).

Editor's Note: This has been submitted after tho work shop.
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IN.

Wave Resistance Calculations by the Low

Speed Theory and Guilloton's Method

I } by Hideaki Miyata and Hisashi Kajitani

The University of Tokyo

M!

In this paper, methods of calculating wave resistance by the low

speed theory and Guilloton's method are briefly described, which have

been computer-programmed as standard tools at the Experimental Tank of

the University of Tokyo.
The remarkable discrepancies of wave resistance between theory and

experiment do not all arise from the inadequacy of the conventional

potential theories, but, they are considerably caused by the existence of

nonlinear waves in the near-field of ships. In the last section, some

results of experimental investigations on the nonlinear waves are

introduced in short.

i 
I

1. Low Speed Theory

Two methods of calculating wave resistance by the low speed theory

are proposed, i.e., the line integral method and the surface integral

method. Comparison of the two methods has been studied in reference 1).

A typical result is shown in Fig.l. It is seen that the surface integral

method provides preciser value of resistance. The difference between the

two methods a-e rather small ; however, on usual hull forms of ships,

this discrepancy tends to be enlarged because of the greater steepness of

the disturbance velocity distribution in the neighborhood of the bow and

stern. In general, arbitrariness of the calculated wave resistance makes

us reluctant to utilize the line integral method. In fact, the surface

integral method is adopted at our university.

11 J,ý'O2)Following Baba's formulation the amplitude function is derived by

integrating D-function over the free surface. D-function is obtained

from the double model flow solution making use of Hess-Smith's method.

Editor's Note: For Inui S-201, Cs = 0.618 was used here, but the correc-
tion was made in the computer plots.
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D(x,y) ixx nr(x'Y)ýrx(x'yO) + Ly nr(xY)ýry(xYO) -(1)

1 I -- �- _2r(X'y_()2)where flr(XbY) =x 2  -- 1ry(,y,0)(

This equation is modified into non-dimensional form as,

= 2 v 2 _ 2_v,+2v _ 3-Y 2 3v-Y_
D(x,y) Vx ax' 2VVY ax, ay'

+ a + a ' 2

3x, ýyl vX+ Vy I} FnU(3

X, v are straightly calculated by Hess-Smith's method and their deriv-

S....atives are obtained from the derivative forms of the equations of vx and
S~vy.

The undisturbed free surface that is the domain of integration is
automatically devided into about 250 meshes for half part of a ship as is

seen in Fig.l. The value of D is assumed to be constant over each mesh.

With this number of division the numerical error that arise from the way

of division is almost negli.gible.

The validity of the low speed theory have been examined on more than

10 ship models with extensive experiments A part of the results is
shown in Fig.3, which indicates unsatisfactory agreement. It is supposed

that the application of this method must be restricted in a certain range

of velocity and in some classes of hull forms, and that the fundamental
defect of the linear theory cannot be remedied by this theory.

2. Guilloton's Method

A computer-program have been constructed according to Gadd's
4)interpretation

*• The singularity distributions on the center plane obtained by

. sMichell's approximation are made use of as initial values. Iterative

process in concern with equation (3) in reference 3) is carried out

untill the value of wave resistance converges. The center plane of a

ship is devided into about 200 meshes3)
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3. Calculated Results

Calculated results for Wigley model, Inuid S201 and Series 60 are

shown in Fig.5. It is noted that the wave resistance by the low speed

theory is grossly similar to that by Guilloton's method or Michell's

approximation, although it cease to be valid in high Froude number region

(Fn > 0.3). Two modified linear theories applied here are essentially

linear ones and they do not show satisfactory improvement having prominent

humps and hollows in Fn < 0.4. The success with these methods will be

confined within certain dimensions of hull in a restricted range of

velocity.

4. Existence and Effects of Free Surface Shock Waves

Investigations on the characteristics of nonlinear waves in the near-

field of ships and their effects on non-viscous resistance are under way,

and some results are already presented in reference 5), 6) and 7).

The authors have experimentally verified the existence of a kind of

Shock wave in the near-field of ships, which satisfies the shock condi-
tion that shock waves in compressible fluid do and forms lines of dis-

continuity where fluid undergoes sudden change in velocity to the direý-

tion normal to the shock front. Fig.6 is a wave pattern picture of a

-t simple model. Singular wave system in the near-field of the ship is
evident. This wave system will remind us of shock waves around a body

moving at supersonic speed in air, because the qualitative resemblance is

prominent. A disturbance velocity distribution is shown in Fig.8, which

was measured by a five-hole pitot tube on a surface below the disturbed

free surface by 10mm. The line of discontinuity, where fluid velocity

have abrupt change, is clearly shown. It is the most important property
that the disturbance velocity vectors along the wave front are normal to

the wave front, in other words, fluid do not experience change in veloc-

ity tangential to the wave front. These properties of waves in the near-

field of ship are summarized as the existence of dLscontinuities and the

fulfillment of the shock relation. These phenomena is.limited in a thin

layer adjacent to the free surface and the authors named these waves as

"Free Surface Shock Wave" in 1977.

It is a matter of nature in a sence, because the equations of motion

of the fluid and the free surface boundary condition are nonlinear

partial differential equations. Free surface deformation may not be
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covered by the solutions of a elliptic partial differential equation.

The resistance by the free surface shock waves is approximately

measured as momentum loss behind ships. A typical example of measured

head loss distribution is present in Fig.8.

Oblique free surface shock waves and normal free surface shock waves
are both observed, and normal free surface shock waves change into oblique

ones with the increase of velocity, when the entrance angle is smaller

than a certain value, as is shown in Fig.9.

Above described facts imply that dispersive waves and non-dispersive

waves co-exist around ships. The problem of wave resistance come to be

much more complex ; however, satisfactory progress in wave resistance

calculations will not be achieved without sound clarification of these

physical phenomena.
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Figure 6 -Wave Pattern Picture of a Simple Model "WM2"
(L/B 5.0, B/d =8.0, Fn 0.30)
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Figure 7 -Contour Lines of Momentum Loss Measured Far
Behind "WM2"
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Discussion

by G. E. Gadd
of paper by H. Miyata and H. Kajitani

"The photographs of "shock waves" were probably obtained for small models.

I suggest that with larger models they might appear more like conventional

breaking waves, and certainly, the total head losses shown in Figure 7 resemble

those found behind breaking bow waves. Clearly any fully adequate theory of

wave resistance for such hull forms ought to Include these effects. However,

it is possible that a theorywhich assumes potential flow may still roughly

predict residual resistance correctly by predicting the radiated undular waves

to be larger than they really are.

3
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Author's Reply

by H. Miyata
to disasions by G. E. Gadd

I would like to thank Dr. G. E. Gadd for his comments.

Wave breaking must follow wave making, and we have clarified that wave making

itself is singular in the near-field and it satisfies shock relation. Wave break-

ing can be considered as one of the results of the occurrence of the free surface

shock waves. Characteristics of the waves in the near-field described in our

references 5), 6) and 7) show that our understanding is more general than that of

wave breaking.

Breaking phenomena have considerable scale-effect and breaking cannot be

observed for small models, as you point out. This fact also implies that breaking

is not the essence of the nonlinear wave making properties of ships. The character-

istics of the nonlinear waves, we call "free surface shock wave," are entirely

different from those of linear dispersive waves; therefore, it will be impossible

to predict wave resistance correctly by conventional methods.

rJ'

[
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M

Numerical Calculation of Second-Order Wave Resistance

Using Laarangian Coordinates I

Y.S. Hong, DTNSRDC

I. Introduction

The wave resistance due to steady motion of a ship was formulated

in Lagrangian coordinates by Wehausen (1). By introduction of an

iteration scheme first order and second order solutions were obtained.

At each iteration the domain of integration and a new hull function

are obtained through a transformation of coordinates. The first-order

solution becomes the classical thin ship result of Michell. For the

second-order solution, a new hull function is obtained through tracing

'I, Lof streamlines. The second-order solution consists of' two integrals:

the first is a line integral along the stem and stern; the second is

M- a double integqral which is of the same form as Michell's integral, but

with different integral domain and hull function.

II. Equations for the solutions

There are two coordinate systems. One is O'x'y'z' which is attached

to the ship; the other is Oxyz. These two systems coincide when the

ship is at rest in its equilibrium position. Oy is positive vertically

upwards, Ox is positive toward the stern and Oz is positive to star-

boarL. We assume the ship moves at constant speed U in the negative

x-direction. This is equivalent to keeping the ship fixed, but free

to trim and sink, and letting the fluid flow in the positive x-direction

with speed U. We now think of a streamline as a wire extending from

x 0- to x = •D and identify it by its y- and z-coordinates, )S

and IY , respectively, at x = - . Then the trajectory of a particle

can be expressed by
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We use t, A3 and Y as the Lagranqian coordinateE. Since at x = - oo

there is a uniform flow with velocity (U,O,O), equation (1) satisfies

For conveniece we express (x,y,z) as follows:

x =o + X (0./- , t Y , , Z4•,A,) (3)

Where o = Ut. The functions X, Y and Z in equation (3) must satisfy

.4mXfrA, = -/•m ¥ A,' ) X t Z(oA,')=o (4)

from equation (2). By introducing the Lagrangian coordinates into the

continuity equation, momentum equation and the boundary conditions
at the free surface and the ship's surface, the solutions derived by

Wehausen in reference (1) are as follows.

The first-order perturbation displacements:

y"',fo.,; )I)// If (oC.A , : Y , 01, o0 /c,:' d d,, (5)",(,) ý IY

X o ,: , •,0 o '. ; ¢ ,,o), ,,,' d; 'd : (5)

Z ( , ) 2 7[ o - (.2()

= e- +C,-/ y-
IYYI

a( - ,-,- ' " (3 +X

kqa40 2 "`?"A (c -'Y.) e.,WOJ f- ("O'•').A,,

+ 4 I.d~g zr, rA mn~
o (8)
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where ko = g/U 2 .

The first-order wave resistance:
Z. . jI gA X.,, (acf, o • (9)

S•soThe second-order perturbation displacements:

'C J~•.).,ts,

f a
•) ~~ ~ ~ l -9 a ,g;' ) lt, ' (12)

The second-order wave resistance:

2 U) (2)
T = ?/Uj1 I •A Xci ' (a1, 0) de als (13)

-S,

__ where A,) is the second-order hull function and S1 is the centerplane

of t I
The transformation function for the hull is given by:

tt 0('jacyAt /' fx (wAy,o~J CW1f +4A"Y'4.
•,, i(I,, ,) (I•

-[c-t X~"~a5 N"" LA '
t 'd 11 10] / 40)

- x (14)

- I where /,t' = (- J)

XI,!C= -(a " d41+

The sinkage (h) and trim (7) are given by:
:;•,.; ' Yz' oi (15)

=,•: T •? f + x; -AXIt.,:Y
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whei-e A is the waterplane arca, (xA,O) its center of area, V the

displaced volume, and Hp the longitudinal metacentric height. The

details of derivation of equations (5) - (16) are given in reference (1).

By substitution of equations (5) and (8) into equation (9), the

first-order wave resistance can be expressed as Michell's integral

T C)~ ~ 2d. jdo(dA ii -e'A' f 0,tA) I tof')3

X do acl expJ4,eco (Itgi e n17)
0

If we assume R((afA)fis small enough, then Guilloton' transformation

in the x-direction is the same as the Lagrangian transformation. The

transformation in the y-direction is along isobar lines in Guilloton's

method. Guilloton's method does not take into account sinkage and

trim. The details of this method are given in reference (2).

III. Numerical computations

The purpose of the first-order calculation is to provide the data

that are needed for the transformation of the hull functions. In the

first part of the computer program X0), y", h, sefand T( are

calculated. With these values the transformation function,;I(d,,A), is

calculated numerically. The second part of the computer program then

computes xý and T When we are interested only in the wave

resistance, the other second-order streumline displacements Y(O and
Lw are not computed. The complete details of the numerical oroceddures
are given in reference (2).

The computed values of the first-order, second-order and Guilloton

wave resistance are tabulated for the 7nuid S201, Wigley, Series 60,

CB = 0.6, HSVA Tanker and Athena hulls in the following pages (TablesBH
1 and 2). The computed values of the second-order wave resistance for
Wigley, Inuid and Series 60 hulls give poor agreement compared with

the first-order results. The computed vaules are generally very low.
At high Froude numbers the second-order results become negative for

the Inuid hull. Between F = 0.252 and 0.282 the second-order resultsn
become negative for Series 60. The main reason for low or negative
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value of the second-order wave resistance is the line integral (see
equation (22) in reference (2)). The other reason might be that the
centerplane of the second-order hull becomes too distorted through the

hull transformation. The results of Guilloton's method show good
agreement with the first-order results for Wigley and Inuid hulls, but
the results for Series 60 have large discrepancies. While the hull
function for Guilloton's method is obtained through the transformation
along isobar lines which usually have smaller amplitude than the
streamlines do, the results of Guilloton's method give better agreement

than the second-order results. For low Froude numbers there is no

appreciable difference between the streamlines and the isobar lines.
Therefore, the results coinouted by these two methods are almost same.

For the HSVA Tanker and Athena hulls, only the first-order wave
resistance has been computed. Because of the transom stern, the

numerical computation of the transformed hull for Athena is nrp '
accurate. The computed values of the first-order wave resistance for
the HSVA Tanker are surprisingly high due to the large value of block
coefficient. Because this hull has a fairly long parallel middle body,

the sink-source singularities are mainly distributed at bow and stern
regions. Furthermore, the beam is far larger than the draft (beam-to-

"4. draft ratio is 2.7). The first-order theory can not be expected to
compute wave resistance correctly for such a thick ship. In order to
check the reason for the unreasonably high values of the first-order
wave resistance for this model, numerical computations have been done
for Model 4125 of reierence (3). Weinblum et al compared Michell's
wave resistance with the residual resistance for this model. This model
is a thin plate with parallel middle body comprising half of the ship's
length. The side walls are vertical. The results computed by the
first-order, second-order, second-order without line integral term and
SGuilloton's theories of wave resistance are tabulated and compared with
the residual resistance (Figure I and Table 3). The computed second-
order wave resistances are quite different from the first-order,

second-order without line integral term and Guilloton resistances.
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This shows that the line-integral term is the main factor for low

values of the second-order wave resistance. Furthermore, large values

of the first-order wave resistance for the HSVA Tanker are caused by the
fact that the hull is extremely flat. The parallel middle body does not

have any effect on the wave resistance as long as the draft is large

enough to approximate a thin ship.

Generally speaking, the comjluted values of the second-order wave

resistance are less than the values computed by first-order theory or
Guilloton's method. When a ship has a flat bottom such as Series 60,

the wave resistance becomes negative even though the Froude number has
a moderately low value. The main reason for the negative resistance
in the second-order theory is caused by: first, the line integral and

second, the centerplane of the second-order hull, ('%,a), becomes too
distorted through the transformation.

All hulls examined here are rather more flat than thin. The beams

are 1.25 - 2.5 times as large as the draft. In order to be thin, the
draft must be larger than the beam,. For a hull shape having a beam
larger than the draft, the second-order wave resistance has given a
bad prediction compared with the first-order result. To apply the
present method effectively to the general ihull shape, a modification

in theory and numerical p-ocedure is necessary.

IV. References
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Discussion

by J. V. Wehauson
of paper by Y. Hong

Since I am the author of this evidently disasterous approximation, perhaps

I may be permitted a few minutes to explain why, in my opinion, it has turned

out so badly. In formulating the problem of flow about a ship in Lagrangian

coordinates, a particular model of the flow was assumed that required a curve

of stagnation points along the stem and the stern. Later on, in connection

-with another problem (v. Schiffstechnik. vol. 23 (1976), pp. 215-217), 1

4 became aware of the fact that curves of stagnation points are possible only

under particular and rare circumstances associated with separability of Laplace's

equation. It seems to me that the line integrals in my formulation must be a

result ot this faulty model. A correct treatment of the problem might be worth

while, but would require a correct qualitative model of the flow about the hull

Zk. as a starting point. I have not as yet been able to devise one that I find

totally convincing. It is certainly a reasonable conjecture that a correct one

would lead to the second-order approximation in Hong's paper without the stem

and stern line integrals.

4-11
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Wave Resistance of Double Model in Finite Depth and its

Application to Hull Form Design

by

Hyochul Kim and J.C. Seo

Seoul National University
College of Engineering

Among various design parameters, wave resistance plays an Irport-
ant role on hull form design. Theoretical methods for a hull form
with minimum wave resistance were developed by Inui(l, 2 ), Pien and
others. In the above method, singularity distributions on prescribed
surfaces are determined in the light of minimum wave-resistance condi-
tion. From the singularity distribution, hull forms are obtained by
the streamline tracing method and their wave resistances are calculated
by integrating the resistance components due to the singularities.

Theoretical hull form, however, can not be applied directly to a
practical hull form. The main reason is the extruded bottom along the
keel line. Therefore the hull form must be modified to have a flattened
bottom. Normally, this modification is manually conductcd with keep-
ing both the shape of water plane and prismatic coefficient constant(3).

Meanwhile if the depth of water is finite, the theoretical hull
form is flattened by the effect of depth. This effect is due to image
singularity distribution with respect to sea bed and free surface.
Especially the geometrical chenge of hull form is remarkable for the
depth of less than 0.2L. This means that the wave resistance is no
longer for the given hull but for the deformed one. Usually this range
of water depth is out of practical application. However the geometrical
characteristics can be utilized to develope a theoretical hull form
with a flat bottom, which may be applied in deep water. This deformed
hull form is developed by taking the sea bed merely as a fictitious
plane.

For the Inui hull S201 and the deformed hull with flat bottom,
the source densities on hull surfaces are determined by solving an
integral equation( 4?5). Then the wave resistance in deep water are
calculated. At the same time the wave resistance for the Inui hull
"S201 is evaluated u3ing the original sources on center plane.

It is found out that the wave resistance in deep water does not
significantly alter for the Froude number less than 0.35, even though
a geometrical change at the bottom is remarkable. Comparing with the
manual hull-furm modification, flattening the bottom by the aid of the

j fictitious plane may be more rational for practical hull form design.

Ii
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Velocity PotenLial for the Distributed Source

Assumin6 the fluid ic incompressibl, inviscid and its motion be
irrotational, the induced fluid motion can be characterized by a
velocity potential. In a laterally unbounded fluid with a free surface,

the velocity potential of sources moving with a velocity U paralled toI the negative X-axis is given by (6,7,8)

S'•'lJ(-., - ;fo f.-:. ace e ae.- ,) K) (1)
4X~ 0~ r X +I-A.Alc

F' where

+ + ( ZI + +~

If the water depth in finite, the velocity potential is represented
by( 6 ' 7 )

A=-' + -jjodS - J d f e S XP Ki a }

× ca• [K(di-.)) (K+Ko0 Zc +jf•..) _•a[K( .1*.jj dlc j (2)

where

F= Depth o{ water

From eqs. (1) and (2), the wave resistance for deep water 4s

expressed as( 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 )

where

and for finite depth

W M-'324 + (4)
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where

K Poskit.ve root of K-<.Ac~etoml K. = o

Calculation of wave resistance

Distributing sources at center plane ( -• _ X -E =90
-0.q, - i.•O ) with density as below, we can defiive Inui hul S201(2).

" 0o.g 9 (5)

where••'•9, = o.sL..

The wave resistance .at deep water or finite depth can be obtained
by substituting eq. (5) into eq. (3) ou (4). Corresponding hu.ll form
can be shaped out by the streamline tracing method under the double
model approximation.

1 On the other hand the hull form can be represented by distributing
nitular'tles directly on the hull As well known this

metnod requires a great computinig, time and storage. To perform it
ef f ectively Kan(10) utilized thu slender-body appro.imation and derived
the folJowing integral equation in cyl'.ndrical coordinate

;,, (X, e) = -2 Ua f " R (( ') • (X " - , 6') 6O' (6)

where

I.I F,.• R.v -R .., R e_ R

SFrom this equation the source density on hull surface is to be

< •determined numerically, where ordinary offset data are used. This

process is carried out by a small comput:er.
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Numerical Results

For the Inui model S201 the wave resistance is calculated for
various water depths as Inui did( 2 ). The results are shown in Fig, 1
as solid lines. In this calculation the source distribution defined
in eq. (5) has been used. Also the hull forms corresponding to the
water depths are shown in Fig. 2.

Among them the source densities on the hull surface for the models
as shown in Fig. 2a and 2d are calculated by the Kan's method with 135
data points. Their wave resistances are represented in Fig. 1 asr
dotted lines.

The same process is conducted for the Wigley model with 240 offset
data. The wave resistance thus obtained is plotted in Fig. 3.

Discussion

As mentioned previously, the hull forms corresponding to the water
depth of greater than 0.2L are almost the same as the original hull
form in infinite depth. As it can be immediately noticed in Fig. 2, the
traced hull form in shallower cases has a remarkably flattened bottom.
This geometrical characteristics may be utilized to practical hull
form design. As long as wave resistance is concerned, this geometrical
change does not affect when the Frouda number is less than 0.35 (rf.
Fig. 1).

Because of this fact the wave resistance of the modified hull. form
can be approximated by that of the original hull up to a moderate ship
speed. Thus we can easily arrive at a hull form with a flat bottom
which has minimum wave resistance.

This concept is exemplified to the Pienoid (Fig. 4a and 4b) to
demonstrate its applicability to hull form design. The Pienoid in
Fig. 4a was studied by Cho(-') under the minimum wave-.resistance
condition. The Pienoid in Fig. 4b was modified according to this
concept. For both cases the wave resistances in deep water are
calculated and their results are plotted in Fig. 4c. The wave resis-
tance of the latter is slightly increased compared to that of the
former. However its magnitude is negligible in the common sense of
engineering practice.

Concluding Remarks --

The wave resistance in finite depth can be calcuiated as in the
case of infinite water depth. In the case ot finite depth 'he
geometrical change in hull bottom is more Dteaningful for practical
hull form design. This is mainly due •:o the effect ;,f water depth.
Taking the sea bed merely as a fictitiouL plane, a hull form of
practical u3e can be developed theoretically. The wave resistance cf
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the hull thus obtained in deep water may be approximated by that of the
extruded original hull form. A more reliable result is obtained by
solving an integral equation. In this case an increase in computing
time and effort is inevitable. Meanwhile improvement in numerical
results is negligibly small. It is theorefore recommended to use the
wave resistance of the orginal hull for the modified hull form.

Further researches both in theory and experiment are necessary
befoze this concept is put into practical application.
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A Finite Element Method For Ship Wave Resistance Computations

A. Oornen
Netherlands Ship Model Basin

THEORY

The solution method to compute the velocity potential

is based on the method described in 1. for the flow in turbo

* machines and 2. for two-dimensional free surface flows. I will

explain the method briefly for the three-dimensional free
surface flow.

FirstI assume that the flow is free of rotation and that

the fluid is incompressible and frictionless. Under these

conditions, we may assume the existance of a velocity potential.

The mathematical equations for the fluid motion are then,

in curvilinear coordinates:
1. In the computation domain the velocity potential • must

fulfil the Laplace equation:

1=0,g g
2. At the boundaries of the region the kinematical boundary

condition must be fulfilled:

•:.i /gi D Xi

3. At the free surface the dynamical boundary condition must

be fulfilled:

S•n(x ,x2) x + ½(gi + P= C
Dxl- D -

where: i, j = 1(1)3

S13 = metric tensor quantity

" .= gravitational acceleration

1 •= unknown surface elevation

p = mass density
' ' .1 2 3

x ,x ,x = curvilinear coordinate
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The curvilinear coordinates are chosen such that the boundaries

coincide with planes x =constant. Now that we have a mathemati-

cal formulation of the problem, we want to compute a solution.

To do this, we first make it a little bit easier and split the

problem into two parts. First we assume that the position of

the free surface is known and that it a fixed boundary. Then

we have a Neumann problem which can be solved. After the

solution of this problem we will correct the position of the
free surface and so on until the position of the free surface

does not change anymore.

The Neumann Problem.

How can we solve the Neumann problem ? Because we have a

three-dimensional case we may expect that we will get a

tremendous number of equations to solve when we use a finite

element technique. That is why we try to reduce the three-

dimensional problem to a few two-dimensional problems. We can

do this by dividing the computational region into a set of

sub-regions separated from each other by planes x =constant.

If we make the assumption that the potential may be approxima-
3ted by a;a interpolation polynominal in the x -direction that

agrees with the real potential value and its derivatives in

x -direction at the intersection planes, we get as unknowns
3.the potential value and its derivatives in x -direction on a

set of two-dimensional planes. In fact 3 to 5 intersection

planes will be enough for approximating the real potential

when we use as interpolation polynomial a spline function (of

third degree) with continuous second derivative at the planes

between two sub-regions. For N-i regions we get fc" the 2N

unknowns: N equations from the Laplace equation, N-2 equations

from the prescribed continuous second derivative and 2 equa-

tions from the kinematical condition, one at the fixed surface

and one at the bottom. Applying the collocation method we

state that the Laplace equation has to be satisfied at the
intersection planes. If we want to solve the system by
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a finite element method, we can approximate the solution by

M

(x x2 a p(x,x) and' s
s=l

M
(,x) = • bj pS(x x2 )x3s

s=l

where pS (xl x 2 ) is a set of linearly independent functions.

The Galerkin method now implies that, when we substitute this
approximation into the Laplace equatinn and the boundary

conditions the residue of the system must be perpendicular to

this set of functions.

This gives the integral equation:

ffLi 1 N N pS 1 2,.~( , 'x3,..,x3@ 3) dxl2 +

c

Mf a ((nk•, k)J-fj)pSd, = 0
M

with i,j = 1(1)N and s=1(1)M.

The divergence theorem gives a similar integral equation so

that the difference of these two integral equations gives an

equation without second derivative terms.

In conclusion we may reduce the system to a diagonally
1 2 3dominant system if the angles between the x ,x and x

coordinate lines are large enough (greater then 45 degrees)

and then the number of unknowns can also be reduced from

2N to N by eigenvalue and eigenvector computation of the

dominant terms.

'A -The resulting matrix equation can then be solved by

iterative solution of the equation for one plane at a time.

So we have reduced the three-dimensionc' problem to a set of

coupled two-dimensional problems.
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Surface Correction

After the computation of the Neumann velocity potential

we want to compute a better position of the free surface. So

now we have to take into account all the equations, also the

dynamical surface condition. In general, the velocity potential

from the Neumann problem will not satisfy this dynamical con-

dition. That is why we introduce a disturbance potential. If

we assume that the disturbance potential is small compared with

the Neumann potential, we get by linearization the following

equations for the disturbance potential 4.

1. AI = 0 Laplace equation

2. -L = 0 fixed boundaries + inflow boundary
3n

3. a 2x (+Df ay) -z free surface

4. a (+a L z 3+ z) = ½(U2 -V2

4. + x Dy Dy 33z0

with U = inflow velocity, V = local velocity.0

Now we may assume that in a smallelement (Ax,Ay) the

disturbance potential has the form:

=D (A +A x+A x2 +A 3B2 32 x2+.)0 1 2 3 A+BY+B 2y 2B 3 y +Clxy+C2 x y+C3 xy2+. -

cosh(a(z+H))/cosh(cH)

so that - 0 at the bottom.

2 2
and T= a°0+a1x+a2x +bly+b2 y +C lxy+...

When we put these approximations into the equations and require

that the sum of the terms of equal powers in x and y must be

zero, this leads to the equations:
2 2. a= tanh(cll)(C+1)/V

2. b =C a

2 2
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2(C+1) a= -a2)/

22 02

where C is connected with the wave velocity: C=tg 2 e and wave

velocity = U 0 cosO.

If we approximate the surface correction by a spline function

in x and y direction

-- = p+g~y+r~y

A*B

'/\D /FC

We can solve the system for one Ax station when in the point A

the values of i and L are given and in the points B/D
ax

continuity of n and 3-- + 2 boundary-conditions are given

and2b 2 2n j pJ+½(U-V2)/ )c2/2(C+1)
0

and r =Cbj

With these conditions the new position of the free surface
can be computed in this Ax region and so on to the outflow

boundary.

Literature.

1. A three-dimensional method for the calculation of flow in

turbo-machines using finite elements on a blade-to-blade

surface of revolution. C. Korving, Delftse Universitaire

Pers.

2. The wave resistance for flow problems with a free surface.

(k; C. Korving and A.J. Hermans, 2nd Intern. Conference on

Num. Ship Hydr. 1978.
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Computations.

Computations have been made up to now only for the

series 60 at the recommended Froude numbers. The number of

$ elements I have used is quite small, for a computational region

of 0<B /L <0.75, -5.<Lc/Lp<2.0 and -0.5<HC/Lp <free

surface.

I have used 17 points in breadth direction, 51 points

in length direction and 3 points in depth direction. This has
I "been done for time reasons and to keep the metric tensor quanti-

ties g13 for iij small. With this number of points the real

ship-hull is very roughly represented in the computations
so the wave elevations near the ship hull cannot be acceptable.

The wave resistance coefficient, however, seems to be quite

reasonable.

4I
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fDiscussion

by K.. J. Bai

of paper by A. Oomen

1) From my own experience, the radiation condition upstream and downstream

in a numerical method like yours is the most difficult to treat. If you used a
Neumann condition (specifying assumed normal velocity profile) on both upstream

and downstream truncation boundaries, you would obtain an unwanted parasitic

solution, which is the homogeneous solution embedded in your solution. How do

you treat this?

2) In your paper, you assumed ( = 0 + AIX + AX 2 + ..... ) cosh (a (z + H))/

cosh a H in the global coordinates. I think that this is not a proper representa-

tion of the z-dependency because in the near field, where the finite element

method is applied, the z-dependency of the velocity potential does not behave

entirely as cosh a (z + H). If we represent the near field solution by eigenfunc-

Stion expansions, we should have infinite discrete eigenfunctions, for instance,

cos m. (z + H) (i = 1, 2,...) for the two-dimensional case. here the m. are the

real roots of

'AF U2
m. = tan m. H, i =1, 2, 3,...

Discussion

by F. Chan
of paper by A. Oomen

The free surface wave pattern in steady state is not known a priori and its

!•:'solution is coupled with the so~lution of the Laplace equation for interior points.

How do you construct your finite elements such that the free surface boundary

conditions are applied exactly at the free surface?
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Author's Reply

by A. Oomen
ti discussion by K. J. Bai

1) At the upstream truncated boundary a uniform inflow is assumed. At the
downstream :runcated boundary a kind of damping of the waves is introduced, over
at least half a wave length, which makes the outflow uniform.

2) The z dependency of the potential solution is given by a spline for the
Neumann potential solution and only for the disturbance potential it is assumed
that the z dependency is given by the mentioned formula. If the value of x is
computed iteratively for each element it may approximate the z dependency of the
small disturbance potential quite well.

Author's Reply

by A. Oomen
to discussion by F. Chan

The finite elements are constructed for each iteration such that they follow
the position of the assumed or, for later iterations, computed free surface.
So during each iteration new finite elements are chosen. However, by using
curvilinear coordinates each nodal point keeps the same curvilinear coordinates
but the metric tensor quantities are different for each iteration.

By using curvilinear coordinates the boundary conditions are applied exactly I
for each iteration because the nodal points are exactly at the free surface and
the boundaries of the iteration. With the position of the free surface also the
position of the intersection planes changes. I
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WAVE RESISTANCE IN A RESTRICTED WATER BY THE LOCALIZED FINITE-ELEMENT METHOD

Kwang June Bai

David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center

" I
Computations of the wave resistance of a ship moving along the

,:' 'centerline of a towing tank at a constant speed are made by the localized
finite-element method developed by the present author (Bai, 1975, 1977,

1 1978). In earlier work of the author 1 a test of the new method was made

by applying it to a simple ship hull geometry in a canal or towing tank
having a relatively small rectangular cross section. One may expect

that the method can be applied, in principle, to a problem simulating

unbounded water by simply allowing the canal width and depth to become

"very large in tb corputattion. Or. the other hand, the efficiency of the

numerical method may suffer when applied to the case of unbounded water.

The present investigation tests the efficiency as well as the

accuracy o" the finite-element method when applied to more realistic ship

hull forms and towing tank conditions. Numerical computations have been

' j made for foul ship hull forms in towing tanks of a few different sizes.

Specifically, the Wigley parabolic hull, the Inuid S-201, the Series 60,

and the high-speed ATHENA model were chosen for computations. For some

ship models, the computations were made for two different sizes of towing

tanks, one being represented by coarse-mesh finite-element subdivisions
and the other being represented by fine-mesh subdivisions; the total

number of nodes in the fine mesh subdivision is roughly double that in

the coarse mesh subdivision.

Both the exact and the linearized boundary conditions are tested
for the ship hull boundary condition; the linearized free-surface con-

dition is used throughout this work. The description of the localized

finite-element method is left out since one can find the details in

Bai (1975, 1977, 1978). The trim and sinkage have not been taken into
account in the present computations.

Typical ship hull and towing-tank boundaries are given in Figure 1.

The width and depth of the tank are denoted by W and D, respectively, as

p
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shown in Figure 1. Due to the symmetry of the flow with respect to the

vertical plane, z = 0, the actual numerical computation was made for only

half of the fluid domain, i.e. 0 < z < W/2. After truncating the fluid3

"domain for ix!> XT, where xT1  0.7 L, the reduced localized finite-element

domain defined by x' < xT, 0 > y > -D, and 0 < z < W/2, is subdivided

into eight-point linear four-sided elerents (like a cube). In the present

study, two different finite-element subdivisions were used, i.e., the

coarse finite-element subdivisions have a total of 1496 nodes with 1120

elements and the fine finite-element subdivisions have a total of 2730

nodes with 2160 elemtents. The nodal points along the x-, y-, and z-axes

are, respectively, 17, 8, and 11 for the coarse meshes and 21, 10, and 13

for the fine meshes. On the ship hull boundary, for both the exact or

linearized body boundary conditions, 11 nodes lie length-wise along the
ship and 4 nodes lie draft-wise along the ship for the coarse subdivi.-

sion; 13 nodes and 5 nodes, respectively, were used in the fine sub-

division.

Numerical Results and Discussions

In the present numerical method, we obtain the velocity potentials

everypwhere in the fluid domain. Note that tVe velocity potential in the

truncated fluid domain is also obtained by the eigenfunction expansions

of which coefficients are obtained as part of the solution. From the

computed velocity potenatial, one can compute easily all of the velocity

field in the entire fluid domain as well as the free-surface profiles.

One can also obtain the blockage effect based on the approximate theory

of Bai (f979). However, in the present study, we present mainly the wave

resistance. In the following, we will describe each ship hull model con-

sidered here.

(I) Wigley Parabolic Hull

Both exact and linearized ship hull boundary conditions were used
for a small tank of W/L = 0.76125, and D/L = 0.444, and also foi a large

tank of W/L D/L = 1.25. The wave resistance coefficients were computed

for Froude numbers of 0.35, 0.40, 0.43, and 0.45 using the coarse

meshes and for Froude numbers of 0.35, 0.402, 0.452, and 0.482 using

408
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'4• the fine meshes. The results are given in Table 1 and Figure 2. Com-

parison between the present results obtained using the fine meshes in

the large tank and the theoretical results given by Lackenby (1965) for

infinite water depth, both based on tl< thin-ship approximation, shows

ii , fairly good agreement for Froude numbers greater than 0.35, the finite

element predictions being less than 10 percent than the predictions of

thin-ship theory. The slight deviations may be caused by the present

If .'f:ner meshes' not being fine enough to obtain good resolution particu-

larly at the lowest values of Froude number considered (i.e., F = 0.35)

S•nd also by the present 'larger tank' not being large enough to ignore I
bleckage effects at the higher values of Froude number considered

(i.e., F = 0.45). It is of interest to note that the computed wave

resistance coefficients in the larger tank obtained by using either the

exact or the linearized ship hull condition are somewhat lower than

those given for thin-ship theory by Lackenby for the infinite water depth.

Figure 2 also shows that the blockage effect on the computed values of

wave resistance is not negligible for the small tank. The wave resist-

ance coefficient in the smaller tank is slightly higher when the exact

body boundary condition is satisfied for the Frcude numbers studied

here whereas the opposite is true for the larger tank at values of

I Froude numbers greater than 0.40. The computed spread in hump and

hollow values of wave resistance coefficients for 0.35 < < 0.48 is i
smallest when the exact hull boundary condition is satisfied in the

larger tank.

K (2) Inuid S-201

LA For the Inuid S-201, both the coarse and fine meshes were used for
the linearized ship hull boumdary condition. Froude numbers of 0.5,

0.55, and 0.60 were treated for the coarse meshes and Froude numbers of

0.319, 0.36, 0.44, 0.525, and 0.65 were treated for the fine meshes.

For the coarse meshes, W/L 0.5 and D/L = 0.4 and for the fine meshes, A

W/L = D/L = 1.0. The results are given in Table 2 and Figure 3. The

results for the large towing tank case with fine meshies agrees reasonably

well with the experimental data. However, the predictions for the small
tank case with coarse meshes show considerably higher values of wave
resistance than measured values in the infinite water depth case.
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(3) Series 60

For this model, the exact as well aE the linearized body boundary

conditions were satisfied using coarse meshes with W/L = 1 and D/L = 0.5.

Fine meshes were used for W/L = 1 and D/L = 1 with the linearized body

boundary condition. The results are given in Table 3 and Figure 4. It

is of interest to note that all three sets of numerical results have a

pronounced hollow and hump whereas the mean experimental values of the

residual resistance do not.

(4) High-Speed-Hull ATHENA Model

ATHENA has the largest beam/length ratio of the four models

examined here. The numerical computation of wave resistance for this

far-from-the-ship model using the linearized body boundary condition
was done mainly to determine how bad the thin-ship approach is. For
this model, computations were made for Froude numbers of 0.41, 0.48,

0.65, 0.80 with W/L = 2 and D/L = 2, using the fine meshes and the

linearized body boundary condition. In the present numerical computation,

the physical offsets of the hull at Station 20 are replaced by all

zeroes; i.e., treating stern as a wedge. The numerical results are given

in Table 4 and Figure 5. Figure 5 shows that the use of the seemingly-

very-crude-approximation (i.e., the use of linearized body boundary con-

dition applied on the centerplane) is not too bad. The comparison

between the present results and th. measured residual resistance in
Figure 5 suggests that the brute-force application of the thin-ship

approach to a high-speed transom-stern ship like the ATHENA model may

provide some useful information about wave resistance.
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Discussion

by K. Nakataka
of paper by K. J. Pai

Your results of wave-resistance seem to be fine.

How about the wave elevation along the hull surface?

LI
i

Author's Reply

by K. J. Bai
to discussions by K. Nakatake

I
In my method I obtain the velocity potential everywhere in the fluid.

At present I do not compute the wave profiles in my computer output, even though
it is easy to build in. However, once I did calculate the wave profile along
Series 60 by hand from the velocity potential obtained. My wave profile agreed
fairly well with the experimental measurement in the forebody region; however,
the agreement was not very good near the stern. Presumably, this disagreement I
near the stern is partly due to the fact that I took only ten free wave terms in
this particular computation.
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NONLINEAR CALCULATIONS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL POTENTIAL
FLOW ABOUT A SHIP*

Robert K.-C. Chan 9,id Frank W.-K. Chart
JAYCOR

Del Mar, California, U.S.A.

Introduction

A finite-difference solution procedure has been developed

for calculating three-dimensional potential flows, both trans-

ient and steady, about a floating body of a wide range of hull

shapes. The complete set of nonlinear free-surface conditions
is applied to the exact position of the free surface. Also,
appropriate boundary conditions are imposed at the correct ]
location of the hull surface. Thus, the only approximations

.onsist of the potential f.low assumption and the discreti-

zation of the governing equations by finite difference.

Major computational problems in this and many other

K approaches include the treatment of geometry, unphysical wave

reflections from the boundaries of computational domain, sta-

bility and accuracy of the finite-difference schemes and

efficiency of the algorithm. The geometry problem has been

resolved by employing a three-uimensional body-fitted coordi-

nate system[ 1 ] which permits r:igorous application of correct

boundary conditions at the precise location of the boundary.

The spurious wave reflection is practically eliminated by a

novel radiative condition[ 2 ], while the computational stabil-

ity and accuracy are successfully achieved by using the newly

*This work was sponsored by the Office of Naval Research under
Contract N00014-76-C-0455.
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developed BET technique[3 ]. The bulk of computation time is
consumed i.n solving the three-dimensional Laplace's equa-

'~ j tion. By using a powerful new technique of direct solver, one

can eco'nomically compute flows with high resolution.

Because of the generality of the present method, tht) com-
puter code provides a very useful tool for investigating the

detailed dynamics of the flcw about a ship. For example, the

geometry of a tanker hull -an be easily set up and the flow

field calculated. Some insight will be obtained concerning

the nature of the stagnation point at the bow, as well as the

quantitative determination of the role of nonlinearity in the

bow wave region. Furthermore, the code can be employed to

assess the validity of certain assumptions often made in other
approaches, e.g., localized bow wave calculations as if they

v : were independent of the flow pattern at the rear part of the

ship. Another interesting application of the method is to in-

vestigate the sensitivity of wave drag to changes in the hull

shape. This information will help guide experimental research

on hull designs.

Theoretical Discussions

Three miajor difficulties can be indentified when calcu-

lating three-dimensional flows about a ship by finite differ-

ence. These are:

a. Wave reflections due to finite computation
region.

b. Stability and accuracy of the finite difference
schemes.

c. Complications due to geometries; i.e.., body
shape and free surface.

Due to limitation in computer storage, one has to use a body-

fixed frame of reference to maximize resolution near the
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ship. In this reference frame, the ship appears to be sta-

tionary in a running stream. Numerically, this situation

created two problems. The first problem concerns boundary

conditions at the "open-boundary", where the flow or waves are

allowed to leave the computation region. Improper treatment

r of this type of boundary usually results in undesirable re--

flections.

The second problem associated with streaming flow is that

the advection terms in the free surface conditions require

careful construction of finite difference representation.

4 Many conventional explicit schemes, such as the first-order,

forward-time, central-space difference, have been tried and

found unstabla. Other schemes, like the first-order upwi.nd

Sdifferencing, are too dissipative for our purpose, because the

4potential flow is nondissipative. Detailed descriptions of

the nature and the attendant problems of various advection

schemes can be found in Reference 4. The main problem with

geometry is the fact that, to simulate properly the finite-am-

plitude aspects of the physical problem, correct boundary

conditions must be applied at the exact positions of the body

surface and at the free surface.

During the last three years, considerable progress has

been made in all these three areas of difficulties. To be

specific, Orlanskisr 2 ] technique for implementing Sommerfeld

radiation condition has been modified for a nondissipative

system and we are now able to reduce wave reflections to a

negligible degree. A new, upwind-centered difference scheme,

which is a second-order version of the BET (Balanced Expansion

Technique) method[3 1 , is used to solve the time-dependent

free-surface conditions, without introducing artificial vis-

cosity. And, as to the problems of geometry, a body-fitted,

but fixed coordinate system describes the interior of the flow
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;L field, while a second system, moving with the free surface, is

employed to implement the free surface conditions.
The method developed was first applied115 ] to the forward

motion of a shiplike body, the shape of which was specified by

a single-valued function y = f(x.,z), where y is the distanceI of the hull from the ship's center plane or the x-z plane.

The class of body shapes was therefore limited to those repre-

sentable by f(x,z), with a sharp-edged keel.

To extend the method to body shapes without the restric-

tion of sharp-edged keel, a different coordinate system must

be used. Stated simply, a spherical polar coordinate system

is deformed, i.e., stretched in the radial direction, such
that the new coordinate surfaces conform to the physical sur-

faces, e.g., the hull surface and the free surface. Referring

to Figure 1, the bulk of the flow field can be described by a

fixed mesh which conforms to the body surface (labeled as

"lower region" in the figure), except for a relatively small

"upper region" in which a time-dependent curvilinear mesh is

face conditions.

Let the ship hull be described by the single-valued func-

tion

where (rO~)are the spherical coordinates with origin at

point 0 in Figure 1. We use *p to denote the angle as shown

in Figure 2 to avoid confusion with the velocity potential

4,The origin is suitably located inside the body and placed

*at some distance below the mean level of the free surface. To

generate a body-fitted coordinate system, we make the follow-

ing coordinate transformation

423
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i}r = r'-f(O',•,) I
S e = (2)

The surface r=O coincides with the hull surface, and h plane

O=w/2 separates the upper region from the lower one. As shown

in Figure 1, the mesh points on and below the plane 8=w/2 are

fixed in space relative to the ship. The mesh points at the

free surface, however, move with the free surface, and the re-

gion between th- free surface and the plane e=ir/2 is subdi-

vided into equally spaced subregions; e.g., between points 1
and 2 in Figure 1 (poi_nt 2 is fixed but point 1 is allowed to
slide up and down along the mesh line r = constant). This ar-

rangement allows one to resolve the flow near the intersection

of the free surface and body most effectively. By using the

coordinate transformation (2), one can obtain suitable forms

for the Laplace equation V2 ý=0 and the surface boundary con-

ditions. The resulting system of differential equations are

solved by a suitable finite difference technique.

The extended method has been applied to flow about a

"semi-submerged sphere. For the Froude number Fr = U/V =

0.2, the wave drag was found to the CW = 0.53 x 10-4 which

compares well with the theory of Baba and -Hara. Figure 3

shows the steady-state contours of the free surface elevation
NO around the sphere. The heavy solid lines represent elevations

above the initially undisturbed water surface, while the dot-

ted lines are for the portion of the free surface lying below

the undisturbed level. As the contour plot shows, there is a

crest both at the bow and at the stern, while a trough is lo-

, cated approximately half way between them. The same method is

now used to compute the flow about a Hoffman tanker and the
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associated wave resistance. The development of the surface

waves is shown in Figures 4 and 5. Similar to the case of

semi-submerged sphere, the ship was started from rest. Figure

4 shows the contours of the surface elevation during the ac-

celeration, while Figure 5 shows the wave pattern in steady

state.
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Figure 3. Steady-state free surface contours around a
semi-submerged sphere (U//vF 0.2)
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Figure 4. Free surface contours about a Hoffman
tanker during acceleration.
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Figure 5. Steady-state free surface contours
about a Hoffman tanker (Fn 0.13)
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Discussion

by C. M. La.
of paper by R. Chan and F. Chan

Since your method can treat the transient problem, I suppose that the

computation time involved can be significant. Could you tell us the amount

of computation time required for a Froude number?

Author's Reply

by R. Chan and F. Chan
to discussions by C. M. Lee

For the Hoffman tanker, we used a spatial resolution of 15 x 20 x 30 mesh

points to cover one-half of the flow field. For a given Froude number in

the range of 0.13 < Fn < 0.16, it takes approximately 250 seconds of cpu on

a CDC 7600 system to obtain steady-state solutions if one begins the calcu-

lation with the ship at rest and gradually accelerates to a final speed.

Using the computer at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, the actual cost is

about ý80 per run at regular rates, or $20 per run at reduced weekend

rates. The cost of computation can be greatly reduced if one runs through

the whole series of Froude numbers starting from the steady-state solution

of an adjacent Froude number, instead of starting from rest each time.
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THE GUILLOTON'S METHOD

P. Gudvel G. Delhommeau and J.P. Cordonnier

The analysis of the GUILLOTON's method gives two independent

parts

- The wedge method which is a practical solution of MICHELL

problem for a given hull

- The GUILLOTON's transformation which gives, from the solution

of MICHELL problem, a new bull shape for which the boundary conditions

are better satisfied.

THE MICHELL PROBL.M

A ship hull with a longitudinal plane of symetry is moving in an

incompressible perfect fluid with an horizontal constant speed. We assume

that there is a velocity potential in the domain outside the hull. The

linearised free-surface condition is written on the plane of the unc7istur-

bed free-surface. Assuming that the hull is very slender, the gliding

condition is written on the longitudinal plane of symetry.

The notations are the following ones : the axis Oz Js vertical

downwards, F is the absolute potential written in the moving sy.3•cem of

coordinates, y = -n(x,z) is the hull description whose speed is V

We set 9x = f x,z).

Potential- exprLession

This problem was solved by MICHELL in 1898. Taking care of the

non-radiation condition at forward infinity, we get for the potential
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• Differentiating the potential expression, we get the isobars
V0 0

equations : (x,y ; z ) --0 g j
The wave making resistance is obtained by integrating the

,., ~pressures along the hull :
22pg (x,o ; z) df dz

p

wherea S is the domain bounded by the hull projection on the vertical

THE METHOD OF I'i•DGES

The principle of the (ethod of wedges is to decompose the hull

into elementary elements, the "wedges", for which' we know how to compute

the isobars by integrating the MICHELL equation.
g 4
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The functions H defined by • = 2k -2 H, where k is a coefficient

depending on the hull veometry, were tabulated by GUILLOTON. The calcula-

tions were made with -- = 2.5 meters.

Since the functions H are tabulated for 2.5 meters, the
g

size of the computational model is obtained by a FR)UDE similitude
2 V2

V = Othat is L = V2g L The spacing between wedges is
gLIreal g ode V

constant, the number of wedges used to represent the ship hull is a

decreasing function of the speed.

Practically, the use of wedges leads to the following approxi-

mations

- the stem and the stern are represented with steps

- the hul.L sections are polygonal contours

- the waterlines are represented by parabolic lines of constant

length.

Ca.uta~tiion. oA thýýstnc

The isobars are calculated by integrating the influence of each

wedge in each point. Then the wave making resistance can be determined by

a double integration of the MICHELL equation.

THE GUOLLOTON TRANSFORMATION

The GUILLOTON transformation consists in determining, from a

"linearised" hull for which the MICHELL problem is solved, a "real" hull
i ~defined by the following equations:

X= x + 2f 7)2 - dx

0 + +

',•Y = 1 (X, Z)

rjl Z z + (x,z ,z)
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- The wave making resistance is not affected by this transfor-

mation

- The linearised free surface condition and the gliding condition

over the real hull are satisfied with a better accuracy than in the

MICHELL problem. V2  2 2 2

The LAPLACE equation is now 2 2 2 + 0 with

V x y 3z
V = Igrad 01 ; this expression is not far from Aý = 0

- This transformation, refining the mathematical model of the

wave resistance problem, is not any more valid when the stem angle of the

hull becomes too wide.

We do not know the "linearised" hull giving the expected real

ship. We then begin by choosing the hull to be computed as linearised one

and we determine the corresponding real one. This real hull is compared to

the hull to be computed and we modify the widths of the linearised hull

in consequence. The wave making resistance is computed from the isobars

on the real hull. From the new linearised hull, we find a new real hull

and this is made until the wave making resistance becomes a constant

within one per cent from a computation to the following.

RESULTS

WIGLEY hull

The results are good for FROUDE numbers up to 0.4. Beyond this

value, the wave making resistance is under estimated. We have to note

that, on the one hand, the computer program does not take care of the hull

trim and sinkage and, on the other hand, at those speeds, the hull repre-

sentation by wedges is very rough.

INUID S 201

Up to a FROUDE number of 0.5, the shape of the computed wave

making resistance curve is similar to the experimental one, bumps and

hollows are in good poisition. Beyond this FROUDE number of 0.5, the
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remark made for the WIGLEY hull is still valid.

Seaie 60

SThe computed points are quite good up to a FROUDE number of 0.3.
A_ However, we find a hollow in the wave making resistance curve for

F = 0.32 which does not appear in the experimental results. We must note
n

that the experimental and the computfe- wave elevations along the hull:'
b are not any more similar beyond F = 0.3. This can be due to fluid flow

n
detachments at the stern which cannot be studied with GUILLOTON method.

Ho~my Ta- fzA-

This hull has a too wide angle of stem to be computed by the

GUILLOTON method, such as we use it. The iterative procedure does not

converge.
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Discussion I
by G. E. Gadd
of paper by Guevel, et al.

Do the authors find any difficulties with convergence near the keel of a hull
form with a flat bottom? Again, for a ship with a bulbous bow, isobars might cross
over one another since the dynamic pressure at the side of the bulb might be con-
siderably less than at some points at lesser depth. Would th4.s invalidate the
method?

Author's Reply
by Guevel, et al.
to discussions by G. E. Gadd

When the GUILLOTON's transformation is applied to hulls with flat bottom, the
"linearised" model is computed with some difficulties: the width corrections near
the bottom of the hull can become very large. This is a reason -hy we chose as a
convergence criterion the fact that the pressure remains a constant on each water-
line. In spite of this precaution, the convergence is not always warranted for
hulls with flat bottom, low draft and more gencrally in cases where the bottom
contributes greatly in the wave resistance. I i

This method cannot be used for hulls with bulbous bow for two reasons:

-- It is difficult to discretise spheric surfaces with parabolic elements I
for the waterlines and polygonal contours for the sections. It is not possible
to compute with enough accuracy the wave resistance of such hulls by the wedge
method. ,,

The GUILLOTON's transformation described in paper /i/ is not any more valid I
for bows presenting a too wide angle. We have made trials just "to see," they gave
unstable results (without converging) and the wave resistance was less than zero!

/i/ L'Vtude theorique du bateau en fluide parfait, ATMA Paris 1964
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The Calculation of Ship Wave Resistance Using a Surface Source Distribution

Bruce H. Adee --
Departmeit of Mechanical Engineering

University of Washington, Seattle

ABSTRACT
A surface singularity distribution technique is applied to the

problem of computing the inviscid fluid flow about a ship's hull. By

computing the far field disturbance of the ensemble of sources moving

through the fluid, wave resistance is also obtained. Results for the
Series 60, block coefficient 0.60 hull are presented for various 1
Froude numbers.

INTRODUCTION

The surface source distribution method for computing the fluid flow
about a ship's hull was developed to provide a completely theoretical

scheme for predicting the fluid flow using only the offsets of the hull.

"No empirical corrections are used in the formulation and solution of the

boundary-value problem for the velocity potential. -

computer programs which would yield:
(1) the individual source strengths associated with the surface

source distribution,
(2) the velocity distribution at discrete points on the hull surface,

(3) the hull surface streamlines, including the free-surface

elevation,
(4) the development of the three-dimensional boundary layer using

the hull surface streamlines as input.

To provide a further verification of the validity of the programs as
well as important results, a computation of wave resistance was added to

the original goals. Once the source strengths have been obtained, wave
resistance may be determined using only a relatively small amount of

additional computer time.

Unfortunately, the numerical procedures used in determining the

inviscid fluid flow require extensive amounts of computer time. Thus,

the calculations performed to date have been limited almost exclusively

to the Series 60, block coefficient 0.60 hull. Because of severe con-
straints on the available computer time, it was only possible to extend

the calculations to include a few more Froude numbers rather than to
other hulls used in the workshop.
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THE SURFACE SOURCE DISTRIBUTION METHOD
This method for computing the inviscid fluid flow about a ship's

hull is discussed in detail in previous papers [1,2,3]. An overview of
the important points is included here to provide a foundation for the

numerical results.

An inconsistent mathematical approach has been adopted in formu-

lating the boundary-value problem for the velocity potential. While a

linearized free-surface boundary condition is retained, the hull-surface

boundary condition is satisfied on the actual hull surface rather than

on the centerplane. In addition, the contribution of a line integral
at the waterline which appears under this formulation has been ignored.

To solve the boundary-value problem, the source distribution is i
represented by a source density function times a Green function inte-

grated over the wetted surface when the ship is at rest. The Green

*ii Ifunction is chosen so that the velocity potential satisfies the Laplace

equation and all the boundary conditions except the hull-surface
boundary condition. Satisfaction of the hull-surface boundary condition

then determines the source-density function.

Surface Platelets

From the table of offsets for a ship, the first computer program

divides the hull into flat-plate elements. Four points from the offset

table are used to form each element. The normal is determined by taking

the cross product of the two vectors connecting diagonally opposed 4

corners. The platelet is completely determined by assuming that a point

g." located by taking the average of the four corner coordinates lies on
the platelet. This point is also taken as the control point where the

hull-surface boundary condition is satisfied.

Source Density Function and Source Strength
The source density function is assumed to be constant over each

individual platelet even though the hull-surface boundary condition isI.. satisfied only at the control point. A "Kelvin" or "Havelock" source
of unit strength is placed at each of the control points and the effect

of each source at every control point on the hull is determined. Since
the Green function must be evaluated more times than the square of the
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number of control points, computer time is the most important limiting
factor. Under the numerical schemes used at present, this places a
practical limit of about 150 points on the number of platelets used to
represent one side of the hull.

Once 'the matrix of Green function influence coefficients has been
formed, the linear equation representing the hull-surface boundary
condition is solved for the actual source strength by inverting the
influence coefficient matrix. The flu~id velocity at tne control points
is then obtained by matrix multiplication.

WAVE RESISTANCE
At this point in the calculation procedurt a known distribution of

discrete source points is moving into the undisturbed fluid at constant
velocity. The wave resistance for this ensemble of sources is computed
by determining their effect on surface elevation in the far field. This
again requires the evaluation of a matrix of influence coefficients

related to the disturbance of each individual source.

SERIES 60, BLOCK COEFFICIENT 0.60 i
Results of the wave resistance calculations are presented in Table 1,

where the hull is approximated by 100 sour~es. The table includesI calculations published previously and those done specifically for this
workshop. (Froude number throughout is based on the waterline length.) I

Table 1. Wave resistance coefficient for the series 60, block

coefficient 0.60 hull using 100 source points

Fn 

____ 
-3

0.220 3.06 x 10~
0.257 0.43 x 10 -

0.280 2.18 x 10O

0.300 2.78 x 10O3

0.320 2.64 x 10-

0.342 2.10 x 10~
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Comparative calculations for this hull have shown that there is
considerable difference in the wave resistance coefficient when 'less than

100 sources are used. For two of the above Froude numbers calculations
were made using 144 sources. Compared to the 100 source calculations,

there is negligible difference.
Free-surface elevation may be found using the free-surface boundary

condition. For these calculations the velocity potential is not av'ailable I
for points at the undisturbed waterline. Under the assumption that the

source density is constant over each platelet, the potential at the I
control point nearest the free surface is used to evaluate the wave
profile along the hull. An improvement in these calculations might be

achieved by establishing a thin layer of platelets near the free surface.

Unfortunately this adds considerably to computation costs and has not
been attempted to date. 4

Predicted free-surface elevations along the hull are given in
Table 2. These are presented in the nondimensional form

r~() =2 4x(x,-b,z)

V

wher ~x&,-b,z) =derivative with respect to x of the velocity

potential at a control point a distance b
below the free surface,

V =forward speed.
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Taole 2. Nondimer.sional free surface elevation for the series 60,

block coefficient 0.60 hull using 100 source points

Fn=0.220 F =0.257 F =0.280 F =0.320 F =0.342n n n n

x/L8P* 7(x) Wx) n(x) n(x) n(x)

0.475 0.214 0.1560 0.136 0.09930 0.0840
0.425 0.217 0.2090 0.199 0.16400 0.1450

0.375 0.148 0.1850 0.197 0.19100 0.1870

0.325 0.092 0.1320 0.154 0.18000 0.1850
0.275 0.016 0.0519 0.083 0.13300 0.1450

0.225 0.045 -0.0436 -0.143 0.05130 0.0793

0.175 -0.084 -0.1500 -0.134 -0.06400 -0.0202

0.125 -0.056 -0.1110 -0.148 -0.16300 -0.1390
0.075 -0.i23 -0.1850 -0.146 -0.13600 -0.1440

0. 025 -0.124 -0.1130 -0.174 -0.16000 -0.1430

-0.025 -0.106 -0.0599 -0.104 -0.16400 -0.1630

-0.075 -0.019 -0.0295 -0.041 -0.14400 -0.1580
-0.125 -0.052 -0.0245 -0.012 -0.08940 -0.1370

-0.175 -0.123 -0.0854 -0.021 -0.06210 -0.1070

-0.225 -0.198 -0.1240 -0.089 -0.03820 -0.0836

-0.275 -0.052 -0.1420 -0.115 -0.01280 -0.0458

-0.325 0.112 -0.1150 -0.143 -0.00337 -0.0216
-0.375 0.017 0.0430 -0.110 0.00393 0.0268

Co
-0.425 0.247 0.2620 -0.118 -0.13100 0.0231

-0.475 0.357 0.4620 -0.054 -0.10200 -0.0168

Computer time required to perform the calculation is given in

Table 3.

*Editor's Note: FP and AP are x/Lpp= 0.5 and -0.5, respectively,
in this paper.
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Table 3. Computer time required for source strength and

wave resistance calculations

Froude Number Source Strengths Wave Resistance

0.220 2.47 hours 0.36 hours

0.257 3.21

0.280 3.51 0.87

0.300 3.54

0.320 3.55 0.87

0.342 4.71

CONCLUSION
For the higher Froude numbers above 0.25, the results are as good as

previous wave resistance estimates using a certerplane source distribu-

tion. In fact, the large "bump" in wave resistance predicted by center-
plane source distribution techniques in the region of Froude number

equal to 0.3 is lessened considerably by the surface source distribution

method.

Unfortunately the widespread application of this technique for
testing is still severely restricted by the cost of performing the
calculations. Three and four hours of computer time for each speed are

excessive and could be significantly reduced by using several quadrature
techniquý.s which have become available.

Lack of time prevented a complete investigation of why the computa-
tion seems to "blow up" at the lower Froude number (0.22). In the

numerical evaluation of the Green function spacing between ordinates and

the point of truncation for the infinite integrals is controlled by a

series of logical control routines. These algorithms were determined by

conducting a large number of numerical experiments to find the correct
values of ordinate spacing and truncation point to achieve accuracy.

All of these experiments were performed for Froude numbers of 0.257 and

higher. Further testing for lower Froude numbers may indicate that the

logical control routines should be improved for lower Froude numbers.

Another indication that this is possible is the reduction in computer

time required for the calculation at lower Froude numbers. Here one
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would expect more balance because as Froude number decreases the inte-
grand oscillates more slowly, but the exponential portion also decreases
more slowly.

The surface source distribution method for computing fluid flow
about a ship's hull continues to hold the promise of reasonable results.

The efficiency of the calculation must be increased and it must be
applied to many situations to improve the logical control portion of

the program.
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Discussion

by G.E. Gadd
of paper by B. Ades

Although the resistance prediction at Fn = 0.22 is far too high, the hull wave profile at

this speed looks quite reasonable. Is it possible that there has been some computational error in

the calculation of resistance?
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WAVE RESISTANCE COMPJTATION BY
NUMERICAL FAR FIELD WAVE SURVEY DATA

Sander Wseal
U.S. Naval Academy

ABSTRACT

Experimental wave survey methods give a wave spectrum which provides

an insight into the calculations of wave resistance. As the experimental

wave spectrum is relatively easy to obtain, a numerical wave survey method

appears to offer a better comparison of experimental and numerical calcu-

i• lations. The present program can be extended to a higher order study.

INTRODUCTION

The wave resistance of ship-models can be directly calculated by

wave survey methods. As these methods are based on energy flow or momen-

tum equations and do not contain Froude's hypothesis directly, they are

expected to give a better measurement of wave resistance. The measure-
ments involved in wave survey methods are also relatively simple compared

to measurements of the pressure at the hull surface. These have led to

an attempt to develop a computer program based on the computation of

numerical wave data. A standard computer program which can handle such

data can then be chained to the calculations. Wave survey methods require
! only the far field data, which can be computed relatively easily compared

to near field data. Ursell's (1960) far field expansic procedure can be

used to compute wave height or lateral wave slope data away from the ship

hull. A library of singularities such as pressure, source, and dipole

can be developed to calculate the ship's numerical wave data. It is also
. expected that a combination of such singularities will be sufficient to

represent ships such as surface effect ships, planing hulls, etc.

Gadd (1973) reported that Guilloton's method, which assigns a new

location to the source distribution given by linearized theory, improves

the predictions of wave resistance. As this method is based on the dis-

tribution of singularities as well, the program can be extended for the

application of Guilloton's method. The computer programs under develop-

ment, based on wave survey methods, have the following advantages:
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a - Numerical wave spectra can be compared to easily obtainable

experimental ones.

b - Far field values can be computed relatively quickly, as there

is no numerical integration to be performed.

c - Programming can be extended to include higher order formulations.

d - New ship forms can possibly be represented by a set of singular-

ities.

REPRESENTATION OF SHIP GEOMETRY

Slender ship models such as the Wigley model and the Inuids can be

well represented by Thin Ship Theory. To check the accuracy of calcula-

tions based on far field expansions, a source distribution based on

thin ship theory is assumed to represent the model. The Wigley model

and the Inuid 201 are represented by 120 sources. The horizontal location

of the source is given by:

Afa(x,z) x dx
x AfO(x,z) dx (1-a)

and the vertical location by:

fAa(Xz) e koZdZ
z l--- n (1-b)ko f A c(X,z) dz

where A is a projected area on the plane of symmetry of the model, and

o the source strength predicted by thin ship theory. To be consistent

the wave resistance values obtained by this method should compare with

the Mitchell integral values.

The formulas used in computation of far field wave height and

wave slope values are:

(O(,N) = 8nmk 0d [cos (Nv(6)) •P°(e) Ai(-N2 I/v(e))

+ sin (Nv(0)) N ) Ai- (-N2/3p(e))J

and
y(e,N) -- 8 L~ _os (NV(6)) N-2/3(0() Ai (-N/3()

-sin (NV(6))N I/ 2 /
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where c is ship speed, m source strength, kI 2 N -k0 xz +

B - tan - (I) A and Ai the Airy function and its derivative. Further

details of the computations can be found in Calisal (1976).

The computer program used to compute wave resistance from the wave

survey data was developed by Reed (1969) and was also reported by Ward

(1976). Two wave resistance values, one based on wave height data and

the other based on wave slope data are reported separately. The difference

between these two values is observed to increase as the Froude number

increases. This is believed to be due to the truncation corrections

required for wave height data.

As this program generates only far field data, the wave profile
around the ship hull is not given. Sample wave height, wave slope and

wave spectra for the Series 60 are given in Figures 1-3. Further data

on spectra can be supplied on request. The author regrets that the

extension of the program to include Guilloton's method cannot be reported

at present.

A further source of concern is the representation of viscous effects.

Recent experiments by Calisal (1979) suggest that the model Reynolds

number, as well as turbulence intensity affect wave resistance. These

might be significant parameters in the respresntation of the stern of

the ship.

RESULTS

The method of calculation outlined above was first used to obtain

a wave spectrum corresponding to the source distribution computed by

Adee (1975) for a Series 60 C 60 ship. Numerical wave profiles obtained

by asymptotic expression formulas and the exact formulations and their

corresponding spectra are compared. The wave resistance values obtained
by this method are observed to be higher than those calculated by Adee.

The application of the program to the Wigley model resulted in

iwave resistance values comparable to Mitchell values. Computations.

based on wave slope data gave higher wave resistance values. The ship

is represented by panels and the source strength corresponding to each

panel is obtained by the appropriate integration of the source strength
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"distribution given by linear theory. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the

calculated values and the theoretical curve. The agreement is good with

one exception, manely, the value corresponding to Froude number Fr - 0.32.
The computed numbers are observed to be smaller than the theoretical

values.

The computations for Inuid 201 are based on the interpretation of

source strength by Inui. Figure 5 shows the computed values and the

digitized form of the curve reported in Eggers (1967). This curve is

labelled as "Theoretical wave resistance calculated by the method of

-Ini" in the article referred to above. While the values computed for

the lower Froude numbers agree very well with the theoretical curve;

the ones at higheir Froude numbers show a discrepancy.

For the computation corresponding to a series 60 C = 60, theB
ship is defined by 120 panels. The average slope at each waterline and

the projected area on the center line plane are used for the estimation

of source strength based on linearized theory. Figure 6 presents the

Michell's intergral curve' labelled "Theory" as computed by Webster and

an experimental curve obtained by Ward. Both cf these curves are the I
digitized form of the curves given by Adee (1975). Even though the com-

puted values and the Michell's integral curve show the same trend, the

agreement is seen to decrease at higher Froude numbers. In all cases

the wave resistance values based on wave slope data are observed to be

larger than those based on wave height data computations. It seems that

a better definition of ship geometry is the next step in the computations

before extending the program to higher order calculations.

About 800 points are used in the definition of numerical wave

height data. Fourier analysis techniques suggest that this number can be

reduced by a factor of two. 1000 CPU units were required for the genera-

tion of wave height and wave slope data composed of 800 data points for

one run representing a Series 60 model. The computations of wave resist-

ance based on the numerical data required about 50 CPU units for the same

model.
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Calculation of Ship Wave Resistance Including

the Effects of Boundary Layer and Wake

Kazuhiro Mori

Hiroshima University

1. Introduction

The discrepancies between calculated wave-making resist-
ance and experiments are being unveiled mainly from the non-

linear potential theory. Calculated results are, however,

always compared with experiments paying no attention to the
viscous effects and they are somtimes underestimated when

inviscid calculations have resulted in good agreements with

experiments. On the other hand, the remaining discrepancies,

if exist, are sometimes attributed to the neglection of the

viscosity.
It seems to be worthwhile, for the further steps in the

wave resistance theory, to make clear how far the neglection

of viscosity is responsible for the existing discrepancies.

For this purpose it is primarily important to predict the

viscous effects based on the viscid flow theory. Unless, the

yielded results are not general and not persuasive even if

they compensate the gaps.

In the present paper, the effects of boundary layer and

wake are entrained into the low speed theory (Baba 1976)

according to the discussions in Mori(1979). Calculations are

carried out for three models, the elliptic-waterplane model,

say, EM-01, Wigley model and Inuid S-201 model. Their princi-

pal dimensions are shown in Table 1.

The calculated results do not compensate all of the dis-
crepancies between the inviscid low speed theory and experi-

ments; the stern wave reduction is realized but the phase

shift of hump-hollow is not appreciated. This may be because

the present scheme takes into account only the leading viscous
effect term which can not yield signifficant phase modifica-
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-ii
tions. Nevertheless, the viscous effects evaluated here will

serve for further developments in the potential wave resist-

ance theory.

2. Calculation of near wake flow

The separated near wake flow is calculated by the matched

asymptotic expansion approximation (Mori-Doi 1978). EM-01 is
exactly calculated while Wigley model and S-201 are calculated

by its simplified method where the contributions from the

retarding subregion are neglected (Mori 1980).

The ship-fixed cartesian coordinate is adopted throughout

the present paper; the origin is at the midship on the still

waterplane, x-axis is forward to F.P., y-axis portside and z-

axis upward. All the quantities are made dimensionless by the

half ship length k(= L/2) and the ship speed U except espe-

cially specified. u, v and w are the velocity components of
basic flow in x-, y- andz-directionL respectively.

Calculated results of EM-01 are shown in Fig.l compared

with measured. The calculation is carried out 2-dimensionally

while the measurements are carried out at the half draft with

an end plate at the bottom. The calculated results show

rather good agreements with experiments and they guarantee our

application to the wave resistance prediction.

The velocity profiles of Wigley model and S-201 are shown

in Fig.2 which are those on the free surface (z= 0) and will

be used in the wave resistance prediction. The measured ve-

locity profiles of the 3 m Wigley model are shown for refer-

ence which are measured at 0'.01 beneath the free surface (z=
-0.01) and whose Reynolds number, Rn(=UL/V ), is about 3.3x1016;

where v is the kinematic viscosity coefficient.
In the present calculation, the separation positions are

assumed at x= 0.8, 0.9 and 0.85 for EM-0l1,Wigley model and S-

201 respectively. The calculations are carried out at the

Fro-ude numbers of 0.158, 0.20 and 0.20 for EM-01, Wigley model

and S-201 respectively, which correspond to Rn= 1.29x l0 6 ,
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8.2 ' 106 127 x 106.

3. Calculation of wave-making resistance

According to the conclusion of Mori(1979), the viscosity

in the ship boundary layer and wake plays a much more important

role in the wave resistance than that in the free surface

boundary layer and the wave resistance formula including the
viscous effects is given as follows;

where Cw is the wave resistance coefficient, Rw is the wave

resistance, p is the density, yo= gR/U 2 , g is the gravity

acceleration and

+ U --- __C + V

' P'0 2 •oV eW _
, (3)

Eqs. (l)-(3) are the same in form as the original formula of

the low speed theory except Eq.(3) contains 6H which is the

head loss due to the viscosity. However, the velocity compo-

S4 nents, u, v and w are those of viscous flow. 6H is given by
10 VO

toot = - -7£ 2 it (4)

In the integration x should be kept constant;yo is the posi-

tion where 6H is almost' zero. This formula has derived under

the condition that the viscous decay is faster than that of

the free wave.
Eq. (3) can be calculated by using the preceding results.

For the velocity profiles of far behind in wake, similar ve-

locity profiles are assumed;,for x> 1.3, the velocity defect

at y=0, Au (= I -u(x, 0)), is assumed to be proportional to

x-V/3 while the breadth of wake to spread proportionally to x1/2,
The calculated amplitude function of EM-01 is shown in

Fig.3 and wave resistance coefficient curves are in Figs.4-6.
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The results shown in Fig.3 tell us only changes in ampli-
tude have been realized and non in wave number. They show also

that the sine component decreases due to the stern wave attenu-

ation and the cosine component appears because of the asymmtry.

This means the viscous effects do not always make the wave re-

sistance decrease; they, some cases, yield increments of the
wave resistance.

The present results, shown in Figs.4-6, get closer to the

experiments (we should remind here the present scheme is good

for low speed range). However, the expected phase shifts in tle

hump-hollow are not realized, which is disccused later.

4. Discussions for the present results

By the momentum theorem, the total resistance coefficient,

Ct, of a ship moving steadily forward is given by

Ct = Cv+ Cw + Cvw (5)
where

C V= S~ dyj0 8Hdz +.~ jdYf'.{( I-_u )2+ V 2}dz , (6)

Cw= 4 - . )j*Cd -jdýk)+fI"d 7

1(-)

C ~ dy+ *.diCI(u )8 +v Idz(8

Cv, Cw and Cvw are the viscous resistance, the wave resistance

and their interaction component coefficients respectively;

they are all made non-dimensional by 1/2pU ; L is the wave

elevation and 4 is the velocity potential. Cw and Cvw are re-

written as follows;

W Wu ,. FD(f-, WI) - d- , D(- 2, v2) d g, Y sec36d -iSeC3qd8

•[a'cosCrosecs'oi, ,)c , nosi •,0osec ,a) - r,3cos( r,sec25ici)cos(r,aec2•4zi 2 )]

+ rýyz''d~ D(1Iidý .fý Q6.V)0

.~sec'5 dV1  w e 4 0., e (.(edis Ib'd2 (SinVySinL9 -COSflCOs6)
2 2
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• 0{ ,o4 cos( tosec261 6,)cos( 6osec20c 2) - r,4cos((,sec28OZ,)c•s( (¥,c 2 Ol2)}

+{ ý.'sin( X0 sec2 jo I) sin( ýrs20c2(D2z) - ,4sin(t,sec28icB06in( Y,seC*0:Zs~)}I (9)

C -- W 4=udydz(df tD(ý, -) d7A2 sec3Ocos( rsec2O,7) e L.sec'dO (10)

Vvw21

where CWO is Eq.(l) itself, a is the wake breadth on the free

surface, W is the wake section, and Yr= u2 /g,i _r= (x -E)cos6i
+ (y-i) sine (i=it 2 or without suffix).

The present formula, to give the wave resistance by Eqs.

-(4), means the neglection of the second term of Eq.(9) and

Cvw, given by Eq.(10). This is quite valid if the control

surface is chosen enough downstream where the basic flow has

recovered to be the uniform velocity, i.e., yr+YO. In this

sense the present scheme is the same in orders of approxima-

tion as the low speed theory where the local velocity deforma

tion from the uniform velocity is neglected on the control

surface.

In the present viscous flow case, however, this approxi-

mation brings forth a contradiction; on choosing the control

surface at such downstream where the viscous velocitj defect

can be safely neglected, the viscous resistance, given by Eq.

(6), itself reduces to be non-contribution.

It may be concluded from the above consideration that

though the neglection of the second term of Eq.(9) and Cvw is

consistent from the stand point of the potential theory, such

a choice of a control surface is not approved for the estima-

tion of the viscous resistance. The full evaluation of Eqs.(9)

and (10) would remove this contradiction and phase shifts of

hump-hollow, unrealized here, may be expected also.

5. Concluding remarks

Though the full prediction of the viscous effects on the

wave resistance is left for a future work, the first order of

them are estimated. The mean lines of the wave resistance

curves are better reproduced by the introduction of the
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viscous effects. This implies that the viscous effects on the

wave resistance is as important as the nonlinear terms in the

potential theory and that the low speed theory is enough reli-

able for the prediction of the wave resistance under the invis-

cid assumption as far as low speed range is concerned.

Mr.H.Nishimoto, postgraduate student of Hiroshima Univer-

sity, is appreciated for his help in carrying out the calculation.
i
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I I

STable 1 Principal dimensions of used models

L (m) B/L d/L remarks
EM-0 2.00 .200 0.500 2-D form with
EM-0 2.000 0. 000 0. 500 vertical f rameline

IWigley model 6.096 0.000 0.0625

S-201 1.750 0.1229 0.0979
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Table I Wave resistance coefficients of EM-01

SRW/IPU2L 2 X 101

Potential Flow Viscous Flow

0.150 0.1484 0.1457

0.160 0.2649 0..L745

02•10 0.7016 0.2561

0.180 0.4639 0.3561

0.190 1.0887 0.4991
i 0.200 0.6480 0.4535

S0.210 2.0444 1.0537

0.220 1.2708 0.7206

0.230 0.9139 0.6783

0.240 3.0372 1.8478

L
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Table II - Wave Resistance Coefficient of Wigley Model

Rw/opU 2 S x 101

Potential Flow Viscous Flow

0.150 0.237 0.146

0.160 0.203 0.139

0.170 0.269 0.222

0.180 0.467 0.294

0 0.1.90 0.290 0.214

S0.200 0.587 0.374

"".210 0.551 0.380

0.220 0.409 0.288

0.230 C.801 0.546

0.240 1.032 0.698

0.250 0.791 0.534

0.260 0.570 0.398

0.266 0.624 0.451

0.270 0.738 0.542

0.280 1.156 0.857

0.290 1.504 1.102

0.300 1.598 1.148

0.313 1.385 0.966

0.350 0.806 0.577

S0.402 1.849 1.505
S0.452 2.563 2.081

0.482 2.654 2.135
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Table III -Wave Resistance Coefficient of S-201

R,,/!pU 2S x 10'

Potential Flow Viscous Flow

0.150 0.391 0.251I'0.160 0.387 0.250

0.170 0.669 0.365

0.190 0.747 0.476

0.200 1.314 0.933

0.210 1.612 1.132t10.220 0.931 0.679I0.230 1.845 1.478

0.240 2.666 2.070

U .250 2.118 1.559

0.255 1.683 1.213

0.260 1.397 1.024

0.270 1.596 1.346

0.280 2.591 2.286

0.287 3.373 2.923

0,290 3.658 3.130

0.300 4.219 3.421

0.319 3.632 2.643

0.360 2.256 1.7182

0.440 7.408 5.625

0.525 7.684 6.212

0.650 4.846 -~5.118
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On Wave Making Resistance of the Model

Series 60 '4210 W' by Regression Analysis

by

Masahiro Yamaguchi

Ship Research Institute
Ministry of Transport

Japan

This paper descibed the results of estimation of the wave making

resistance of the model Series 60 '4210 W' by use of the regression

analysis technique.

Regression analysis technique has been used to analyse

resistance and propulsion data of fishing boats, Series 60,

B.S.R.A. Series, etc. The qualities of total resistance and

viscous resistance of ship hulls, which are assumed to have

the same displacement or the same length, have been expressed

in equational terms, dependent on certain non-dimensional

parameters of their dimensions and forms, while the qualities

of wave making resistance have been analysed using the wave

making resistance theories.

Tagano modified Michell's approximation and applied it

to the regression analysis of wave making resistance. He

expressed wave mak'ng resistance by the equation (1).

rww
SU2 V".

- C7 B B) )'4 i,
(E)

where = A(z/Ax, Ko= a/us and H4 are the regression

coefficients.

Revised November 9,1979.
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Here we introduce a new coefficient "Wave Resistance

Coefficient" CW as follows;

Then we get 7

Cr Hooofo. + H,,f, ..1  (3)

If wave making resistance by expression of 1'w is used in

the regression analysis, the factor e-- L H

is considered as the weighting factor of "Wave Resistance

Coefficient" Civ.

The regression coefficients in the equation (3) are

the sums of squares of discrepancies between the measur'ed and

the calculated values of C" with respect to each coefficient,

equating to zero, and solving the series of simultaneous

equations generated.

The data used here cover the range of CB from 0.4 to 0.8,

L/B from 4 to 8 and B/H from 2.1 to 4.7, and include various

kinds of ships such as liners, container ships, car ferries

and car carriers except for oil tankers and bulk carriers

over CB =0.8. Those data have been accumulated through com-

mercial testings and analysed by Schoenherr's frictional re-

sistance coefficients. The data are, therefore, re-analysed

by the ITTC 1957 friction line before using the regression

analysis.

The wave making resistance are obtained by the equation

SC•, = -( + Krrrc) Cr7-c (4-)1
where RC6 -Ct- 2 -•uC-
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-- C. +( K) Cf.

KzrTrc (1+XM F\14Lv it.= 0.
form factor by CZTTCIi: form factor experimentally determined

by y

(ýXTT• :the ITTC 1957 friction line

e:Schoenherr's frictional resistance coef-

efficient

The numbers of data are dependent on Froude numbers and

more than 200 and less than 390. The values of f= A(mz)/Ax
are chosen at 7 points of Xz, i.e., at S..S.No, 1, 3, 7, 8, 9,

9*1/2 and F.P., while those of Tagano are at S.S.No. 1, 3*1/2,

6*1/2, 8, 9, 9"1/2 and F.P. for finer ship hull forms of 0.55

< CB< 0.65. Figure 1 shows the results of the model Series

60 '4210 W'. The form factor KITTe= 0.12 is adopted for this

model. The residual resistance coefficients 6---=-w)res)region,

+ KcrT,-e are shown in the figure. The results show that there

is some discepancy in the range of Fn from 0.20 to 0.26 be-

tween the measured and the calculated residual resistance co-

efficients. The same regression equation for wave making re-

sistance coefficient is also applied directly to residual re-

sistance data, extending beyond theoretical reasonableness.

The residual resistance coefficients direccly obtained by the

regression analysis, (Cj')re8ression. , are also shown in the fig-

ure. There is not clear discrepancy between the values of

(Cw)rqress;#, + K."c- ,zTC. and ( C,)rrepss;o n.Y

The discrepancy between the measured and the calculated

residual resistance wil-I be caused by the particular differ-

ence in hull forms between the analysed ship data and the
model '4210 W' The models analysed by the present regres-

sion analysis have, in general, bulbous bows, and their frame
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lines in the fore body are V-shaped, while the model '4210 W'

has a normal bow and its frame line is U-shaped.

The regression analysis technique will successfully be

applied to ship design in predicting resistance and perform-

ance of the ships. The basic data, however, to be analysed

by the regression analysis, should carefully be treated and

chosen for obtaining reasonable results in prediction. Unfor-

tunately, the limited numbers of ship resistance data accumu-

lated through the commercial testing in ordinary towing tanksI

have some unfavourable characteristics in hull forms and main

particulars especially for general use of the total data in

the regression analysis.

Reference: I
H. Tagano, 'Study on the method to estimate the wave-making

resistance of ships by statistical analysis', Journal of the

Kansai Society of Naval Architects, No.147, March, 1973 (in

Japanese). 1

OR.
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EXPERIMENT (TODD) Cr

REGRESSION ANALYSIS C- --

S~Cr =Cw + K'Cf0 x 'iCr=Cw K= 0.12

Cf : ITTC 1957 FRICTION LINE
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Figure 1 Cw auid Cr
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L APPENDIX
study SUPPLEMENTARY CONTRIBUTIONS FOLLOWING WORKSHOP

In this Appendix ,en papers are included which were originally presented at an in-depth

study meeting held on -,ay 16-18, 1980 in Shuzenji, Izu, Japan. These papers constitute a con-

tinuation of discussi is held at the November Workshop.
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On the Linearization of the Free Surface Condition

Takamune Kitazawa**

Summary

The exact free surface condition is expressed by a simple formula and its

linearization is discussed on the assumption that the ship speee is low. Lagrangean

coordinate is introduced to transform the condition into the form of the classical

linearized condition and the method is compared with the classical linear theory and

Guilloton's method:

Nomenclature

g : acceleraticn of gravity

1 unit length along the stream line

U velocity of the uniform streamIi
x,y,z : Cartesian coordinate

xo,yc?,zo •Lagrangean coordinate

c 3 : straining function

( : total velocity potential

: perturbation potential

double body potential

ow •wavy potential

wave height

r wave height calculated with double body velocity

•* Technical Research Institute, Hi',achi Shipbuilding & Engineering Co., Ltd., Osaka,

Japan
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1. Introduction

Since the exact free surface condition is highly nonlinear, linearizations are.,

necessary to obtain the solution, if any approximate method is adopted. Even in

cases purely numerical approaches are applied, the iterative procedures are mostly

based or, the linear solutions. The properties of the exact condition., however, should -'

be scrutinized frevious to the linearizations. Strictly speaking, the flow field

analysis carried out by Inui et al.1 implies that the existence of a stable solutionr

which satisfies the exact condition is doubtful.

In this paper, the exact free surface condition is derived into a explicit fon-rula

using the method like Dawson's2 ) or Maruo's'), and its properties are discussed. In

the following step, a linearization is discussed on the assumption that the ship speed

is low and Baba's4 ) free surface condition in low speed range is derived. The

transformation of the free surface r'ondition into the form of the classical linearized

condition is also discussed by introduchig Lagrangean coordinate. The method is

originally buggested by Wehausen5  and Maruo9 ), but it differs from them in some

points.

2. Derivation of the exact free surface condition

Taking a Cartesian coordinate system fixed to the ship, where the origin lies

on the undisturbed free surface and x-axis coincides with the direction of the uniform

stream, the veloci:y potential needs to satisfy the pressure condition and the

kinernatical condition on the free surface:

[41 _ u 2) g = o at z+ g" (1)
[P] 2Tt

[K] 4jý-4•) 4 0 atz= , (2)

where (P is the total velocity potential including the uniform stream and I means the

derivative along the stream line.

Substituting eq. (1) into eq. (2). the following condition is obtained.

2 D gPz 0 at z (3)
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~Ii

Further, eq. (3) is written as follows.

ýD ble + g =D 0 at z (4)

Eq. (3) and eq. (,) can be written by the following formulae in Cartesian coordinate.

P _L +• (1y _L_ + (D' z1(D2I + 12+ 4)2 + g (ý,
""2 [ x ax ay z Xz g Z

A at z (5)

"v.,uo3  l x - )y -1z•z14 +gX 4 at z (6)

Maruo3) derived eq. (5) by the manipulations in Cartesian coordinate.

On the other hand, the (lassical linearized free surface condition is written as

follows.

4U x + gP 0 at z 0 (7)

Since eq. (7) characterizes the -wave propagation on the uniform stream, eq. (4) is

interpreted to describe the wave propagation on the local non-uniform flow.

3. Linearized condition for the wavy potential

As the exact condition is highly nonlinear and untractable, let us condider the

linearization basing on the double body flow. In this approach, the vtptal velocity
potential is expressed by the summation of two parts: •,

(D, or¢ + 0• , (8)

where

double body potential

w: wavy potential
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Substituting eq. (8) into eq. (4), the following formula is obtained. I

(¢, + O)W I( r + OW1)+ g(+ OZ + Ow) 0 at z = • (9)

Eq. (9) can be linearized for OW in low speed by introducing Ogilvie's 6 ) assumption'.

0 O(U) , O =O(U5 )

r= O(U2W), =O(U4)
(10)

0(1), 0(0) when operating on

aa

SO(U- 2 ) = O(U- 2 ) when operating on w
al 'az

According to the assumption, the order of each term of eq. (9) is as follows. I
¢•r•Pw l ÷ 2 0Pr,0,110•, 1 + 0"wl(wl, + gOw. = - 021rirl -- g0rz

[U31 lull IU 71 [U31 [U31 [U31
at z

In the same way, the order of the wave elevation is examined.

1[U -( + 0 ,)2/1

2 2 _ 20 - 021) at z (12)

[IU2 -[U 2] [U 4j] [U 6] 1

The lowest order terms of the free surface condition are

(rieowU + g 2 )Z=•r = (-Orlort- g9rrzzz=O (13)

and those of the wave elevation are written by the following formula.
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r- (2 - 2 z at z 0 (14)

0 In Cartesian coordinate, eq. (13) is written as follows.

a 2

yx + ay ~3Z7 6 rr Z/rO

Assuming that eq. (15) holds on z=O approximately, Baba's ) free surface condition

in low speed range is derived:

+ " ÷ Y -_ 3 OW + gOwz4 gD(x,y) at z = 0

wherer ax ~Yay , (6
where

D(x,y) rx) (ry at z 0(17)

Dawson2 ) adopted the following condition.

r02l~wlI +. 20,1r,10,1Pw + gOz -0 r2rl at z =0 (18)

He took the second term of the l.s. of eq. (11) into ,.,!?ount. The term may not

be smaller than the other terms in higher speed range. He neglect the second term

of the r.s. of eq. '11). The term is not necessarily smaller than the first term.

In eq. (16), wave propagation along DZ in eq. (6) is not considered as the

higher order. It may effect the unstable phenomena and the wave breaking

phenomena around the bow of full ships.

4. Transformation by introducing Lagrangean coordinate

Eq. (6) expresses the wave propagation on the local non-uniform flow and

eq. -(16) means the wave propagation over the double body flow. Introducing

Lagrangean coordinate5 ), they can be transformed into the form of the classical

linearized condition.
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Let (x, y) be the space fixed coordinate on z=O and (xo, yo) be the corresponding

point in the strained coordinate on zo=0:
'I

x = Xo + a(Xo, Yo) (19)

Y = Yo + j3(Xo, Yo) (20)

where a and 3 are straining functions. Eq. (19) and eq. (20) yield the following

relation.

U a _ uaX a aY a
aXo axo ax axo ay

= U( +aa)a + U (21)axo ax axo ay

If we adopt the straining functions which satisfy the equations:

K
U(1 + _) = @rx (22)axo

= r (23)

the l.s. of eq. (16) can be transformed into the form of the classical linearized

condition in the strained coordinate as follows.

2 a2
Sýý + g g Do (xo, Yo) at zo 0 (24)

From eq. (22) and eq. (23), a and /3 are determined by the following formulae.
I

cdxo, yo) [ Jj2 tk,, (x, y)/U - 11 dx'o (25)

O(xo, Yo) fX*p, (x, y)/Udx'o (26)

They are coordinate strainings for Lagrangean coordinate and written in the space

fixed coordinate as follows:
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cN(xo, Yo) = _.v* IO ! - U/br:,(X, y')Idx' (27)

P(xo, Yo) = fx',x, Y-) 0, fX', y')/0b,,(x', y')dx' (28)

where both are line integrals along the stream lines. Do(xo, yo) is determined on

the condition that the amount of the source in a small particle does not change.

Do(xo, Yo) = D(x, yJ/(1 + Lo + + aIo 3yo 30 a ) (
ax0  y ay x0 3y0  - 8Y o a x0  29

Yamazaki et aL7) calculated the wave resistance of ships by a similar method

to this approach, suggested by Maruo 9 ).

5. Comparison among the exact condition, the classical linearized condition and

the condition of Guilloton's method

The exact condition is written by the following formula in the classical linear

theory.

+ E U2O +go
U -gz = -U(grad4')x + 2 -- (U2  + _)OX + 0(e 3 )

at z = 0 (30)

On the other hand, in Wehausen's 5
) method of Lagrangean coordinate, it is written

as follows.

U a 0~ + g~o -- Uatz-
U 20'.X. + g(grad°X, at zo 0 (31)

In Guilloton's method interpreted by Gadd 8 ) almost the same coordinate. strainings

are utilized as those of Lagrangean coordinate. The terms in the r.s. of eq. (30)

are neglected as the higher order in thin ship theory. In the same way, the r.s. of
eq. (31) is neglected in Guilloton's method.

In Guilloton's method, physical quamtities are assumed to be equal both in the

space fixed coordinate and in Lagrangean coordinate. If velocity potential is assumed

to be equal in both coorJinates, the exact condition is written by the form of the

classical linearized condition in Lagrangean coordinate:
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U2 1 X, + goZ, 0 at zo 0, (32)

which is obtained by the same derivation discussed in section 4.

6. Concluding remarks

The exact free surface condition is derived in a simple formula and its

properties are discussed. Baba's') free surface condition is derived from the formula

and Lagrangean coordinate is introduced to transform it into the form of the

classical linearized condition.

The exact free surface condition expresses the wave propagation on the local

non-uniform flow. All the existing theories are approximate ones without or with

some part of the effect of the local non-uniform flow. The region needs to be

examined, where each theory has sufficient accuracy to estimate the wave resistance

of ships, by numerical calculations, and experimental analyses of flow fields around ships.
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ON THE DOUBLE-HULL LINEARIZED FREE SURFACE CONDITION

Kazuhiro Mori

Hiroshima University

According to Newman(1976), the double-hull linearized

free surface condition is given as follows.
When the velocity potential • is expressed :Ln the form

the free surface condition is

U 
( 2

and

= • - g(vQC~o+4,))i I•;• (3)

where 0 is the double-hull potential and U, g and • are ship
0

speed, gravitational acceleration and wave elevation respec-

tively. (x,y,z) is a Cartesian coordinate system fixed with

respect to the ship. z=O represents undisturbed plane of free-

surface with z positive upward; y=O,the centerplane of the

ship; and x positive toward the bow.

In consequence of Newman's consideration, the orders of

expanded terms of Eq.(2) are as follows;

LEI L 2
(4)

where
UZ

2a - (5 )
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Ji The leading-order terms of Eq.(4) give

2 U x"+ 2 U'2 00 + (6)

-(P 4oxx ~2'x''x~ + +~?~

Eq. (6) is the same as the free surface condition proposed

by Baba-Takekuma(1975) under the low speed assumption. Eq.(6)
can be written in the streameline coordinate system which is con-
sisting of double-hull streamlines and equi-potential lines;

- ,t' + =I (7)

where A is the distance along a streamline.

Regardlessly of the orders, when non-linear terms of •
are neglected and Eq. (4) is applied on z=O, then Eq.(4) is

Uz UZ... . .. 2~

TV4 VC4 )O. V((8)

Eq. (8) can be written in a simple form in the streamline co-
ordinate as follows;

4J ( 2 )A ±= (9)

Dawson used Eq. (9) as the free surface condition in his

calculation. The first term of LHS of Eq. (9) can be written in
another form by partial differentiations

tc 4 (10)
And also it can be rewritten in another form in the Cartesian

coordiante as follows;

SUýO + 2(11)
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The second terms of LHS of Eqs.(10) and (11), which are not

appearing in Eqs. (6) and (7) ,are higher order terms according to

Baba-Newman's order assumption. They come partially from the

second term and from the third term of Eq.(8). The second

term of RHS of Eq.(7) is missing in Eq.(11). This is due to

an easy putting of z=0 where the free surface condition is ap-

plied.

Yanazaki-Nakatake used another form of the double-hull

linearized free surface condition in their calculation;

U2 -

Being • related to A by

(~) (13)

Eq. (13) can be written as follows;

U Z
(64' 04 ),d t (14)1

LHS of Eq.(14) is the same as that of Eq.(9) which includes

higher order terms, while RHS is the same as that of Eq.(7).

It is interesting that, though condtions used by Dawson

and Yamazaki-Nakatake may be not consistent in a mathematical

sense, as far as Baba-Newman's order assumption is appreciated,

they yield rather reasonable wave resistance for wide speed

range as a whole.

Baba,E., Takekuma,K.; A study on free-surface flow around bow

of slowly moving full forms, J. of Soc. of Nav. Arch. of

Japan, Vol.137 (1975).

Newman,J.N.; Linearized wave resistance thery, Proc. of Intern.

semingr on wave resistance, The Soc. of Nav. Arch. of76)

Japan (1976).
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On the free-surface conditions used by Nakatake et al.

and Dawson

Eiichi Baba

Nagasaki Technical Institute

Mitsibishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.

Calculation of wave resistance by Nakatake et al. is quasi-analytical.

while Dawson's is purely numerical. The free-surface condition used in the

both methods is the so called double-hull linearized free-surface condi-

tion. The free-surface condition used by Nakatake et al. is slightly

different from Dawson's. However, both methods give closer values of wave

resistance for Wigley form and Inui S201 as shown in Fig.l and Fig.2. On

the other hand, a large difference is observed for Series 60 form as shown

in Fig.3.

To get better understanding of the results of both methods a compara-

tive study of the free-surface conditions used by Nakatake et al. and

Dawson is made.

The free-surface condition used by Dawson is

k + g-az z =0 (1)

where 0 is the double-body potential, 4' wavy potential and X is the

variable along the streamline. The free-surface condition used by

Nakatake et al. is derived by applying the coordinate transformation to

the free-surface condition proposed by Baba and Takekuma(1975) for a ship

in low speed:

82v' + 2 D (  t,n ) 0 (2)

Since there are following relations in the fomulation by Nakatake et al.

in terms of the variables used by Dawson

S, 2
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The equation of Nakatake et al. is then found to be expressed by

4D'•¢ 2 (D g D(3)

- + gz £ z- rzz

whr re

U2 [ 4U+2 ]/2g
I9!

In the Dawson's equation the second term of the right-hand side of

the equation (3) is dropped. Dawson applied the free-surface condition not
on th1 double-body free-surface but on z 0 The term gc then does

[.• not appear. This term is regarded as one of the leading order terms in the

forniullation of the free-surface condition by Baba and Takekuma (1975) and

Newman (1976).

The present discusser found from the computational experiences of a

variety of ship forms that the contribution of the term grCzz is

dependent on the hull form. For hull forms such as Wigley form and S201

which have vertical framelines at the load waterline the contribution of

the term gý rz in the evaluation of wave resistance is small. On theL I other hand, the contribution of this term is large for ship forms which

have inclined framrlines at the load waterline such as Series 60 form of

the present workshop.

To show this difference clearly following comparisons are made. A
function F(s)' used in Baba's report of the present workshop has a relat--
ion with the right-hand side of the equation (3):

d d
F(6 v wz p

2 d I
+ gr (4)

along the curve of the intersection between the body and the free-surface.

In the Tables 3 through S of Baba's report we may find first the values of

F(s) defined by (4). Making use of the values of v and dp/dý of the

Tables we can also calculate F(B) when eliminating the term gCzz ,i'e"
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F.. = g v Fn2U (Z 5)2
9I

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show the comparison of F(s) with and without the

contribution of the term gC .i

For Wigley form and S201 the difference of F(s) is small, while it 4s

large for Series 60 form. Therefore it may be said that the free-surfacE

condition is practically same for both methods when calculating wave
resistance of Wigley form and S201. On the other hand, for Series 60 form 1

"t•'i" the free-surface condition of Nakatake et al. differs slightly from

Dawson's. Therefore the present discussor considers that one of the

"reasons for the difference of wave resistance observed for Series 60 form
is attributed to the difference of the free-surface condition. I

H It may be also said that the term gýr4z has a significant effect

on the wave resistance calculation for conventional ship forms which

usually have inclined framelines at the load waterline.
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A note on the double model approximations

Katsuo Suzuki

National Defense Academy

If a solution in the N-K problem tends to a double model
solutio.i at low speed, the following double model approximation
may be an approximation for the N-K solution,

Li-. 4'(PP) -L )ffTccQ -~(P" 0A~

where • is the double model solution and W( P,Q) is a wave source
potential, C the intersection of the hull surface H and the free
surface F. Eq.(1) is -rewritten in the form

the Kotchin function of which coincides with Guevel et al"s(1974).
When Pxx in eq. (2) is replaced by D(xy) which is used in the
low speed thoery, the amplitude function of eq. (2) is equal to
that in the low speed theory (Baba et al. 1975). Therefore the
wave resistance of eq. (2) may also an approximation to that of
the low speed theory for fine ships. The wave spectrum of eq. (1)
for the parabolic strut is shown in fig.1,2 (Double model with
L.I.). The amplitude of the transverse wave region is reduced
compared with the Michell approximation, while the diverging
wave component is abnormally large. These properties may hold
in the low speed theory. A method which includes implicitly the

effect of line integral of making the transvese wave component
decrease and which has the effect of decreasing the diverging
wave component was presented (Suzuki 1978).

The results calculated by the method are compared with the eq. (1)
and low speed theory in Fig.l to 4 (Modified Michell approxi-
mation). Eq. (1) is calculated by Nakatake, Yim (for I nuid hull),
Maruo et al. and the new methods similar to eq. (1), are used by
Yim (for %igley hull), Koch-iZoblesse. Almost all these wave
resistance curves give a fairly good agreement. As shown in
fig.l,2, however, the agreement of the wave resistance curves
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does not already give the equal wave spectrums. Especially it
is noted that both the double model approximations and the 1ow
speed theory does not overcome the defect that the real part
of the amplitude function of the Michell approximation vanisihes
for longitudinally symnetic ships. In order to study these facts
we need to calculate and cospare not only the wave resistance
but the amplitude function.

References:
P.Guevel et al., ISP 21,1974
E.Baba et a3 , JSNA Japan 137, 1975
K.Suzuki, Sci. Eng. Defense Acad. 16-3,1978
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A NOTE ON THE WATERLINE INTEGRAL AND THE THIN-SHIP APPROXIM0TION

by

P. Koch and F. Noblesse

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract

In this brief note, several elementary (zeroth-order) slender-ship

wave-resistance approximations are compared. Differences between these

approximations reside in that the waterline integral is included, and the

thin-ship approximation is used, in some of the approximations and not in

the others. Differences between the wave resistance values predicted by

these various approximations thus provide quantitative insight into the

effects of neglecting the waterline integral and using the thin-ship

approximation. Calculations are performed for two mathematical hull forms:

the Wigley hull and a hull with a fine bow and a blunt stern. Neglect of

the waterline integral and use of the thin-ship approximation yield moder-

ate (although not negligible) differences in the value of the wave resis-

tance for the Wigley hull, but differences for the hull with a blunt stern

are extremely large.

The zeroth-order slender-ship wave-resistance formula

The zeroth-order slender-ship wave-reSistance approximation corres-
ponds to simply taking the velocity potential of the disturbance flow

caused by the ship as zero, as is discussed in [l]. For a hull with port

and starboard symmetry, the corresponding approximation to the Kochin free-

wave spectrum function K(t) takes the form

K(t) fh En xda -F F2En x TZ (1)

+2
where E F E(t;x,F ) is the function

E - exp[zF-2 (l+t 2 )-ixF- 2 (l+t2)I/ 2 ]cos[yF 2 t(l+t 2 )1 /2 ] . (la)

1/2
In the above formulas, F - U/(gL) is the Froude number, with U E

the speed of the ship and L - a characteristic length (which may be taken

as the length of the ship, for instance). In formula (la), x,y, and z are
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the nondimensional coo:cdirnates given by x X/L (with X E dimensional

coordinates) and defined as in the definition sketch below (i.e. the un-

disturbed free surface is taken as the plane z-0, and the x axis is taken

"along the ship course, pointing towards the stern). In formula (1), h and

c represent the starboard (positive) half of the portion of the hull sur-

face below the plane z=O, and of the intersection curve of the hull sur-

face with the plane z=O, respectively, as shown in the definition sketch.

zI

) .x

of area and arc length of the hull surface h and waterline c, respectively.

Finally, n is the x component of the unit vector n normal to the hull h
x

and pointing towards the interior of the ship, and t is the y component
4 y

of the unit vector T tangent to the waterline c and pointing towards the

Tt

stern, as shown in the abore definition sketch. e

Formula (1) involves a surface integral over the hull surface h and w ct

a line integral along the waterline c. For the sake of easy reference,

these two integrals will simply be referred to as the hull integral and

the waterline integral, respectively. Neglect of the waterline integral

in formula (1) yields the approximation of Hogner [2]. If, furthermore,

in formula (la) is taken as zero, so that the term cos[yF t(l+t )
can simply be ignored, Hoj[, r's approximation becomes the classical

Michell thin-ship approximation [3]. Another simple slender-ship approxi-

mation which can readily be obtained as a particular case of the zeroth-

order approximation (1) is the approximation obtained by putting y=O in

formula (la), while retaining the waterline integral in formula (1); this

approximation was recently used by Yim [4]. In other words, the
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approximations of Michell and Yim can be obtained from the Hogner and the

zeroth-order approximations, respectively, by using the thin-ship approxi-

mation y- 0 in formula (la), and the Hogner and Michell approximations can

be obtained by neglecting the waterline integral in the zeroth-order and

the Yim approximations, respectively.

The wave resistance R can be determined from the Kochin free-wave

spectrum function K(t) by using the classical Havelock formula

r -- pU2L2 L (4/TrF4)•IK(t)12(l+t2)l/2dt (2)

where p is the density of water. The wave-resistance values predicted by

the four above-defined slender-ship approximations are compared in the

following section, for two mathematical hull forms, with the view of gain- j
ing some quantitative insight into the effects of neglecting the waterline

integral and using the thin-ship approximation.

Calculations for two mathematical hull forms i
Figure I shows the results of calculations for the classical Wigley

hull defined by the equation

y =.05(l-4x 2 ) (1-64z) ; -. 5<x<.5 , -. 125<z<O. iI
The differences between the Hogner (H) and the Michell (M) approximations,

on the one hand, and between the zeroth-order (0) and the Yim (Y) approxi-

mations, on the other hand, may be seen to be fairly small. Furthermore,

these differene.es are appreciably smaller than the differences between the

Hogner (H) an6 the zeroth-order (0) approximations, on the one hand, and

between the Michell (M) and the Yim (Y) approximations on the other hand.

These results indicate that, on the one hand, the thin-ship approximation,

which accounts for the differences between the curves H and M and between

the curves 0 and Y, affects the wave resistance only slightly; more pre-

cisely, the thin-ship approximation zppears to yield a slight decrease in

the value of the wave resistance (the Michell curve is slightly below the

Hogner curve; the Yim curve likewise is slightly below the zeroth-order

curve). On the other hand, the waterline integral, which accounts for the

differences between the curves H and 0 and !-etween the curves M and Y,

yields an appreciable reduction in the value of the wave resistance (the

zeroth-order and the Yim curves are appreciably lower than the Hogner and
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the Michell curves, respectively). While appreciable, these differences

clearly remain moderate. Modet differences indeed werE :o be expected as

a result of the fact that the W..gley hull is a fine-ex.de: hull form;

specifically, if we denote by 6 and 6 the beam/length ratio and the draft/

length ratio, respectively, of the Wigley hull ( .1, 6 = .125), the

terms n and T in formula (1) may readily be shown to be of order a, and I
ýhe hull integral and the waterline integral can be seer, to be of order B6

and a 3, respectively, so that the waterline integral is "an order of mag-

nitude smaller" than the hull integral.

The waterline integral must however be expected to be of primordial I
importance in the case of blunt-ended hull forms, as the above "order of

magnitude analysis" readily suggests. Indeed, the terms n and T thenx y j
are of )rder 1 at the ship stern or (and) bow (over a width y of order 8),

and che hull and waterline integrals in formula (1) are of order B6 and •

respectively, so tha.t the waterline integral now is "an order of magnitude .
larger" than the hull integral. The primordial importance of the water-

line integral in the case of a blunt hull form is also apparent from fig-

ure 2, which presents results of calculations for a hull form with a fine

bow and a blunt stern. Specifically, this hull form is defined by the

equations I
y = b(x/a)(l-x/2a)siny, z =-dcosy; O<x<a, O0y<__r/2,

x = a+(l-a)sinc, y = (b/2)cosasiny, z -dcosy; a<x<l, 0<_Ly<_r/2.,

The above-defined hull has elliptic framelines, and its waterline con-

sists in a "fine" parabolic fore part (O<K<a.) joined to a "blunt" elliptic

aft part (a<x<l); the value of a is taken as a = i/(l+i//2) = .586, which b

yields a continuous curvature at the transition point x=a between the

parabolic and elliptic portions of the waterline. The values of the beam/

length ratio b and of the draft/length ratio d are taken as b=.15 and

d-.05. The various wave-resistance curves shown in figure 2 are now dis-
cussed.

The Hogner approximation (H) and the corresponding Michell thin-

ship approximation (M) may be seen to be very close to each other, as in

figure 1 (although the Michell curve here is very slightly above, rather

than below, the Hogner curve). The zeroth-order approximation (0) and its

corresponding Yim thin-ship approximation (Y), on the other hand, are very!
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far apart (more precisely, the Yim curve is much higher than the zeroth-

oxcder curve), which is at variance with the result shown in figure 1. The

fact that the Yim curve (Y) is quite different (much higher) than th-e

zeroth-order curve (0) mainly stems from the use of the thin-ship approxi-

mation. in the waterline integral, rather than in the hull integral. In-

deed,differences between the zeroth-order curve (0) and the curve (?~W),

which corresponds to the use of the thin-ship approximation in the hull

integral alone (that is, the thin-ship approximation y=0 is not used in

the waterline integral), remain moderate, although larger than the differ-

ences between the Hogner and Michell curves and increasing with decreas-

ing Froude number. Furthermore, differences between the curve (W), which

corresponds to the use of the waterline integral alone (that is, the hull

integral is neglected) in formula (1), and its corresponding thin-ship

approximation (W ) are very large; more precisely, the curve (W ) is much

higher than the curve (W),* and this may explain why the Yim. curve (Y) is

much higher than the curve (0). Comparison between the curves (W) and

(H-), and between the curves (W ) and (M) also demonstrate the primordialf importance of the waterline integral. It may finally be noted that (due

to the waterline integral) the differences between the Michell approxima-

tion (M) and the zeroth-order approximation (0) are quite large. In par-

ticular, the Michell curve is l~wer than the zeroth-order curve for suf-

ficiently high values of thE Froude number (for 1/F2<19.5, i.e. for F>.23,

approximately), while the opposite is true for sufficiently low speed (for
2

1/F >27.5, i.e. for F<.19, approximately). An appreciable phase shift be-~

tween. the Michell and the zeroth-order curves may also be observed.
Concluding remarks

V The order of magnitude analysis regarding the relative importance
of the hull and the waterline integrals (and thus the conclusion that the

waterline integral is an order of magnitude smaller or larger than the 1
hull integral for a slender hull with fine or blunt ends, respectively) is Ir. based entirely upon "geometrical arguments", which evidently ignore any

possible influence of the Froude number. One would however expect the

relative importance of the hull and the waterline integrals in formula (1)

to depend on the Froude number, as well as on the shape of the hull. In-

deed, in the limit F4>0, the hull and the waterline integrals can be proved
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[1] to be asymptotically equivalent, which results in a drastic reduction

in the wave resistance. This reduction in wave resistance at low Froude

number may in fact be observed in figure 2, where the zeroth-order curve

(0) is significantly below both the Hogner "hull-integral-alone" curve (H)
2

and the '"aterline-integral-alone" curve (W) for 1/F >28, i.e. for F<.19.

One must also expect the waterline integral to be primordial in the high- I
Froude-number limit. Indeed, formula (la) shows that we have ENI as F+-c,

so that formula (1) yields

K(t) • -F + da as F-• t<

The hull integral in the above formula can readily be shown to be identi-

cally zero for any closed hull, while the waterline integral vanishes for

a waterline with fore and aft symmetry. In summary, the waterline inte-

gral may be seen to be important for blunt ship forms, and in the low-and

high-Froude-number limits.
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COMMENTS ON NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF

NEUMANN-KELVIN PROBLEM

by T. Tsutsumi

1. Chang and Tsutsumi computed the solution of Neumann-

Kelvin problem numerically for Wigley hull form and for Series
60 hull form. They used the same method except Chang calcu-

Slated the wave resistance from integration of pressure over

the hull surface while Tsutsumi did it from the far-field wave

spectrum. The results, however, did not show the same

values [1].
2. We study a little more on the numerical solutions of
Neumann-Kelvin problem here. Fig. 1 shows the calculated
wave resistance for above two hull forms, comparing with

several numerical results obtained from other linearized

theories.

3. There is a close analogy between thin ship theory and

Guevel's theory [2] when using double body sources, in

respect of including the effect of waves inside the body.

The numerical results of these theories confirm the concept.

4. Kayo-Guevel theory [3e excludes the effect of waves

inside -the body. So the difference of wave resistance
between Tsutsumi (Double Body) and Nakatake (Method 3) in

Fig. 1 can be due to the sheltering effect from the theoret-

ical viewpoint. The effect seems to decrease the wave

resistance and shift the phase of resistance curve toward

the lower speed side.
5. The solution of Neumann-Kelvin problem satisfies the

exact hull surface condition while the solution of Kayo-

Guevel theory does not. Assuming that numerical errors do
not occur for the solution of Ne-umann-Kelvin problem and

comparing the results with Nakatake (Method 3) in Fig. 1,

the effect of making the hull surface condition exact seems

to increase the wave resistance and shift the phase of

resistance cur-'e toward the higher speed side.
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6. Wave resistance Rw obtained from the far-field wave

spectrum should ccrrespond with the resistance Rp obtained

from integration of pressure over the wetted hull surface.

After the Workshop, we calculated both Rw and R. for Wigley

hull form at Fn=0.288 (See Fig. 1), by using the solution

of Neumann-Kelvin problem. The difference between Rw and

Rp is considerable contrary to our expectation. The cause
of the discrepancy may be due to numerical errors especially

in the calculation of the flow near the still water line.

The errors are supposed to be more considerable for Series
60 hull form because of the non-vertical hull side at the

water line. We are initerested in the comparison of Rp and

Rw in the case of Chang's calculation.

7. For evaluating numerical solutions in more detail, it may

be considered to compare the calculated pressure distribution

over the wetted hull surface with experiment, especially
paying attention to the pressure near the free surface [4].
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Klaus Eggers:
A Method for Assessing Numerical Solutions to a Neumann-Kelvin Problem.

It must be expected that differences between alteinative approaches to the

Neumann-Kelvin boundary value problem (such as source or doublet distribuc=

ions with or without line integrals along the waterline C.) will be reflect-

ed in the degree of irregularity of the flow components calculated in the

vicinity of C0 . Even if uniformly bounded near the main part of Co,their

continuous limits may depend on the direction of approach towards C0o11

Assuming that no such indeterminacy occurs,we can derive a simple integral

expression for the difference between the resistance Rp obtained from inter

gration of pressure over the hull surface S below z = 0 plus a correction
0

for the waxe profile as an exactly quadratic functional of the calculated

disturbance flow compcnents and the resistance R f , quadratic again, cal=

culated from the far-field wave spectrum, i.e. representing an integral

over the square of a Kochin function. In general there will be a finite dif=

face condition linearized. We shall re-derive in the sequel the expression

for R - Rf , after indicating how the wave profile contribution has to be

incorporated when calculating R.

Let 4 stand far a solution to the N-K- problem. Otherwise essentially using

Newman's 121terminology, we have shown elsewherel3l that the expression

Rf = -p( ff[(v0v0)/2 n - }dS + /2co x 2dy ) (1)
S + Jc

for any surface S enclosing the ship hull surface S from below up to z = 0
0

where it intersects al.ong a line C is independent from the choice of S as

0 satisfies A = 0 and the linearized free surface condition.Eq.(1) corre=

sponds to (2)

R ~-p( ff{y(X ,yZ) + - }/2 dydz +-/12ko f x2(XsyO)dy)

if S degenerates to a transverse plane x = x behind the ship. For the spe=

cial case that S coincides with S0 , we may insert *n = Unx and obtain

Rf - -p( ff{(VONZO)/2 - U0 InxdS + 1/2ko ýx2 dy ) (3)
X0 0

Note that the double integral represents the action of pressure up to z = O.
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The second term, however, is not the pertinent correction to the pressure

integral with re.ard to the linearized wave profile ! A careful analysis

reveals that it just takes account of the static pressure component. The

contribution of the linear part of dynamic pressure pUx ,as represented in

the surface integral, yields twice this quantity with reversed sign41j!
S~~~Accotdingly we have:- ° xy 4

f p0 o x

where the line integral's orientation-, is such that dy is positive astern.

It was GaddJ51 who detected this discrepancy numerically and correctly at-

tributed it to the neglect of non-linear free surface effect contrary to this

author's claim. I have consequently given the name Gadd's paradoxon(English:

paradox) to this phenomenon, which is resolved under use of a second-order

free surface condition as shown in]i41.

Recommendation:

For any numerical treatment of the Neumann-Kelvin problem (including those

using finite elements !) both R and R should be calculated, and the dif-i

ference should be compared with the r.h.s. of (4).
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Klaus Eggers:

Must the Water PlaneArea be excluded when Singularities on the Undisturbed

Free Surface are considered ?

It is generally accepted now that the inconsistent Neumann-Kelvin problem

admits an infinity of essentially different solutions if we accept the prin-

ciple that we may use singularity distributions generating the flow around

the associated double body integrated with the weight of the Havelock source

potential G (see e.g. 111,121,131,141 ).After a study by Guevel and others

151 , it was KayoJ6lwho re-analysed the problem again and demonstrated that

ambivalence still persisted. Kayo derived an integral equation for the wavy

potential 4 supplementing the double body potential *r in his eq. (28)

, ff 0 Gn dS - I/k° #(OG.- GO E)dn + I/k ff0 _ G dtdri (1)
Ss

and he suggested to:take the inhomogenuous part of (1) (i.e. the term not

containing 4) as the unique first approximation, i.e. he set

1 = I /k offoeG d~dn . (2)

The present writer favors an alternative first approximation. He proposes

to extend the definition of * across the water line C,given analytically

through an equation'Si = f(C) in a continuous manner through

ie f(3)

and to have the integration extended over the entire undisturbed free

surface in (2). This would have favorable consequences ., - the decay of the

generalised Kochin function (H3 in Kayo's eq.(33)) , i.e. of the wave

spectrum, with wave angle 6 approaching 7r/2 . It is certaiuly true that

even with Kayo's (33)

H3  - l/k ffoe E(C,n,O)d~dn (4)

the integrals for free wave elevation and wave resistance (just) converge.

However,inclusion of (3) as integrand of (2) wouV lead to

H - + I/k ffo E(ý,n,O)ddr {ifcos 2 8/(ksinO)} . (5)

The higher derivative of the double body potential (with source influence

function like I/r)does not lead to numerical difficulties but rather to an
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improved rate of decay of the integrand in (4) away from the hull (note

that in both (4) and (5) the water plane area is considered as excluded

from the range of surface integration). Making use of the oddness of the

function ý with regard to n for a ship with sidewise symmetry, it can
be shown easily that the zero of sine with 0 approching zero in the denom=

inator of (5) is compensated by a zero in the integral over

E(C,n1,O) - exp{-ik sec2 e(tcose + nsine)} . (6)

We should observe that changing from (4) to (5) does affect the asymptotic
-2

rate of growth of the associated wave resistance by a factor k within a

small Froude number expansion.-

Our suggestion

S= ./kff+r} IG d~dn (7)

with integration over the entire plane z - 0 (with one summand vanishing

in either subarea) is certainly as unique as Kayo's suggestion (2), where

the water plane area is excluded from integration. Why should the latter

one be preferred in spite of its discontinuos character?

There seems to exist a deeply rooted belief in our community that for solvff

ing Fredholm type integral equations by iteration it is optimal in whatever

sense (if not even obligatory) to have the inhomogeneous part as the first

approximation.Certainly, for slender bodies of revolution, it happens that

for body surface source distributions the inhomogeneous term in the relevant

integral equation as evaluated by Hess and SmithI71' does already provide

the proper solution (i.e. twice the normal velocity) in the sense of strip

theory for the case of transverae motion. However, for longitudinal motion,

half this value makes a far better first guess!

Let us digress to a formal analysis of the underlying very general problem.

Consider an integral equation:

f(x) + fK(x,x') f(x') dx' - h(x) (8)

where f(x) is the unknown function, h(x) is the inhomogeneous termandgyx)

is the Kernel function.Let now g(x) stand for any function which admits a
representation g(x) -f K(xx') &(z') dx' (9)
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Then the equivalent integral equation for the function f (x) = f(x) - g(x) M
f(X) +f K(x,x')f*(x') dx' = h(x) - "(x) + g(x) (10)

leads to the initial approximation h(x) - g(x) for f (x) of (9) if the r.h.s.
of (10) is considered the approppriate first iteration to determine f !I

Reccmmendation: ALL computations using free surface singularity distribut-
ions from double body flow infcrmation (Neumann-Kelvin type as well as
those taking account of free surface non-linearity and using distributions
connected with Baba's D(x,y)) should be repeated with the singularity
distribution extrapolated constant in crosswise direction into the water
plane area. It is expected that the resulting flow components near the
ship's water line will display less irregularity,in accord with Gadd's
numerical experience 181.1n any case the associated wave spectra will dis=
play a more realistic behavior in the divergent wave range.-
For eq.(27) of the preceeding contribution we have tacitly assumed that
the horizontal flow components have the same continuous limit when C is ap=
proached from different directions. If not expecting wave breaking concen=
trated along C, the most regular flow model should be preferred.
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEPTH STUDY ON WAVE RESISTANCE

Robert K.-C. Chan and Frank W.-K. Chan

JAYCOR; Del Mar, California

Professor Mori suggested that we make some comments on the numerical

techniques used in our method and compare them with those of Gadd and

Dawson. In his commentary report of the Workshop on Wave Resistance Compu-

tations,( 1 ) Professor Mori explains the essence of our method and the

Rankine source method very well. Here, we would like to inject some ideas

which we hope will stimulate further discussions at the Continued Workshop

on Wave Resistance.

Our direct method is similar to the Rankine source method in that
the boundary condition at the hull surface is exactly satisfied, and that,

as in Gadd's approach, the nonlinear free surface conditions can be easily

applied. One advantage of the Rankine source method is that the unknown

potential needs to be computed only on the hull surface and on the free

surface, while our direct method requires the solution for the internal

values of the potential also. However, the Rankine source method is appli-

cable only if the flow is potential, while the direct method can be

applied to non-potential flows equally well, Most of the papers presented

at the Workshop, including ours, are based on the potential flow theory,

with the exception of Professor Mori, who gave an estimate of the effect

of boundary layer and wake on wave resistance, and Professors Miyata and

Kajitani, who pointed out the importance of including the "free surface

shock waves" in analysis. Using the general coordinate transformation de-

veloped in our work, we will be able to investigate various interesting

problems in the future. The first extension of our present method is to

use the shallow-water type approximation for the "upper region" (Fig. 1 in

our paper presented at the Washington workshop) to allow Iýhe formation of

shock waves at the free surface, while keeping the potenti'dl flow in the

"lower region." This modification would allow simulation of breaking waves

and other related phenomena. The next extension will be to use Navier-

Stokes equations, with appropriate models for turbulence in the bov.,idary
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layer and in the wake, so that more interactions of significant physical

parameters can be included. At present, however, we just like to see how

much we can learn from more exact solutions of the potential flow.

Another major difference between our approach and the Rankine source
method is that we solve an initial-value problem, while Gadd and Dawson

solve steady-state, boundary-value problems. This difference has an impor-

tant effect on the treatment of boundary conditions at the "open bounda-

ries," i.e., where the computational mesh ends. In a steady-state formula-

tion, the open boundary conditions are not available, while in a transient

approach one can use the approximation of Orlanski(2) to propagate the

waves out of the computational region. Even if there is any doubt to the

applicability of Orlanski's method to multi-dimensional problems, in a

transient method we can always use a mesh large enough so that wave re-

flection from the mesh boundary does not happen before the flow around the

ship and the associated resistance reach the steady state. We feel that it

is important to clarify the effect of open boundary treatment on the solu-

tion in the steady-state Rankine source methods.

Both Gadd's method and our direct method are capable of computations

employing the full nonlinear free surface conditions. However, the nonlin-

earity can lead to steepening of waves near the ship and some waves may
even break, which is in sharp contrast to the linear solutions for which

the waves will never turn into shocks. In our calculations of the HSVA

tanker, the bow wave starts to steepen and become unstable at Fn = 0.16.

Upon his return to Hamburq from the Washington workshop, Professor Eggers

called Dr. Collatz of HSVA and found there had been considerable wave

breaking and instability when the tanker model was in steady forward mo- '4
tion during experiments.( 3 ) This brings up a very interesting point. That

is, one can not obtain strongly nonlinear solutions unless the equations

are modified to handle the shock waves properly. Without this modifica-

tion, one can perform the transient calculation only up to the point when

the wave starts to break. The same limitation applies to nonlinear steady-

state methods in flow regimes where shock waves exist. In Gadd's computa-

tions of HSVA, Froude numbers as high as 0.19 were carried out. We wonder I
how his fnonlinear calculation would behave if the bow wave became unsta-

ble. From his paper we could not determine whether his nonlinear free
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surface conditions are applied at the exact position of the free surface

or at the undisturbed surface. Also, to satisfy the nonlinear free surface

conditions, how many iterations does it take typically and what is the

convergence criterion? The other question we have is why does Gadd need

axial source distribution while Dawson does not?

Gadd presented tabulated wave elevations for the HSVA tanker in his

paper, which is compared with our result in Fig. 1 for Fn = 0.15. Other

than the fact that the two profiles appear similar to each other, with

some small variations on the sides of the ship which do not really con-

tribute to the wave drag, we can not determine which calculation is more

accurate unless a comparison is made with experimental measurements. Nev-

ertheless, one observation is perhaps worth mentioning: the maximum wave

elevation at the bow, nmax, should be 1.0 from the Bernoulli equation. Our

nmax was 1.013, with a 1% error which is consistent with the error allowed

by our convergence criterion used in the numerical procedure. Gadd, how-

ever, reported nmax = 0.752 at x/L = -0.49375. Of course, this value of Tn

may not correspond precisely to the location of the bow.

In concluding our discussicns, we feel it is important to say a few

words about the potential value of the direct methods and their relation-

ship to other approaches. Direct methods, if carefully implemented, can

include many physical phenomena which are simply beyond the power of the

simpler analytical approaches. Direct methods, like experiments, can pro-

duce a wealth of information about the flow field which can be used to

design new concepts or improve existing assumptions in many current theo-

ries. For example, our calculation shows that the stagnation point for an

HSVA tanker is located at the bow below the undisturbed free surface by a

distance equal to about 4% of the draft at midship. This suggests that,

except for a thin layer near the free surface, the flow field of a double

hull is probably a good approximation for some types of flows, which

agrees with many experimental measurements. As far as the thin surface

layer is concerned, assumptions such as the double-hull linearization can

be examined by using the detailed data produced in direct simulations. Al-

though direct methods are much more expensive to use than the more classi-

cal approaches, they constitute a class of very powerful tools capable of

bringing new dimensions into the field of ship wave research.
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Discussion

by K. NAKATAKE

of papers by C.W. Dawson, C-E. Gadd, K.J. Bai, A.C.W.J. Oomen and

R.C. Chan & W.K. Chan

These papers are very impressive to me, because they do not use

Havelock source potential as a basic tool. I would like to express my

sicere appreciation for their endeavors.

Dr. Dawson shows that the effect of trim and sinkage on wave-

resistance can not be neglected in the range of high Froude number. His

results are good. But eight rows of the hull panels do not seem to be

sufficient in order to represent the double flow around Series 60 hull

at the still water surface.

Dr. Gadd introduced newly "passive" panels and point Kelvin sources.

These sources are used only for the velocity field on the "passive" panels.

They may be also used in order to satisfy the downstream radiation con-

dition as Dr. Bai's eigenfunctions. How to arrange the "active" and

"passive" panels may have direct effects on wave-resistance.

Dr. Bai uses the linearized and the exact hull boundary conditions.

Is the CPU time decreased considerably when thelinearized one is used?

It will make easier to compare the results calculated by using the exact
one for Inuid ana ATHENA hulls with residual resistance of these hulls.

In the purely numerical method, I think, the number of simplifications

should be as small as possible.

Mr. Oomen shows reasonable wave-resistance coefficients and

unacceptable wave elevations near Series 60 hull. Increase of sub-regions

may improve the wave elevations. How is the radiation condition satisfied?

I wish his method will be applied to Inuid, Wigley hulls and the detailed

paper will be published.

Drs. R. Chan & F. Chan showed very impressive picture of the wave

patterns around HSVA tanker. Wave profiles and wave-resistance seem to be

very reasonable. Their method, I hope, will be also applied to Inuid,

Wigley and Series 60 hulls.
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